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ABSTRACT
Secondary school driver education courses should
provide t e:.stu ent with cognitive and affective learning experiences
as well as psych otor skills. Developed through the cooperation of
j an advisory commi tee, workshop group, and other consultants,' this
curriculum guide is -intended to help teachers, suparvisors, program
administrators and teacher educators ao just that.. Included in the
guide are_ sections on thq need for driver and traffic safety
education, curriculum rationale, teaching-learning interaction, and a
107-item bibliography. The curriculum conttins objectives, content
and learning activities divided into these major secticins: (1)
Introduction, giving an overall picture of the highway trapsportation
0
system, (2) On Highway Tasks,. (3) Readiness Tasks, and (4)
Improvement Tasks. Human fundtions-,-identify, predict, decide, and
execute--involved in performing traffic-related tasks. serve' as
reference points throughout. Behavioral objectives emphasize
student:-environment interaction. Fundamental concepts are repeatedly,
stressed, but the material atte'mpts to lead the student' thrOugh. an
enquiry prdcess which results in the student discovering- these
concepts for himself. (CD)
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FORLW ORD

The Automotive Safety Foundation has long sought to farther highway safety and
transportation development. Work and support in behalf of improved driver and traffic safety

education has been a part of the ASF highway safety effort from the early years of the
Foundation's history.
An analysis of needs arid priorities'in driVer and traffic safety edutation led educators of the
Automotive Safety Foundation to identify the curricultim arca As one:especially productive avenue
for study and development. This document resulted from that effort.: It represents another step in
the journey toward improved driver preparation and performance.

The significance and value of this effort will be gauged in' terms of its influence- on
educational thought and practiCe. Curriculum planners, program supervisors, teacher educators and

classroom teachers are in a position to influence new directions in driver and traffic safety
education. We hope this publication will aid them in doing so. The ultimate test is the extent to
which this resource curriculum enables learners to develop, sustain and demonstrate a commitment
to proficient personal driving and responsible civic action for highway safety.

D. Grant Mickle
President

Automotive Safety Foundation
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In November. 1966,The Trustees of the Automotive Safety Founaation met in their Annual
Meeting to consider the Foundation's proposed 1967 Budget. Among the grants approved for
funding was the ASF Driver Education Curriculum Study and Development Project. With this
action, work was begun on the project which has resulted in the.publication of this document.

The project arose from a recognition that preparation to drivethrough effective education
..ind training programsis basic to safe motor vehicle operation. And, that safe and efficient
movement of persons and goods over the nation's highway transportation system is fundamental
to social and economic progress in the United States. Highway collisions and congestion needlessly
and tragically retard this progress through deaths, injuries and economic losses among highway
users. Driver and traffic safety education, alont; with other countermeasures such as enforcement
and engineering, must, be thoughtfully planned and vigorously applied to reverse the trend of these
human and material losses.

In the last decade, curriculum study and reform in education has been the rule rather than
the exception. Biological science, mathematics arid physics were among the first areas to undergo
study. More recently, thc language arts and thc social sciences have joined in this search for greater
meaning and understanding.
But systematic extended curriculum study and.reform in driverand traffic safety education
isatypical. Heretofore, most driver education curriculum development work has been piecemeal
and hurried. Thosc with experience in curriculum guide preparation in local schools and state
education departments know the problems well. &series of "after school hours" committee
meetings or a brief workshop session is typical. Tiine pressures' usually result more in a tinkering
action with existing curricular outlines than hi- a fresh open-ended approach to the mignment. It's
simply a lot more practical under such circumstances to rearrange rather than redesign. There have
been fortunate exceptions to this general pattern, but all too seldom.
Thc ASF Project was designed to oVercome, typical operational problems. Byplanning work
over a several year period and engaging the serviees of a recognilzed authority, there was, a bettc7
opportunity for thoughtful, systematic study, reflection and re-evaluation.

The Foundation was indeed fortunate to have Dr.- Richard W. Bishop of Florida State
.University serve as Study Dkector. During thc study 'period, Dr. Bishop sometimes served ASF on
a full-thne basis while on leave from the University; at other ti rvls, he met his full-time faculty
responsibilities while also guiding and directing the project work. in all 'instances, he brought to
this work valuable' technical Competence and experience, productive organizational talent,
insightful writing and a, rare sense of good humor. We arc indebted to him for hisicadership and
signal contributions to thc project.

It has been this writer's pleasure to have been both associated with and responsible for the
administration of this project from its inception. The idea for the project originated with ASP
staff, and several of the Foundation members have provided professional assistance in the
development of this document oer the past three years. But the greater share of inputs to this
workboth qualitative' and quantitativecame from the Project Director and the many teachers
.and other professionals who assisted him. We have .attempted to acknowledge this' assistance
elsewhere in this publication; but oür.appreciation cannot adequately be expressed herein.

Buikling on the initial project proposal ptepared by ASF staff. in early 1967 Dr. Bishop
prepared a more detailed Study Prospectus which fixed the project's purpose as, "... determining
the cognitive, affective and psycho-motor learning involved in desirable driver performance ... and
developinga cuiriculum to produce Such performance.", ON put more simply, the purpose might
have been stated: first determine *hat actions make .up the driving task (when well performed).
and then design an instructional program' that will result in such actions being learned and used.

An Advisory Committee of curriculum. specialists,. driver educators and researchers,
convened in May, 1967, to examine and evaluate the Study Prospectus. Many of their valuable
suggestions were incorporated into the plan and work thereafter was in accord with this revised
Study Prospectus. As work progressed other inputs came from driver educators and others,
including specialists in related highway safety areas such as traffic,engineering, police traffic
services, etc.

Basic to thc project's purpo e was the concern that driver and traffic safety education seek
and evolve a plan for excellence. 'Overall, this involves a search for: more relevant content;
imprOved organization add administration; effective teacher performance; judicious evaluation;
cogent internal communications with educators and, external communications with others. Much
of this relates to the curriculum itselfwhat is to be taught, and how best to teach it.
t)

Ideally, of course, a research 'based model of the driving task would have been used as a
reference point and curricula developell to support this model. Unfortunately in 1966 there was
no such model available nor is one available today. It is encotiraging to note that the National
Highway Safety Bureau has begun to-sPonsor research of this nature as this document goes to
press.

In this project, every attempt was made to identify and use known elements of the driving
task (as performed by safe,.,efficient motor vehicle operators) as a basis for curricular content.
Content selected in this way has its, roots both in research findings and carefully conceived
rationales. Some decisions by'Project Staff were difficult and subjective owing to confliciing.or
insufficient research evidence. But such will always be the case and students how in classes cannot
realistically be told to "wqt, until all the answers are known."

For the most complete understanding and effective use of this publication, the reader is
urged to examine it in its entirety. While Part III would typically be regarded as "the curriculum
content section," it is important to understand the rationale behind its organization; this is

explained in Part II. Ideas discussed in the Teaching and Learning portion (Part IV) are
fundamental to the teaching-learning equation and should receive careful study and consideration.

Quite naturally perhaps, those of us who have been closely associated with the development
of this Resource Curriculum are pleased to, see it reach the tenninal point of publication and
distribution. We witness,this moment, however, with several hopes and expectations, namely that:
(1) this document be regarded as the beginning of a project effort rather than its conclusion; (2)
teachers, supeMsors, program administrators; teacher educators and others will seek to carefully
and critically examine. its cOntent and philosophy, as well as experiment with its use both as a
'resource for curriculum change and in actual instruction.

For our part at the Foundation, we intend to continue an active interest in instructional
improvement through curriculum design and implementation. Within the limitatiOns of budget and
staff time, we are particularly interested hi making staff available as needed to direct or assist in,
State and local curriculum committee work and in preparing teachers to utilize
this resburce
curriculum..We also hope to explore new avenues for implementation of some aspects of the.
curriculum. Finally, we are most anxious to evaluate the effectiveness of the curriculum.

plaits and a modest beginning is already being madealong these.lines as this document
go s to press. We will be pleased to join hands with others who have a similarr.commitment to the
irn rovement of driver and traffic safety education.
COM the outset, this project has proceeded with the intent that it result in a contribution to
improved highway safety. To further this goal, the Resource Curriculwn is available to all; there is
no copyright on its contents. Acknowledgement of source will be appreciated.

'History reveals that soUnd curricular development more often proceeds throul slow, steady
growth than by.Major leaps and bounds. Potentially siknificant steps are possible, and it is hoped
this ASF, project is one such step, but the expectation is that .other systematic study will follow
over the years. In this way a continuous, successful search for improvement may result.
Charles H. Hartman
Director.
Education And Manpower
Development Division
AutomotiVe Safety Foundation
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PART 1

WHY
DRIVER AND
TRAFFIC SAFETY
EDUCATION?
0.

-

\\ HY DRIVER ,k(IND TRAFFIC SAFETY ElcUCATION?The growth and development of a nation depends largely
upon the capability of its transportation system to move
persons and goods to desired locations safely, rapidly' and

efficiently. Highway transportation, a sub-system of the
complete transportation system. is a huge,-loosely coordinated complex Consisting of more than 100 million vehicles
and operators, traveling in excess of I.,000 million miles a
year on 3.5 Million miles of roadway. It is becoming increasingly important that the highway transportation subsystem (hereafter referred to as the system) be coordinated
with air, water and rail transportation suh-systems.
'7

lize deVelopment and management of highway trans,portalion involves millions of people in a gigantic task of business, manufacturing and public administration. This task
entails producing vehicles; building roads and parking faeili-

ties; providing supplies and services which vehicle owners
require; developing regulations, facilities,and devices; planning and operating traffic control device§; informing, educating and controlling drivers; and many other activities.
Primary management forces are engineering (highway, traffic

and vehicle), motor vehicle administration, police traffic
supervision, traffic courts, medical care arid transpOrtation
of the injured, and education (Fig. 1). Since the Departinept of Transportation was established, the federal governmept has played a major_ role in setting management standards. and providing financial support to achieve greater
uniformity and effectiveness..
r
Man plays varied and active roles in the highway transporta:
tion system. Millions of people are engaged in occupations

mentary and secondary schools can and should cOntribute
their reSources to in troducingyoung.people td the highway
transportati on system, and-preparing them for
increasingly active role, not only as a driver, but also as an
informed and active supporter of sound traffic safety.
programs.

Education 'for traffic safety shOuld have its' foundation in
the elementary schools. Children of elementary school age

,are not driving motor vehicles, but they are active participants in the system ai pedestrians, passengers and operators of bicycles. There is soMe indication that potential
problem drivers can be identified among elementary school
children, and this suggests that remedial efforts be, planned

to modify the characteristics that will predispose these
children to accidents. Apart from this point, all elementary
school youth will .profit by well conceived instruction that

helps them to acquire the concepts, skills and values
needed as a sound basis for a lifetime of safe and efficient
use-of highway transportation facilities.
Th secondary schools ( focus of this study) are uniquely
qualified to prepare young people for entrance into the
traffic system as operators, and as responsible participants
in programs which affect system performance. At this level

of formal education, 'youth reaches legal driving age in an
environment that includes resOurces for learning under professional teachers. Student interest in learning to drive can
be exploited not only for creating good drivers, but also to
put meaning into many concepts and values considered as
general education. The primary aims of secondary school
Driver and Traffic Safety Education are to:

directly related to developing and managing highway transportation. Nearly two-thirds of the, entire population are

1.

involved aS eligible voters and taxpayers, influential in
determining public policy and in 'financing the system. Of
these, more than 100 million
nearly half of the populationare licensed operators, forming a major component in
the man-rnachine-roadWay system as they interact with
each other, and as they relate to management functions. In
short, thetighway transportation system touches everyone..

system as vehiele operators;
equip students with knowledge and '.hought
processes that will enable them to make wise decisions

3.

Man needs formal preparation to perform the varied
traffic-related tasks, of which driving is the most prominent. Operating a motor vehicle is a complex and important

task that the average driver performs 300 hours per year,
which amounts to 375 weeks of driving.and an expenditure
of $50,000 in,a life time (2). It can be argued that driving is
the most important skill in contemporary society, insofar as
the threat to human' life is concerned. In any case, it is too
important to learn by chance or in a haphazard way. Ele-

prepare students with at least minimum performance capabilities for entry into the highway traffic

in situations that could lead to impaired

driving performance (alcohol, drugs, fatigue, emotions and vehicle maintenance); and
help students acquire the insights and motivations
needed to become fully functioning operators and
responsible members of the system.

The third objective implies continuing development of trarfic related competencies throughout a driver's career, made
possible by learning experiences in Driver and Traffic Safety
Education. Driver gducation experiences should help students to aCquire a clear arid full pyture of driving performance viriables, as a prOfile for assessing and improving their,
own and gystem performance. -

13
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C'urriculuin construction in driver and traffic safety educa-

tion should be tied in with over-all curriculum planning.
Many of the crucial issues in traffic safety are not isolated
issues, but instead are related to the broad areas of human
behavior. For example, the drinking and driving problem is
simply part of the alcohol problem in general. The same can
be said about drug use, emotions, the aging process, law and
order, and other social problems. These concerns are identi-

fied in the traffic environment by poor performance and
accidents. This reality suggests that the driver and traffic
safety education teacher 'should work with Other teachers,
and with othside agencies, to develop and implement a
coordinated instructional plan that integrates and reinforces
traffic related concepts and values throughout the curriculum.

.

Teaching related to the highway transportation system can
best be carried forward in a separate course, for it concerns
learning that embraces the cognitive (knowledge and intel-

lectual skills), affective (attitudes, values and emotional
sets) and psycho-motor (neuromuscular coordination). Conceivably, many traffic related concepts could be, and in stime
cases are, integrated in Physics (physical laws), health education (alcohol and drug use), vocational education (vehicle
maintenance), business education (vehicle insurance), social
studies (social and economic affects); and in ,other subjects.
This practice should be encouraged. However,, not every

student takes all of these courses, so they would be only
partly "educated." In the absence of a separate course, even
perfect integration would fail to cover a substantial body of
content which deals with the act of driving (e.g., basic
control tasks, interacting with other highway users, handling complex and critical situations). To ask other subject
areas to assume this burden would distract them from their
primary objectives. Besides, teacher competency would be

when operating a motor vehicle mirrors the kind of person
we represent. Granted, the frustrations and anonymity of
the highway traffic environment can bring out the worst in
us. Nevertheless, our overt acts reflect our personality and
temperament. This reality helps us to see that any experience.which helps to mold our beliefs and attitudesparticularly those related to self concept and concepts about other
peopleindirectly influences our behavior in relating to the
highway traffic system. (Fig. 2).

Although driver and traffic safety education is only one
force that influences operator behavior, it can have a most
powerful influence. The course cannot be expected to
change the student's "style of life," but it can change his
"style of driving." Furthertbore, a quality program can
influence the other forces that determine operator behavior. Students in today's driver education classrooms will be
the parents, traffic police, judges, engineers, motor

vehicle administrators and private ditizens of tomorrow.
But, neither students nor teachers need to wait for the
long-range payoffs, They can become involved in immediate
system improvement measures.

In summary: Secondary school Driver and Traffic Safety
Education, as drie of the direct forces influencing operator
behavior, can also exert beneficial influence, both immediate and long-range, on the highway transportation system.
The overarching goal ,of Driver and Traffic Safety Education
is to improve the quality of human decisions and perfor-

mance tasks rekted to the systenj in a manner that

en-

\ courages continuing improvement. To the degree that we
are successful in attaining this goal, we increase the proba;.

Multiple forces help to shape the behavior of highway users,

bility that operators will be able to drive ,from origin to
destination safely, expeditiously, conveniently and economically, thereby serving both individual and system-

even before the individual reaches driving age. Behavior

purposes.

in question.

a.

a

o

FORCES SHAPING OPERATOR
COMPETENCY-AND RESPONSIBILITY
Figure 2
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aRRICULUM RATIONALE
SectiO'n II-Readiness Tasks

This part of the publicatidn highlights the philosophy
and assumptions underlying. the process used in developing
the Resource Curriculum. Following a look at the overall,.
curriculum structure; key aspects pervading the curriculum

Certain decisions and actions, before a trip begins and
at temporary stops along the route, either increase or decrease the probability of successfully completing the mis-

presented in Part Ill are explained. They relate to ( I)

sion. These tasks include:

Human Functions, (2) Behavioral Objectives, (3) Fundamental Ideas, (4) Learning Domains and (5) Curriculum

Assessing physical, mental arid emotional fitness for the:
mission (Unit A).

Forma t .

Structure

Making sure that the vehicle is appropriate and in good
,
condftion for the mission (Unit B).

Tasks that individuals perform relative to driving and
traffic safety serve as natural focal points around which tO

Chodsing the best routes, times to travel; places to stop

structure the curriculum. In this project, objectives and

(for fuel, food and rest), and auxiliary equipment to

content items were derived from and grduped iiround.what
people do, On and off the highway, in relating to.the system. This process served to reduce personal bias in selecting
objectives and content. Behayioral objectives were included
when they contribute to a decision or performance involved
in one of the tasks. In soMe cases the judgments were difficult and somewhat subjective because of insufficient evidence about the task. However, curriculum developers

cope' with special problems (Unit C).

Section IIIImprOvement Tasks
,

The fully functioning .member of the highway transportation system works toward system improvement by:

cannot wait until all the evidence is in, because students

Striving to become an expert driver through a self analysis and self improvement program (Unit A).

need to be taught now.

The proposed curriculum is based on: the following
structure and accOmpanying rationale. (Fig. 3 presents the

Actively supporting. programs designed to improve the
quality and codrdination of system components (Unit

overall structure in chart form.)

B).
.

IntroduciionThe Highway Transportation Systein

-

In the preceding structure you do not find special units

Before .man attempts to function within a system he
should have a. clear picture of the. (1) system components

on rules of the road, physical laws and other .traditional

and controls, (2) criteria for judging the effectiveness of the
systcm, and (3)- membership responsibilities as an operator
and non-operator.

the performance Of some tasks, and are certainly not neglected in this study. They ire siniPly divided and placed
With the tasks to which they relate. For example, laws that

unit titles. These clusters Of content bear importantly, upon

deal with intersections are included with the task of negotiating intersections. The "centrifugal effect" on a curie 'falls

Section IOn-Highway Tasks

.under the cornering task: The project staff felt that the

As a vehicle operator7 man's role in the highway transportation system consists of the following sub tasks:-.

areas of knowledge. relevant to vehicle operation are made
-.,more meaningful to the student if they are presented in direct relationship to performance.

Con trolling the relationship of the vehicle (movement
dynamics) to the roadway through proper selection of
diriction and speed alternatives (Unit A).

HuMan FunctionsBasic Points of Contact
and Connection for the Curriculum

Interacting effectively with other highway users in
routine and difficult highway and traffic conditions
(Unit B).

Performance depends upon the effidiency and effectiveness of human functions applied to the task, so educational
efforts should be directed toward developing the quality of
these functions. Although researchers have classified these
functions somewhat differently .(1)(8)(86), their analyses

.

Occasionally handling a critical situation triggered by
loss of traction or vehicle failure (Unit C).

Coping with a highway collision situation if directly
involved or one of the first to come upon the scene
(Unit D).

appear to agree in substance. The term's in the study
follow closely those proposed by Schlesinger (86). They are:

*Tluoughout this publication, the term "vehicle operator" applies
to both two and four-wheel vehicle operator, unless a distinction
is made.

1.

2.
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Although all of the objectiVes will be labeled "behavioral objectives," a close look will reveal that avo distinct

decide what to do; and
execute your decision.

kinds of behavior are represented. On one hand the beThe precise division and labels are not important so long as
they come from a .systematic and logical analysis, and are
meaningful to the teacher and his students. Some may prefer to use ."perception" instead of "identify"; and "judge,"
"evaluate," or "assess" instead of "predict:" In any case the
person Senses and processes information, decides and acts.
These functions 'tend to blend together and overlap in the
rapidly changing traffic environment:Noneof them-is inde=
pendent; indeed, listing them separately is More a convenience than a reflection of reality. They are separated in this
project to stress the mental as well as the physical functions
--- of driving, and also tO help identify tec niques for developing the functions. (Fig. 4)

havior is immediate and close fo that required in real world
performances. For example, in the laboratory phase'of the

course, we are able to teach and measure the degree to

they affect_thedriver's ability to identify, predict, decide
and execute.. The functions also apply to units on self and
system analysis and improvement. To .imProve you must
first identify weaknesses, predict the consequences of pro-

which students have learned to control the vehicle, interact
with other highway users, and handte complex and a .few
critical situations. Another grou of objectives represent
only proxy measures of real world performance. These
could be termed "behavior potentials" or "enabling objectives," because here students acquire knowledge, intellectual skills, and attitudes enabling them to handle real world
situations, should they arise. To illustrate, testing of a student's ability to handle a skidding vehicle would be too
hazardous with facilities available to most schools, but we
can test his understanding,of the factors involved in the
prevention and correction of skids, hoping that this cognitive learning will make a difference in actual driving performance. Also included in this category of objectives 'are
behavior potentials designed, to prepare students to make
intelligent choices in non-driving, tnjffic relatecrsituations.
We cannot be certain how a stu'dent kilu respotV one, three
or five years later when he is faced 'th a situfition involv-

posed improvement' choices, decide 'upon a course of
actih, and finally execyte4hep1anSince_theseiunctions

ing drinking and driving, vehicle maintenance, trip planning,
hanIlling of an accident scene, or support for a traffic engi-

Each lesson, even those that deal with behavior
off the highway, can be related to these functions. Alcohol,
drugs, emotions and fatigue are considered in terms of how

have such wide and powerful applicability it is su ested
ihat they serve aVhe fundamental concepts for tl e curriculwn. (Thty are described in detail in Section I, nit B,

neer. However, through problem solving, simulation and
other methods, we can help students to acquire correct,
information and to develop a. process for making rational

Episode 1.0.)

decisions. How vtell students acquire these behavior potentials
can be measured, and in that sense they- are also im,
mediate behavioral objectives. Therefore, no'distinction is
made in this resource.

;,!!,,

t)

This project has been influenced by those wh emphasize that objectives should beyritten in terms of m asurable
learner performance (45)(64). Behavioral or per ormance
objectives include a verb denoting observable action such as
identify, write, classify, predict, summarize -or compare:
These terms'are less subject to misinterpretation than verbs
like know, understand, appreciate and other vague
terms, and .4hus tend to communicate more reliably. In the

statement of objectives is a- description of the stimulus
being responded to, and an indication of the desired-adequacy of the action. Here, is one. example :

When given a series of critical situations (via-film, slides
or diagrams) where a quick roponse is needed to avoid

or reduce the impact of a clollision, students will be

able to select the better course of action from the
alternatives given for each situation.

dne can -readily see that these objectives ate not descriptions ofcontent or teacher performance, but instead represent in precise language what performance capabilities are
expected of. students as a result of the learning experience.

At least three advantages appear to result from clearly
stating objectives in terms of student performance. First,
wise teachers know the motivational valbe of telling.students what they will be able to do,when a particular topic is
completed. Secondly, measurable objectives enable teachers

and researchers to design instrunients y which instructional procedures can be evaluated. The third advantage
relates to the "image" of driver and traffic safety education. Those who make curriculum.decisions, suppott groups
and the public-at-large, need and deserve to know what can
and cannot be accomplished through a given subject. Expressing the content in measurable terms provides a base for
demonstrating the learning outcomes to these. various
"publics." In sum, behavioral objectives are potentially valuable for (1) motivating the students, (2) helping teachers
and researchers evaluate content and process as a means td
curriculum improvement, and (3) creating a better understanding of the natuie and scope of:driver and traffic safety
education.

A feeling prevails that not all of the learning goals in
Driver and Traffic'Safety Education can be observed and
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measured at the end of the course. First of all, some meaningful learning may be unobservable or internal and, therefore, cannot be reduced. to performance acts. This is particularly true in the affective domain of beliefs, attitudes and
values where appraisal techniques are woefully inade--

Drivers decide and act; not according to the way
things are, but according to their interpretation of
what they are like (per.ception-reality).

quate. Does this mean that we should not try to develop
traits that appear tOabe beyond objective measurement?

,

The .same driver may be willing 'to assume-more
risk at one time than another.

The thinking here is that we must turn toward teaching and

6.

evaluating all of the traits that research indicates are important in driving, regardless 'of how difficulr they are to
measure. We may find that if affective objectives, can be

Skilled and rational\ responses tend to become disorganized under emotional Stress or panic.

7.

It is better to assume the "worst" from other
---diivers and not have it happen,.than to ignore the

defined more precisely than they are at the present, significant changes can be made in the attitudes ands values of

worst and have it occur.

students.

8. Alcohol interfeThs with the human functions
essential to safeand efficient driving performance.

Fundamental Ideas

lir

9.

Special effort was rifade to identify fundamental ideas

in driver and traffic safety educationthose which have
wide as well as powerful applicabilityand to give these

ideas a central role in. the curriculum. Simply teaching discrete facts and skills with lit& regard fort their context in
the broader Structure ntakes it difficult for the student to
. comprehend, remember, generalize and apply the learnings.
Perhaps we are not giving adequate attentinn to uncovering'
-the basic ideas in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, and is
a 'result find Ourselves all -too often teaching.details rather
than principles. If we focus on fundamental ideas the details will fall into place.

The term "concept" as'used in this study refers to a
meaningful. idea (group of related facts and opinions) that
will help young drivers to deal more efficiently and effectively with soMe aspect of the traffic environment. Some
examples are hydroplaning, right of way, risk, negligence,
responsibility, empathy, accident, prediction, emotions
'and warrants.. These concepts, when internally lodged, will
determine how we react to particular situations, persons and
objects. We live and drive in accord with our concepts and

The curricUlum resulting from this project has been structured largely in the -form of generalizations siMilar to the
preceding examples. Traffic related tasks served as criteria
for deciding whether the concepts and generalizations were
sufficiently...important to justify the time for teaching.
The subjeCt matter of a curriculum is the raw material with
which we work at the present time, but it will change. For
that reason; an effort Was made to highlight concepts that
will have ,more or less lasting value. Not that concepts aie
everlastingly valid; they need to he re4e.xamine also. Realo be
ity cannot be molded' to fit the concepts', ideas
molded.-to fit reality. In all probability, however, the following generalization, and most of the others in this study,
willbe as valid in 1980 as they are in 1970.

"In predicting the potential movement ,of other vehicies, an opeiator shoUld consider the distinctive attributes associated with that class of vehieles."
Although this generalization will continue to be valid, the
specific information used to illustrate it will probably need
to be revised. In time, the capabilities of today's vehicles
(motorbikes, trucks and buses, compacts and spOrts cars)
will change and perhaps new types of vehicles will come
upon the scene. And so it will be with many other generalizations; the supporting facts will change.

values. (Values are discussed in. Part IV.)

When concepts are placed in statements, they form
generalizations or principles. Here are nirie examples.

selected at random frpm various units.

I.

3.

Traffic Signals placed at intersections where they
are not warranted increase accidents.

The right mix of speed, fluid on the road surface

2 The degree to which a generalization becomes mean-

and tire tread can result in a vehicle losing all
contact with the road (hydroplaningj

ingful to a particular student dePends upon the concepts
and values already internalized 'by a student, the teacher's
selection of subject matter, and his management of the

firaking distance varies at a geometric ratio with

learning process. In anjf case the process is not simply trans-

speed.

mitting concepts from teacher to student (a pouring-in
process) but rather ,a strategy that involves students in

Fundamental to all right of way is the principle
that no one is 'authorized to take the right of way
if to do so would cause a threat to life or property. -

.

active interaction with the materials, analyzing and making

.judgments on how io deal with problems. Perhaps We
should teach as if we were coaching, striving to get the best
possible performance from every learner....

.

iS

talkiiig about a psychomotOr skill 'used in operating the
vehicle or a social skill in handling a situation involvUnderlying the objectives, 'content and learning activities of the proposed curriculuM is the belief that different

ing alcohol, drugs or emotions.. Execution is the ultimale
goal and major criterion for judging the effectiveness of the
curriculum. ("The proof is in the pudding.") Before execution, however, comq identification, prediction and deci-

kinds of "learnings" interact and Mfluence each other.
Terms and definitions that will be used are:

sion. -In turn, the kiality of these human functions is
determined by our concepts, values and skillsall of which
can be influenbed through the learning process. (Fig. 5)
That.is what driver education is all about.

cognitive learningknowledge, comprehension and
intellectual skillS

a ffe ctive learninginterests,. beliefs, attitudes and
values

The curriculum format includes "SectiOns," "Units,"
"Episodes" and "Segments." Each episode includes a page

psychomotor learningmotor skills

called Episode Delineation Form (See page 18) consisting of concepts:behavioral objectives and learning activi-

The cognitive and affective .domains of learning can
never be completely separated. If cognitive objectives are
developed, generally there will be a corresponding develop-

ties. A "Concept" represents the fundamental idea in the
segment, the "objective" suggests student behavior revealing extent of-learning, and learning activities present ideas

ment of apprOpriate affective behaviors. For example, when

the principle "alcohol reduces hthibitions which control
driving behavior" is taught effectively, the student will not
only comprehend (cognitive) the full meaning of the principle, but he -will also acquire some feeling ;and attitude
(affective) about the idea which in turn will influence his

for developing the desired behavior.

SoMe of the behavioral objectives can be used as test
questions as stated, but most of them serve only as the basis
for developing questions, learning activities and media.
Take this example.

behavior. Our challenge is to find these ideas which have a

"two-way stretch," that is, they represent valid subject
matter and, in addition, serve to cultivate values which produce wise decisions.

Given a series of traffic situations (slides or diagrams),
students can "spot" view obstructions and select
appropriate adjustive measures.

The balance between cognitive and affective learning in

a particular learning episode varies. In some cases a great
deal of subject matter is acquired with little change in attitudes and values, while on the other hand a small but highly
charged idea may produce a significant change in the affective area. For example, a well planned and conducted brake
reaction demonstration could markedly influence the think-

Since visuals Of traffic scenes are to be used in this testing
situation, they should also be used in the learning or practice situation. In fact, whenever possible teaching and test-

ing situations should be similar. If not equivalent, they
should at least be analogous. With this principle in mind,
one can see the opportunities for developing learning activities and media from the objectives.

ing and subsequent behavior of the participant, with a
limited change in the cognitive area. On the other hand, an
inforMative film or reading assignment may sigNificantly

Learning activities are included for only some of the
episodes. The project staff felt that a greater contribution
could be made by concentrating on overall curriculum
structure, behavioral objectives and content. As curriculum
planners and teachers in driver and traffic safety education,
we need to approach a consensus on behavioral objectives
and content. However, agreement on method appears to be
less important. More than one route can lead toward developing the same student behavior. Teachers should select
their methods on the basis of individual capabilities and

increase the student's knowledge with little immediate
change in attitude. One needs to consider more than the'
results of a single learning experience. Sometimes a situation high in cognitive potential and low in attitude will lay
the foundation for value and attitude change in a subse-

quent experience. As an example, assigning students to
acquire certain information may be a necessary prerequisite
to a successful group discussion or a role-playing episode..
Competent teachers consider how the balance of cognitive
and affective aspects-fit into their_ total planning and goals

for the course. Furthermore, they do not waste time debating the relative importance of knowledgeand attitude

available resources. For this reason, and also because of time

limitations, learning activities have been omitted in many
cases. Hopefully, Other curriculum planners and teachers
will be stimulated by the proposed behavioral objectives
and content in Part III, by the discussion of teaching and

because they realize that they go together.

Psychomotor and social skills enable the learner to
carry out behavior choices determined by cognitive and
affective learnings. This statement applies whether we are

learning in Part IV, and as a result develop appropriate
learning activities and media.
12
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A section on "Content" also accompanies each episode, in addition to the Episode Delineation Form. In the
content part, each segment concept is woven into a generalized statement which serves as theg basis for a behavioral
objective. Segment level generalizations, and behavioral
objectives are on a 1 : 1 ratio. Supporting ideas (subconcepts) are included for each segment to furnish a source of

Summary

Summarizing the 'structure and rationale for the proposed curriculum in Part III:
, I,
Highway traffic related tasks serve as criteria for
judging the relevance of curriculum elements.
2. Human functions related to motor vehicle opera'

/information for teachers and students. Content places
heavy emphasis on generalizations underlying traffic-related
decisions and performances. For the most part, prescriptive

3.

statements" ("Do this""Don't .do that") are avoided.
Instead, typical ,,statements point to 'cause and ef(ect rela-

tionships so the student will be able to make intelligent
aecisions and perform skillfully. In some cases, operating
procedures are ineudedfor example in Section I, Unit

4.

CCritical Situations. However, step by step teclthicities for
performing various maneuvers generally are omitted, since
they are identified in many other publications.

5.

tion (identify, predict, decide and execute) aire
basic points of contact and connection for the
curriculum.
Objectives are stated in terms of student behavior
which can furnish guidance for teaching and
evaluation.
Content emphasizes concepts and principles that
influence traffic related decision making and
performance. t
Cognitive (knowledge) and affective (attitudes)
learnings combine to determine how psychomotor
skills are used.

r

ytt
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GiYen a slide series of .highway

scenes

to analyze, the studeht will be able to
identify 'roadway and vehicle conditions
that indicate a ncTd to eval6ate and perhaps alter ihe rate of vehicle movement.
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INTRODUCTION

UNIT TITLE: THE HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

UNIT GOAL:

Students will be able to define the highway transportation system in terms .of its components, goals, management
forces, criteria for evaluating its effectiveness, operator and non-operator tasks, and membership requirements.

EPISODE TITLE:
1.0

Man and the System

Episode Delineation Form

UNIT

EPISODE

1.0

Title:

The Highway Transportation System

Title:

Man and the System

EPISODE PJRPOSE: This episode is designed *to help students acquire a comprehensive picture of the goals, components, and fOrces involved in the highway transportation system, and to see the varied ways in which they can contribute

to system efficiency and improvement. By presenting this overview early, teachers will be able to (1) show students how
the learning experiences-.in subsequent units and episodes Will help them relate to the system and (2) initiate a term project
to help students learn how to,participate in the social and political activities related to traffic management. In regard to the
latter, teachers will need to refer students to Section III, Unit B, Episode 3..0 for suggestions and guidelines regarding nonoperator activities.

Concepts

Seg

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Learning Activities & Resources

.

System

1.1

Identify the characteristics of a "system."

Teacher-led presentation revealing the definition,
characteristics: and examples of "system." Each
student identifies a system that he is familiar
with and describes why it fits the definition of a

.
.

,

system.
1.2

Highway
Transportation System
,

Describe the major components of the highway

Students list the variations in vehicles, highways,
and drivers that characterize the highway transportation system, and then compare this system
with rail, water and air transportation. (General-

transportation system and compare their characteristics with similar components in rail, water and
air transportation systems'

zationsoformed through this process.)
1.3

Highway
Safety
Management

Classify the "forces" which are designed to manage
the highway transportation system, and describe the
function of each. (One sentence for each.)

By appropriate questioning, the teacher will`draw
out "forces" from the students. Teachers will fill
in those.that students do not reveal.

,
1.4

System
Performance
Criteria

Visuals would facilitate the learning of the material.

Identify the criteria thpt can be used to aluate the
overall performance of the highway transportation
system, and compare these measures with file goals

Teacher elicits answers from students through a
questioning process and fills in information as
needed.

.of individual highway users.
_

1.5

Driving
Task

Summarize the nature of the driving task: ilpose,
major performance requirements, and the role \O

Questions:

,\

safety.

What is the major purpose of operating a motor
vehicle?

\-- What are the major obstacles, to accomplishing the

'

What ITthlmdcrjying reason for driving in a safe
.

1.6

Membership

Identify and appraise the mental and physical re-

Requirements

quirements that individuals must meet to acquire
and maintain an operator's license,

Students study the state vehic oil
ole-(1 nelf","vork)
prior to a brief class recitation period designed to
clarify the main requirements and issues.

Distinguish non-operator from operator tasks.

(See the stiggestion under 1.7 of "Content.")

,

a

1.7

manner?

.

Non-operator
Responsibilities

.

.

-

,

CONTENT

\
Highway transportation is more hazardous than

1.0 The efficiency of the highway transportatio system

rail, water and air transport, because:

depends upon the performance of both public officials
responsible for developing and managing the System,
c, and highway users as they relate to the system.

)

these other means of travel operate under
unified control, following pre-determined
schedules on their own more or less exclusive

1.1 A system is an orderly arrangement of components and
sub-systems that serve to perform -some task in a given
environment.
a.

b.

right-of-way, with very little traffic congestion other than at ports or terminals;
more congested because many units meet on the same
travelway with no one having exclusive right-

(2) by contrast the highway scen

Components inter-relate and interact with each
other.

of-way ; and

(3) except for operators of truck and bus fleets,

Vast majority of systems are composed of men

most highway vehicle operators have not had
to meet advanced qualifications; in contrast,
air, rill and water movements are largely mass
transport, controlled by highly qualified
operators, adhering to rigid safety rules, and

and machines.
c.

Man needs to be challenged, but not overburdened.

having the benefit of scientific systems of
d.

In any man-machine system some tasks are better

Signalling and traffic control.

performed, by men and other' tasks are better
handled by machines.
e.

f.

1.3 Developing and managing the highway transportation
system requires many _interconnecting forces working

Human factors engineer attempts to fit the machine and the environment to man's capabilities
and limitations, while education and training attempt to fit man to the machine and his environ-

together at the federal; state and local levels.

ment. (Both efforts strive to minimize error.)

Highway, traffic and vehicle engineers strive to
provide highways, operational controls and vehicies that will enable keople to reach their destina-.
t ion sa fel y, conveniently and economically.

System effectiveness is the ability of the system to
do the job it was intended to do.

(Physical control.)

a.

b.

1.2 The highway transportation system, a sub-system of
the national transportation system, is composed of
many man-machine-environment combinations inter-

work within which officials can.Carry out their

duties stemming from vehicle operation and
pedestrian traffic.

acting in a loosely coordinated fashion.
a.

c.

'A driver licensing program helps to limit vehicle
operation to persons physically and mentally qualified to drive, and also prevents needless denial
of the right.to drive.

d.

Motor vehicle registration procedur8 furnish
rapid identification of vehicle ownership for investigative, law enforcement and other administrative and research purposes; and in addition,
serves as the basis for income faint registration

Millions of machines of varying sizes, design, func-

tion, perfoimance capability, age and condition
are included.
b.

Laws and ordinances supply standards of motorist
and pedestrian conduct, and serve as a legal frame-

Millions of miles of roadway,, aiid other physical
entities on the roadway and the roadside, which
affect the movement of die vehicle, vary in design,
construction, and condition. (Many highways are
inadequate.)

fees.

The machines are operated on the roadways by
millions of operators of varying ages, skills,.knowles ge, temperament, phwical attributes and goals.

e.

Police traffic supervision represents an official
control designed to ensure safe and efficient
movement of traffic on streets by:

d.

Because of the _demands driving places 'on the
(1) directing and cOntrolling traffic;
(2) enforcing traffic laws; and
(3) investigating accidents.

operator, and the serious consequences which can

result from poor performance, driving is one of
the most hazardous activities people engage in.
t
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f.

g.

h.

Traffic Courts, another official control, determine
guilt or innocence and impose penalties in accordance with laW on those who are convicted of traffic violations, and in, so doing create the impressions which largely determine the citizens'attitude
toward traffic law enforcement and the judiciary.

a.

Individual drivers strive, to move their vehicles
from one location to another as safely, economiCally, convepieritly and comfortably as possible.

b.

The.individual's goal is reached by selecting paths

and velocities coordinated with *the paths and
.velocities of other, drivers and pedestrians (often
in -close' proximity) striving for their individual,

Driver and Traffic Safety Education is designed to
improve the competency of highway users. There
are education programs for improving competency
eif public . officials and others: engaged in work
related to traffic management.

goals. 'In this sense driving is a social activity.
c.

tially the same regardless of the vehictChe is driv-

ing.tle must:*

A good traffic records stem, including information regarding drivers, v hicles, volumes of traffic,
highwaYs 'and accidents, is the base of all aspects
of a coordinated traffi safety and vehicle usage

(1) scan and iearch to identify key cues in the
environment;

(2) interpret the cues and predict what implica-

progam.
i.

tions they have for his behavior;
(3') decide upon an appropriate ..ourse of action;
and

An effective program ,of emeigency medical care
and transportation for those injured inNtraffi'c acci-

(4) execute the decision through a complex coordination of hands, feet, senses and mind..

dents will redude the number of deaths and the
consequences.of injuries.
j.

Federal legislation was enacted in 1966 to (1)

d.

require that all new 'vehicles-will incorporate safer
features progressively, and (2) establish a federal
mechanism for cooperating with states and communities so they will have coordinated and effective highway safety programs.
k.

Organized citizen. support groups, cooperating
with public officials, are dssential for an optimtim
jtighway transportation system. (See Section III,
Unit B, Episode 3.0 for the opportunities and
tesponsibilities of private citizens. related to
improving the highway transportation system).

1.4 The overall performance of the highway 4.msportation
system can be assessed in terms of:
a.

d.

collisions which prematurely terminate or interrupt movement (see Section 1, Unit D, Episode
1.0 for information on the traffic accident

(6) weather.
e.

a.

Safety must weigh heavily in the decision-making
process if the task is to be "accomplished successfully. (Safety is a means to an end).

Learner's permits and licenses are symbols of different kinds of membership in the system.

A variety of physical and mental requirements
must be met before one can receive a learner's
permit.
'
è.

AB of the states require a driver's license examina-

tion .to insure a minimum level of operator

problem)'; and
e.

(4) traffic signs and signals;
(5) pathway visibility; and

driver license and motor vehicle registration laws'.

ment can occur on roadways;

the time it takes to complete movement between
variods4ocations;

(1) roadwayUrface and design;
(2) near-path physical structures;
(3) traffic density and movement patterns':

operator in the system, individuals must comply with

the geogaphibal locations between which move-

c.

The major performance iequirements in the driving task are placed on the operator by the environment, which is Constantly changing due to vaiiations in the:

1.6 To acquire and maintain membership as a vehicle

the numbei`of people and the amount or goods
which can be moved;

b.

'The operator's task (perceptual-motor) is essen-

competency.

(1) Unfortunately, the driver licensing examina
tion measures only rudimentary knowledge

cost factors.

and skills, plus some physical traits, but &yes

1.5 The task of driving a motor Vehicle occurs within the

context of the functioning highway transportation

*A complete episode is devdted to these functions latersee
.Section I, Unit B, Episode 1.0.

system.
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(countrywide) can be accumulated and acted on

not guarantee that the person is socially and
emotionally mature.

as a whole by the licensing state.

(2) Periodic re-examinations can help motor

1.7 Our responsibility with respect to the highway transportation,system extends beyond what we do as vehicle operators; it includes non-operating activity ,that
contributes to overall system efficiency and improve- ,-

vehicle administrators to identify those persons who have acquired physical disabilities
or whose knowledge and driving skills have
deteriorated.
d.

,L

ment.*

A basic ingredient of a quality driver licensing and
driver improvement Program is a driver record file
which includes convictions, accident reports, com-

*The project staff suggests that teachers delay any depth treatment
of this generalization. However, if the teacher would like to involve

students in an action project related to the generalization, that

plaints about the driver, warning letters, test

activity should be initiated fairly early in the course to allow ample

scores, and other personal information. By ex-

students to Section III, Unit B, Episode 3.0, where suggestions and

changing information on drivers, states are creafing a means by which a driver's complete records

guidelines for system improvement projects are included, along
with other ideas related to 1.7.

time for data gathering. At that time, the teacher should refer
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SECTION I - ON HIGHWAY TASKS
Section Goal:-

Students will be abje to perform motor vehicle operational tasks under varying road and
traffic conditions with at least
entry-level proficiency and, more important, the potential to become expert. In addition, they
will be prepared to handle
themselvet appropriately at a traffic accident scene..

\

,

Unit Tithe

A.

Basic Control Tasks ,
B. Interacting With.Other Highway Users
C. Critical Situations
D. Conti() lling The Consequences Of Highway Collisions
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SECTION I-rON IIIGHWAy TASKL
c;

Unit A - Basic Control Tasks
11.

L.

Unit Objective:

Students will be able to control the vehicle and perform basic maneuvers to the point where they can enter light traffic
under teacher supervision.
1

t.

-EpisodeJit1es:_
1.0

Vehicle and Road Surfacejnteraction:

2.0
3.0
4.0

Basic Concepts
Directional Control
Speed Control
Braking and Stopping
Maneuvers
.

I.

5.0

C

A

SectionI
2

Episode Delineation Form

.

UNIT

A

Title:

Basic Control Tasks

EPISODE

1.0*

Title:

Vehicle and Road Surface Interaction: Basic Concepts

EPISODE PURPOSE: The operator communicates with his vehicle and the roadway through the
steering control,
accelerator and braking control.
or -not the vehicle responds as anticipated depends upon the effectiveness of ihe
control devices p1us4khe friction between
\Whetherthe tires and the-road surface. An understanding of the concepts and the principles
related to tire-roadway interaction will help the young driver maintain equilibrium
between his vehicle and the roadway. The
purpose of this episode is to develop that prerequisite understanding.

Concepts

Seg

\

/

Classify the (a) kinds of frictistatic, slidirig,
rolling add internal) and (b) general conditions thiat
determine the amount of friction between two
...

sr

faces.

/

Learning Activities & Resources

.

,

'

Friction

1.1

/

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

/

,

I
1

1.2

Traction

Describe the role of traction in maintaining vehicle
control.

.

1.3

Road Surface
Factors

/

When shown pictures of roadways, identify and
appraise° conditions that influence the gripping ef-

ficienay of the roadway.

.

.

1.4

'Tires

'

.

.

When given a series of situations related to tire selection and condition, identify the implications for
traction.

...

'

S

0

,

..

V.
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,
the skill of starting a car, on a slippery_ surface lies__

1.0 Control of vehicle movement depends substantially
upon the friction on small spots where the flattened
out part or "footprints" of the tires contact the

in applying the power to the drive wheels so they
do not lose their grip on the surface.

roadway.
c.
1.1

Friction is the resistance to motion between two
surfaces;

a.

tia must be overcome. (A body at rest tends to
remain at rest).

Four basic kinds of frictions are:
(1) static friction

It takes more force to start a vehicle moving than
it does to maintain movement, because (1) static
friction is greater than sliding friction and (2) iner-

the holding force between

d.

two surfaces at rest ;
.
(2) sliding friction -.- the resistance to motibn

Normally, a vehicle moves in the direction the
wheels point., because the "rolling friction" of
wheels moving forward or backward is much less

between two surfaces which are moving

than the "sliding friction" of side movement.

across each other (somewhat.less than static

Exceptions are:

friction);

(3) rolling friciion - the resistance to motion of
a rolling object like a ball, cylinder or wheel
(small compared to static or sliding friction,
which is the reason for using wheels instead

(1) when centrifugal effect in a turn is greater

than the frictional force of the tires, the tires
will slide sideways.
(2) when brakes are applied hard enough to slide
the tires, there is no rolling friction.

of sled runners); and
the resistance to motion

(4) internal friction

within elastic objects (tires get warm from.

e.

internal friction as they flex).

b.

Amount ot friction between two surfaces depends
4
upon the:

(1) substance of the material - metal, wood,
rubber (the softer the material, the more

1.3 Many factors affect the gripping efficiency of road
surfaces.

friction);

(2) roughness of the surfaces (the rougher the

Surface materials (concrete, asphalt, gravel and

surface, the more friction);

dirt) have different coefficients of friction .

(3) ainount of force. pushing the surfaces together (the more force, the more friction);

b.

Dry surfaces have a much greater gripping efficiency than when wet.

c.

At the beginning of rain, particularly after a dry
spell, the water combines with oil and dirt of the

and

(4) presence of "lubricants" oil, water, leaves,
etc. - which tend to hold the surfaces apart,
thereby reducing friction.

c.

Although traction is increased by the weight of a
vehicle, a heavier vehicle will not stop in a shorter
distance, because the added traction is balanced
by the added inertia of that weight.

surface to form an emulsion that is extremely slippery.

Amount of friction between two surfaces (coefficient of frictio0 is calculated by dividing the
amount of force necessary to pull one surface over
another by the amount of force pressing the two
surfaces together (weight).

d.

Loose sand and gravel, stone chips, mud, wet
leaves, oil and grease tend to lower gripping efficiency also.

N

1.2 Traction (adhesive friction) is essential to vehicle-eon

trol.
a.

Ice and snow provide very little frictional grip.

f.

Ice patches under an ,overpass, around shaded
curves and other spots blocked from the' sun provide a deceptive hazard because they thaw more

Traction is needed on the drive wheels to make
the vehicle go, on the front wheels for steering,
and on both front and rear wheels for directional

slowly.

control and braking.

b.

e.

g.

A spinning wheel, (sliding friction) does not provide as much traction as a rolling wheel; therefore,

For the operator of a two-wheeled vehiclv railroad tracks, steel bridge expansion joints, latticefloored bridges, even dew on a metal- manhole
covet create a traction problem.

25
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h.

i.

As temperature rises within the freezing range, ice

c.

Variance in tire tread depth and inflation pressure

anti to a less degree snow, becomes much more

can

slippery (braking distance doubles with a temperature rise from 0 to 32° fahrenheit).

uneven braking. Rotating tires at regular intervals
helps to equalize the wear of all five tires.

Bridges freeze before dther road surfaces, and also
thaw first.

d.

create steering difficulties, instability and

Letting air out of tires does not increase traction;
in fact, it may even increase the tendency to skid
on turns.

Bumpy washboard roads also greatly reduce the

friction grip of tires on the road and result in

e.

difficult steering and braking. (The vehicle suspension system helps to keep the wheels on the road

Either oveilnflation or underinflation of tires
causes an improper contact with the road surface
and also sauses excessive wear.

surface.)
k.

(I) 'Underinflated tires cup in the center causing

Coefficients of friction are likely to be the lowest
at approaches to intersections (a particularly bad
place) from the wear of vehicles starting and stopping and also oil drippings from cars and truCks.

shoulder wear and difficult' steering especially
in cornering.

(2) Underinflated tires pverheat from friction,
caused by sidewall flexing which reduces the
strength and durability of the tires.
(3) Wear confined to the center of the tire indicates that the tire has been overinflated.
(4) Overinflated 'res are easily damaged because
the cords ca not flex and absorb road *lock.

1.4 Tires are an integral part of the braking system, the
steering system, and the drive train that transmits the
power from the engine to the roadway.
a.

Tire treads provide traction on wet:surfaces by
furnishing an outlet for water-squeezed by the tire
groovings as they cut into the film of water.
f.

b.

The groovings of tire treads also provide ventilation to combat heat build up caused by filet* of
flexing treads.

Snow tires (including studded tires) improve traction hnd stopping distance on ice and snow, but
tire chains are more effective under those
conditions.

Section

I

Episode Delineation Form

UNIT

EPISODE

A

Title:

Basic Control Tasks

.2.0

Title:

'Directional Control

EPISODE PURPOSE: This episode will help the student examine the man-machine-rdadway interaction with
respect to directional control, as a means of developing capability to position hig vehicle in selected paths on straight and
curved roadways.

i

Learning Activities & Resources

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Concepts

Seg

,

Line of Sight

2.1

Explain why seating position, line of sight and manip-,
ulation of the steering control all influence the operator's ability to maintain directional control.
..

2.2

Steering and
Suspension
System

.

Identify the symptoms and possible consequences on
directional control of (a) front end misalignment, (b)
defective steering mechanism, and (c) weak shock
absorbers.

0
,.

;33

Weight, Speed
and Vehicle

Two-wheeled
Vehicles

'

-

control.
.

fiofile

2.4

.

Relate weight, speed and vehicle profile to directional

Id en t i fy special problemsrelated to directional
controlConfronting operators of two-wheeled

vehicles.

,

Culminating Objective:

In the driver education car, students demonstrate their
ability to maintain proper lane position over a selected
route that is relatively free of other highway users.

c
1. t
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2.0 Reliable and accurate directional control depends upon
m u I tiple

(2) When the front wheels are in proper align-

driver-vehicle:envirOnmental factors inter-

ment (angles at which wheels are positioned),

acting in a closely related manner.

Centering the line of sight down the path the

2.1

they allow the tires to roll parallel to each
other when traveling straight ahead without
scuffing, dragging, or slipping. Misalignment
car

can result from worn parts or hard jolts to

should travel, and steering toward the center 'of this
selected path, will help to prevent over steering and
under steering.
a.

the front end.
(3) A properly functioning steering system is particularly important in fighting cross winds,
negotiating sharp curves, and during evasive
actiohs in emergencies.
(4) Power steering, through reduced gear ratios,
provides fast, posftive steering under normal

Good seeing begins with good seating.

(1) Sit erect and squarely behind the wheel with
eye level well above the .top of the steering

circumstances, and also helps the driver to
retain control under adverse circumstances

wheel.
(2) To look backward is physically awkWard, but

(blowout, chuck holes, soft shoulder, etc.).
(5) A driver should be able to recognize ahy malfunctions of the steeringsystem such as steer-

it is the only way to get the whole picture
.when backing the vehicle.
b.

ing wheel "play," hard steering, pulling to
one side, "shimmy," poor recovering and

Constant eye movement helps to prevenrboth the
fIxed and the blank stare ("captured attention"),
enabling the driver _to maintain continuous awareness of his relationship to the roadway.

self-centering, noise and tire squeal.

b. f..Shock absorbers lend firm control over spring
action and in so doing help to provide directional

(1) Center on the path ahead.
(2) Scan the scene continuously.
(3) Check mirrors aril dash periodically.
(4) . As speed increases, search farther ahead for
environmental cues that may affect course of
action.
c.

stability.

(1) Shock absorbers make it possible for tires to
maintain a nearly continuous, firm contact
with the road surface, to produce a smooth
and comfortable ride.

Even on a straight road a car will not "hold the
path" unless the driver is looking ahead; recognizing each movement away from the desired

(2) Shock absorbers have limited life and lose
effectiveness gradually, which can be detected by: swaying on ctuves, uncontrolled
wheel bounce and bottoming on bumps:

path, and making early corrections for each deviation (continuously steering).
d.

Position of the hands on the steering wheel may
vary with the -design of the seat, the length of the
driver's arms, muscular differences, and speed of
travel. In any case. the hand position should be
where the driver can steer best.

excessive rocking and dipping motions when
moderate stops are made; and lack of vehicle
stability at highway speeds.
2.3 Weight, speed -and vehicle profile influence directional
control.
a.

The effects of side wind forces increase as the
weight of the car decreases, but a heavy vehicle is
not immune to the effects of side wind (danger of
sudden shifts of wind direction velocity; also the
danger of driving into a head wind and then suddenly turning a corner).

2.2 Properly functioning and precise steering and suspension systems allow changes in direction to be made
accurately and in close accord with movements of the
steering wheel.
a.

;

The steering system and front tires utilize friction
to provide maneuverability.

b.

Trailers, campers and vehicles with a cartop carrier are especially susceptible to wind forces due
t6 their higher center of gravity.

c.

As car speed increases, the angle decreases at

(1) As the driver turns the steering wheel the
turning action is transmitted through a gear

to the arm and rods that control the front

which direction changes can be made safely. For
example, a lane change at 15 mph could be made

wheels.
:28

(2) The more slippery the surface, the closer to

at a 45° angle while at 60 mph a smaller angle

vertical the vehicle should be kept..

-wouid be required.

(3) By driving io the left side of a.roadway lane,

1.

2.4 Maintaining directional control on a two-wheeled
vehicle requires a higher level of skill than driving an
automobile. The rider and the vehicle act as a system
to control and balance the machine.
a.

_

the bumps along the road edge can be
avoided.

(4) If you have to hit a small obstacle or bump,
hit it head-on, grasp the handlebars firmly,
and raise slightly from seat to protect your

Small bumps, obstacles in the road and other surface conditions which may not even b?noticed by
an automobile driver, will frequently challenge the
two-wheeled vehicle operator.

spine from the jar.

b.

4

(1) Raihoad tracks should be crossed as near to a
90° angle as possible, to avoid skidding and
catching the wheels in them.

a

If articles are carried in a saddle bag or-a carrying
rack, both hands are free for using controls and
maintaining good balance. Although a rider may
feel secure riding with one hand he cannot handle
the slightest emergency.,

Identify

Execute

the-grease strip_in _the_center_ of . the lane and,_.

Task
Performance
Proficiency

.Level

Decide
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SectionI
Episode Delineation Form
UNIT

A

EPISODE 03.0

Title;

Basic Control Tasks

Title:

Speed Control

EPISODE PURPOSE: This episode will help the student to examine the man-machine-roadway interaction with
regard to rate of movement, as a nlhans of developing the capability to judge appropriate speeds for roadway
vonditions.
Special emphasis will be given to speed control on turns and curves.,

Seg

Concepts

Source and
Transmission
of Power

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Learning Activities & Resource

Given a diagram of the engine and power train, trace
the power from its Origin in the cylinders to the rear

wheels describing the function of the clutch, transmission, drive shaft and diffeiential.

3.2

Kinetic

Apply the concept of kinetic energy to vehi4le
movement.

313

Define "acceleraton" and state the factors that determine the accelertion capability of vehicles,
T.'

3.4

3.5

'

Decelerittan

Cornering

e

Define "deceleration" and describe non-braking techniques for safely and efficiently decelerating a moving
vehicle.

. Identify vehicle and envirohmental factors that determine speed selection on curves.

3.6

Speed
Choice

Given a series of highway scenes to analyze (slides),
identify roadway and vehicle conditions that indicate

a need to evaluate and perhaps alter the rate of
movement.
3.7

SPeed Laws

Classify the various kinds of speed limits.

Culminating Objective:

In the driver education car, demonstrate good judg-"
ment in selecting speed alternatives for various kinds
of roadway types, surfaces and conditions.

COVENT
to heat by rolling to a stop, braking to a stop, or

3.0 The speed of a vehicle must be adjusted by the driver
in accord with vehicle and personal capabilities, environmental conditions, man made laws, physical laws,

collkling with an obstacle.

3.3 Acceleration, the vehicle's capability to increase from a

and the driver's directional objectives.
3.1

given speed or stationary position to a higher speed
depends upon a variety of factors.

Power, available to the driver via the accelerator pedal,
is made.possible in internal combustion engines, by the
interaction of the Kiel and electric systems, assisted by
the lubricating and cooling systems.
a.

The burning of a gasoline-air mixture in an en-

a.

Engine power and gear ratio are dominant variables in determining acceleration capability.

b.

Other factors influencing acceleration aie:
(1) traction of the drive wheels;
(2) driver selection of proper gearjatio; and

closed space (cylinder) is the source of power.
.

(3) the driver's use of the accelerator pedal and

b. Most vehicles have four, six or eight cylinderpiston-spark plug coMbinations each fired at a
different moment to provide a continuous and

related feedback.
c.

smooth power production.
c.

Four strokes of the piston represent a cycle repeated many times over which is the "heartbeat"
of motoring (intake, compression, power and

3.4. Deceleration, a decrease in thd rate of speed of the
vehicle, can take place through means other than braking.

exhaust.)
d.

e.

A supply of high voltage electricity is supplied to
each spark plug in proper order and timing by the
distributor, in cooperation with other components
of the ignition system.

a.

frictional forces between the tires and the road
surface and in the moving parts of the engine and
power-train..

When the ignition and starter switch (usually combined) is turned on, the electricity flows from the

b.

spins and cranks the gasoline engine.

The lubricating and the cooling systems are
The engine's power is transmitted from the engine
through the transmission, the drive shaft, and the
differential to the car's rear wheels. (power-train)

c..

upon the degree of slope.

motion, possesses what is known as kinetic energy produced by its mass (weight) and its velocity.

The potential energy stored in gasoline is changed
to kinetic energy by the car's engine.

b.

Kinetic energy (momentum) keeps the car rolling

d.

Taking your foot off the accelerator suddenly
creates an effect that is similqr to applying your
brakes, a reality to be considered on slippery
surfaces.

3.5

The tendency of a moving body to continue at the
same speed and in the same direction (inertia) unless
another force is applied confronts the vehicle operator
as he stri les to maintain directional control during
turning movements.

when the foot is removed from the accelerator
and there is no help from the engine.
c.

On a down grade the driver can compensate for
the pull of gravity by releasing the accelerator,

braking or shifting to a lower gear depending

3.2 A moving automobile, just as any Other body in

a.

Downshifting (selecting a lowe.r gear ratio in a
manual transmission car), in combination with leSs
pressure on the accelerator, produces a sufficient
retarding force for control in some situations and
also savei brake linings.

needcd to keep the engine going.
g.

When the pressure on the accelerator pedal is
decreased, the car slows due cto a retarding force
of the engine compression, ail- resistance, and

battery to the small electric starter motor which

f.

To accelerate upgrade, the engine has to overcome
the force of gravity in addition to the usual work
of moving the car.

Kinetic energy increases in a geometric progression (as the square of the speed).

a.
d.

To stop a moving vehicle, kinetic energy, which
cannot be destroyed. must be converted in form

On a curve, the turning of the front wheels is the
force applied to change the direction of the vehicle (provideg a side,thrust).

3
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b.

In a curve, friction and the force of gravity combine to help keep/ your car from skidding off the

describe the effect of.inertia when a car rounds a

cause the vehicle to plow straight ahead on a
tangent to the curve.
(9) If the driver enters a curve below the critical
speed (speed at whiCh frictional forces will
break loose) he can accelerate coming out ot
the curve.

curve, varies at a geometric ratiothe square of

(10) In determining the safe speed for curves,

roadway.
c.

"Centrifugal" effect, a term of convenience to
the speed.

engineers have considered vehicle and driver
capabilities and also the physical forces

(I) Car speed is the most important variable in

involvd.

controlling a vehicle on a curve, because of its
dominant influence on centrifugal effect, and
is a factorgover which the operator has direct
control.

(2) As the iadius of the turn- is reduced, the

3.6 Proper choice of speed is a major tool to be used in
coping with highway hazards. As speed increases the
time available for identifying, predicting, deciding and
executing decreases.

centrifugal effpct is increased and conse-

quently the slower you will have to drive to

a.

get around it safely.
Centrifugal effect increases directly with the
weight of The vehicle; however, an increase in

path of the vehicle (roOks, glass, barricades, fallen

,branches, curbs, poles, mailboys, etc.) create a
hazard that drivers must reckon with by speed
and/or direction adjustment.

the coefficient of friction due, to the added
weight helps to balance this negative factoi.
b.

d.'

Objects and obstructions on or near the intended

Accurate speed adjustment is particularly critical
on older roads built for cars of their day and fre-

Besides the radius of the 'curve and the weight of
the vehicle, other environmental, vehicular and

quently inappropriate for the characteristics of

operator factors determine the safe speed for

modern vehicles. Some exaniples are:

curves.

(1) nvmerous curves and hills;
(2) narrow lanes and bridges;
.
(3) low, narrow and soft shoulders;
(4) many near-roadway obstacles;
(5) changes in the number of lanes;

(1) When a vehicle is cornering, the front wheels
lead the rear wheels in such a manner that the
tracks of the rear wheels :Ire inside those left
by the front wheels.

(6) pocr or no markings; and

(2) The coefficient of friction between the tires
and the road surface is the most significant
factor in determining the safe speed on a

(7) deteriorating edges, chuck holes, etc.

curve.

(3) Whether the road is banked7flat or crowned
makes a considerable difference in the safe
speeds for negotiating a curve. (Crowned
roads are banked the wrong way for a left

c.

Any speed can be exCessive.

d.

The small amount of time gained by increased
speed (80 mph compared to 70 mph) does not

hand turn.)
(4) Properly functioning shock absorbers increase

justify the added risk.

cornering ability as they work with friction

e.

and gravity to combat centrifugal force.

(5) The dimensions and weight distribution of a
vehicle have a lot to do with its cornering
stability and the ease with which it can be

A driver's sense of speed, not particularly keen at
best, is distorted further under certain conditions
(velocitization).

(1) The type of vehicle being driven affects the
driver's sense of speed (height of eyes above

handled on turns and curves. .
(6) Proper tire pressure is important for optimum
vehicle performance on a curve. Cornering
ability tends to improve with the increase of

the road; noise level, and vibration level).

(2) Cars seem to be moving faster when the
windows are open.

pressure at a constant load, becaVse of the

(3) There is a tendency for sustained high speed
driving to dull a driver's judgment of speed.
(4) Glancing frequently at the speedometer will
help the dritter to remain aware of the speed
(particularly limportant on the freeway exit

increase in sidewall stiffness.

(7) Over steering on a turn generally results from
accelerating too soon or failing to return the
steering wheel to straight ahead soon enough.
(8) Braking the vehicle after entering the curve
will tend to play into the hands of inertia and

ramps and for a while after leaving the
freeway).
32
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(1) This regulation compels the driver to use

3.7 Vehicle codes include more than one kind of speed

good judginent in scaling down the absolute
speed limit .to fit the conditions prevailing at
a given tinie and place-(reasonable -and prudent speed).
(2) Although there is less chance that the driver

limit.
a.

Absolute speed limits, both maximum and minimum, serve as a guide to the driver in selecting
appropriate speeds for varyingTonditions.

L

will be cited for violating this speed law, com-

Oared to the absolute, it is a more-important
law for him to.self-enforce itisofar as his and
others' safety is concerned.

(1) Persons drive in a variety of enVironments for
the first time and, therefor, need some
advice in respect to' the selecton of a reasonable speed.

(2) The underlying principle is that, above or
below certain limits speed in and of itself is

c.

Some states include a prima facie speed law which

coinbittes features of both the absolute and the
basic speed law.

dangerous and therefore illegal.

(3) Maximum speed limits vary with types of
vehicles and with times and locations.
d.

(4) A maximum speed limit does not give the

Data tends to show greater heed is paid to speed
advisory signs, warning drivers of a hazardous situation, than to the regular speed limit signs.

operator permission to go that fast, it merely

suggests the speed at which he may travel
under ideal conditions.

(5) Speed limits are or should be determined by
engineering studies which take into account

e.

natural laws.
b.

advance of the point where he could see it, especially where visibility is limited.

In addition to absolute speed limits, drivers at all
times operate under a basic speed law.

Task

Execute

Warning signs (diamond shape) are usually "intended to help the driver perceive a hazardous
situation bring the information to the driver in_

Performance
Proficiency
.

Level
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Section 7 I
Episode Delineation Form
UNIT:

A

EPISODE:

4.0

Title:

Basic Control TaskF

Title:

Braking and Stopping

EPISODE PU#POSE; This episode will help the student examine the man-machine-roadway
interaction with
respeCt to braking and stopping a motor vehicle'. In the process, students will acquire the concepts and skills basic ti(precise
and well-timed braking.
_

Seg

Concepts

4.1

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Stopping

Learning Activities 8i. Resources

Describe the, various ways .that kinetic energy can be

' dissapated to stop a moving vehicle.
4.2

Normal
Braking

..

..

'

,

Indicate the factorq thai determine brakingefficiency
in a normal slowdown and stop.
.,

...

.

.

.
.

4.3

.

.

Locked
Wheel Stop

.,

.

.

-

Coritrait locked wheel braking versus normal braking
with respect to man-machine-roadway factors.

.

,

.

.

.

.,

_

.

4.4

Braking
Distance
.

4.5

Stopping
Distance

Given certain speeds and coefficients of friction,
predict the effect of these variables on braking distame.
r

.
s

.

Given certain speeds and times needed for identifying,
predicting, deciding and executing, estimate the total
stopping distances. (The purpose here is to implant the

.

,

.
.

idea that the distance is greater than would be ex-

.

pected.)
4.6

.

.

'

Braking

Techniques

Relate principles underlying the braking operation to
braking techniques.
.

.

.

.

.

Culminating Objecdve:
.

,

In the driver education vehicle demonstrate sound
judgment and groper technique in braking under
normal circumstances. In addition, demonstrate the
capability to make a sudden stop.

-

.
.

C'ON I EN 1
The coefficient of friction between the tires and
th.t .road surface governs the maximum braking

f.

4.0 When speed is constant. braking time and distance vary

with the brake performsnce. tires, road surface, and

force usable: The most powerful brakes are useless
without traction..

braking technique of the driver.
4.1 In order to stop a moving vehicle (a body in motion

Maximum braking force is obtained just before

g.

tends to remain in motion). friction must convert

the wheels lock.

kinetic Cnergy into heat.
a.

On a level road with foot off the accelerator the
car will eventually roll to a stop without braking
because the rolling friction between tires and road
surface. the friction of the moving parts. air
resistance and the engine compression all help to

4.3 When brakes are applied too firmly or too suddenly
the friction between the brake lining 'and the brake
drum is so much greater than the friction between the
tires and the road surface that the wheels stop or lock
before the vehicle .ropa.

slow down the vehicle. The car will stop in a
shorter distance going uphill, and conversely
downhill. because of the additional force of

If the wheels 'lock, the friction lietween the tires

a.

and the road is the major determinant of the
length orthe str.

gravity.
b.

In a normal braking stop it is the fricAional drag of

thc brake lining against the brake drums that
slows'the revolving wheels, and the tireoransmit

lock the wheels.

the braking force to tIle road surface.

c.
,

c.

The lower the coefficient of friction between the
tires and the roadway the less effort required to

energy is dissipated
through heat generated hetwee'n the sVoling tires

lock0 wheel .stop.

In a locked wheel stop, heat generated between
the tires and the road surface tend to melt tire
nibber or ice thus reducing further the coefficient
of friction.

arid the road surface.
d.

In a collision, energy is dissipated by crushing a/nd

/When the-wheels arc locked equally the vehicle
will usually slide straight ahead unless acted upon
by some other force. i.e.. the wind, side slope or
crowned road. curve or surface variation.

kendini- the 'metal of the vehicle, or resist:thee
from the obstacle that it hits.

/

e.

2Braking
efficiency is influenad by a number of fac.
tor;

Wear, gease and water reduce the efficiency of

When the rear wheels lock while the front wheels
rti)1 freely, the vehicle will be prone to turn completely around. (180°) if speed is sufficient. If not
carefully controlled, applying the parking brake
too forcefully in an emergency could produce the
same result.

the brake lining and drum contact points.
f.

h

Liquids cannot be compressed. therefore. hydraulic fluid

Locked wheel braking in effect takes away your
steering control.

in brake lines running from a master
(I ) Rolling friction between tirei and roadway is

cylinder to each wheel cylindir transmit's pressure
as effectively as a steel bar. assuming high quality
brake fluid and a tight system.

essential before the direction of the vehicle
can be changed by the use of the steering
mechanism.
Althou

If all four wheels sr ,! not braking equally, braking
distance for a given speed will incre -.se and
steering will bc unpredictable

wheel

ring contro! is lost in a locked

stop, braking distance mar not be

significantly different,
shorter.

in

fact

it may be

The front wheels are required to do more work
44 Since Kinetic energy. which must be changed to heat

than the rear wheels because of weight transfer.

-%by braking. varies in -a geometric progression, so does
braking distance. (Double the speed, and braking distanc increases four times: triple the speed. and brakance increases nine times.)

Power brakes assist the driver in applying brake
pressure but do not affect the amount of friction
or hraking force generated

av

45G
L.
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a.

Although this assumes a locked wheel stop, any

other braking technique will produce approximStely the same distance yr longer.
b.

-4.6 Proper technique in braking can provide smooth stops,
prevent accidents, and also add miles to the life of the
brakes.

When speed remains constant, braking distance
varies

a.

inversely with the coefficient of friction

cle speed increases.

between the tires and the road surface. (When the

coefficient of friction is reduced by 1 /2. braking
distance is doubled.)

b.

For efficient braking. foot pressure should conform with the speed so as to use minimum preSsure to stop in required distance or time.

c.

Releasing the brake pedal slightly just prior to
stopping point, permits the vehicle to level and

,

c.

d.

Weight of the vehicle does not change braking
distance significantly in a locked wheel stop.
A vehicle equipped with bald or threadbare tires
will slide considerably farther on a wet surface

prevents a "snap-back" effect.

than the same car equipped with tires having good

d.

tread. A driver can bc lulled into a false scnsc of
security because of the relatively good stopping
ability of bald tircs on.a dry surface.

travels during the time needed by the operator for

c.

identification, prediction, decision and execution, plus

the time required for the brakes to stop the vehicle

a.

Feet per second serve as a basis for determining
distance travelled in a given time. To convert miles
per hour to feet per second multiply the miles per
our by 1.47:

L.)

c.

f.

c uals time multiplied by velocity.

When continuous braking is required for a period
of time. such as on a long steep downgrade. shifting to a lower gear before starting downwards will
provide engine braking power. take sonic of the
strain off brake linings, and help to prevent brake
fadeout.

Identification, prediction and decision-making

(1) However, some automatic transmissionis will

fu ctions varies directly with the timc. Distance

not downshift above a ccrtain speed.

time vary widely with the complexity of the

(2) Light. smooth braking on a long downgrade is
often preferred to "pumping," since the up-

circumstances and the capability of the driver.
*They may vary from a fraction of a second when a
red light-suddenly appears to a few seconds in a
highly discriminative type situation.
d.

When compelled to-stop quickly. particularly on a
wet or icy surface, intirmittant application of the
brake pedal (pumping action) will minimi7.e the

danger of skidding. and steering control will be
maintained. The up-phase permits the tire to roll.

D lance travelled in feet per second during these

/b

A slight pumping action of the brake pedal serves
to test the proper functioning of brakes, check the
traction between the tires and the road surface,

and provide a brake light warning to following
traffic.

4.5 Total stopping distance equals the distance a vehicic

after the brake control has been activated.

Braking Jeclmique becomes more critical as vehi-

Execution time varies between individuals due to
muscular coordination and skill, and it also varies
for the samc individual at different times (fatigue,

phase in pumping permits the vehicle to accelerate.

(foot poised on brakc) when uncertain conditions
lie ahead reduces execution time if braking

Although most of the basic concepts related to
braking an automobile (friction, locked wheel
braking and braking distance) also apply with
slight modification to a two-wheeled vehicle,
braking technique is different because of the different braking systems in two and four wheel

becomes necessary.

vehicles.

alcohol, drugs. etc.). Covering the brake pedal

g.
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Episode Delineation Form

A

UNIT:
EPISODE

5.0

Title:

Basic Control Tasks

Title:

Maneuvers

EPISODE PURPOSE: To manipulate the vehicle in situations requiring sharp turning movements (particularly
in tight quarters), on hills and in other situations requiring precise movements - vehicle operators need to coordinate use of
vehicle controls and make skilled and properly timed actions based on sound judgments and decisions. Techniques and
underlying concepts required for developing smoothness and precision, in these maneuvers is an important part of driver
education curriculum. However, since textbooks, lab manuals, films and other sources are well-programmed in this phase,
only objectives are included here.

The placement of this episode (last) in

t

Unit on "Basic Control Tasks", is not intended to imply that it would follow

Episodes 1-4. Most of the learning here wqhld occur in the lab portion of the course, so precise placement of "maneuvers' in
the curriculum would depend on the coordination of classroom and laboratory instruction.

Seg
5.1

5.2

Learning Activities & Resources

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Concepts
Controls,

5.1-5.9 Students will be able to ( I) verbalize

Gauger and
Equipment

proper sequence of steps and related rationale for
performing these maneuvers and (2) execute the
maneuvers to the point where they arc able to apply
.
them in light traffic.

Pre-starting

the

ficiency.

and Starting
Procedures

5.3

5.4

5.5

Starting,
Moving,
Stopping and
Sccurity

Textbook material, transparencies. films and othcr
aisjs will help students acquire an understanding of
the how and why of each maneuver. (cognitive
learning). This step will reduce the time needed in
the lab phase for developing performance pro-

Further proficiency and confidence will bc obtained as
they practice thc maneuvers under "real-world" traffic
conditions (Unit B).
.

Lab methods appear to have distinctive strengths
related to developing proficiency in performing
maneuvers.

tify", "predict" and "decide" functions as they
relate to thc maneuver.

Lcft and
, Right Turns*

Multiple Car - Efficient and effective method
for learning the motor skills and distance judgment required for executing the maneuvers.

Backing

5.6

Turning the
Car Around

5.7

Lane Change-

.

Traditional lnCar Method - Brings together all
the capabilities nccdcd to perform thc
maneuvers-understanding, motor
ceptual and predictive rap bility.

ing and
Passing*
.

5.8

Parking-Angle,
Perpendicular
and Parallel

5.9

Up-down

i

11111 Start-

ing, Stopping
and Parking
-,..._

*Concepts and generalizations related to these and some of the
other maneuvers arc included in the next unit-"Interacting With
Other Highway Users"

.

Simulators - A good method for !cling the
sequence of steps. Can help also in thc "iden-

skills, per-

.

C.

SECTION I
Unit B

ON HIGHWAY TASKS

Interacting With Other Highway Uscrs

Unit Objective:

Students will be able to demonstrate a level of proficiency in the human functions (identification, prediction, decision and
cxccution) sufficient to perform legally and safely as thcy intcract with other highway users in routine and difficult system
environments.
Episode Titles:

1 .0 Human Functions and Motor Vehicle Operation

2.0 Impediments to Vision

3.0 Distractions
4.0 Movement Within Traffic Flow

5.0 Intersections
6.0 Pedestrians and Animals
38
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Episode Delineation Form

UNIT

EPISODE

1:0

Title:

Ifiteracting With Other Highway Users

Title:

Human Functions' And Motor. Vehicle Operation

EPISODE PURPOSE: Human functions, mental as well as physical, are involved in performing the many
tasks and sub-tasks of driving. Regardless of whether the operator is negotiating a curve, passing another vehicle, or parking,
he must read the traffic scene, make predictions and decisions, and implement his decision. Competency depends upon the
operator's proficiency in performing these functions.
In this episode students will acquire a mental picture of the functions (identify, predict, decide, execute) as they relate to the
driving task. This background is important because the functions will serve as fundamantal concepts, connecting points, and
goals for the curriculum. Each episode will relate and contribute to developing student proficiency in one or more of the
functions.

In teaching the functions of driving, it must be emphasized that they interrelate and interact and are separated here only for
analysis purposes. Furthermore, the functions are not necessarily performed consciously, in fact, they rarely are.

Refer to hg. 4, page 10, for a graphic illustration of these concepts.

Seg

Concepts

1.1

Identify

1.2

Predict

1.3

Decide

1.4

Execute

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Learning Actis & Resources

Write a description of the human functions involved in
operating a motor vehicle. Include essential elements
in a correct and related sequence.

To initiate this episode thc teacher asks "What
abilities other than motor skills arc needed to
drive?" Through responses to this and followup
questions the class begins to form a picture of thc
functions needed to operate a motor vehicle. The
teacher .then fills in with whatever detail he feels is
appropriate at this stage, using printed materials
and visuals to facilitate meaningful learning.

-

If large cards with the functions printed on thcm
are placed permanently in thc classroom for all to
see, they will wive as a frame for each lesson.

1.0 In operating a motor vehicle man functions as a sensor,
an information processor and a controller.

lion, movement and functioning of his own
vehicle in the environment.
(5) The best search rate and pattern may not be

1.1 One of the basic operator functions in the driving task
is

intuitively obvious to the operator, so he

to acquire and maintain a clear, complete and

needs to learn proper visual habits. (Research

accurate picture of the traffic scene in order to identify any critical objects or changes which may require

needed here.)

compensatory actions.
d.

A person is somewhat like a computer with numerous inputs or channels of information flowing in
through the sensory equipMent.

a.

b.

The operator's ability to maintain a search pattern
which detects important cues, without distortions
or illusions, is influenced by:
(I)

the position, intensity, color, contrast and

movement of the stimuli;
(2) the condition of his sensory equipment. particularly the visual apparatus; and

Vision is the primary medium through which the
operator acquires environmental and vehicular
information.

(3) distractions outside the vehicle, inside the
vehicle and within the person.

(1) Visual observations are limited by the physi.
cal abilities of thc eyes to see clearly (acuity).
judge depth and distance, distinguish colors,
see in low illumination and adapt to glare.

c

Besides visually acquired information, the operator senses important cues through auditory, tactile. kinesthetic and other sensory mechanisms.

(2) Central vision consists of a relatively small
(1 I The operator should have a sense of "road

angle and focuses on only one thing at a time.

but fringe vision, which is much wider,

feel- of what the car is doing through every
physical contact the scat. floor, brakes and

en-

ables the driver to observe important cues in
the upper. lower and side range of vision.

steering wheel.

(2) Auditory cues can help the operator to evalu-

(3) The eyes can focus on only one thing at a
time. but can move very rapiJly between

ate his vehicle's performagce, and also to
sense adjustments needed in relating to other
highway users and the environment.

several stimuli.

(4) Actual reading or observing of events

is

accomplished during thc fractional seconds

From our eyes or other sensory equiprnent the
messages go to the brain, where they are translated into meaningful inft=ation through a sort-

when thc eyes fixate.
c.

For optimum information acquisition, the operator needs to use a consistent. systematic and

ing and analyiing process commonly referred to as
perception.

gressive search pattern.
II

(1 ) Because of physical and psyholigical factors

The search pattern should continuously scan
roadway location and characteristics. Inca.
non, movement and movement potential of
other highway users, traffic control signs and
signals: near roadway fixed objects: and the
vehicle's instrument panel.
12) Although an effective search pattern enconi .
passes the total traffic scene (front, back and
sides). it concentrates on the various sectois
in proportion to the likelihood of haiards
( .z) A scanning pattern employing the "brief
glance- technique enables operators to maw.
t am continuous awareness of their relation1

the brain does not attend to most things we
see, but instead selects only those incormng
sensations it wants to consider

(2) Which stimuli are selected and identified
depends upon (a) the degree- of threat. (b)
ptevious experience and learning. and (c)
motives and Calotions iii play at the time
(3) As the number of elements (cues) to be identified increases, the chance of missing an
important cue increases Each element tends
to distract the operator from anv other Clement

(4) Sometimes relevant information will be ignored because of ap information overload.
while on' the other hand. an information

ship to conditions ahead. and. at the same
time, acquire a picture of conditions else
14 1

where that could affect his decisions
In addition to looking for environmental

underload tends to cause the operator to disasso.ciate himself horn the task (limited

cues, the driver needs to monitor the loca,

access highway s I

40
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(5) Failure to identify cues correctly, or too slow
an identification, can break the operational

In a non-social driving situation (no other highway
users nearby), the accuracy of the operator's predictions depend mostly upon his understanding of

c.

chain for selecting a safe field of travel.
g.

and "feel" for the physical principles involved in
the man-machine-environmental relationship (friction, inertia, gravity, braking distance. etc.).

Operators predict. :decide and act, not according
to what things are really like, but according to

thcir perception of what they arc like. If your

The, traffic situation is predominantly a social situ-

d.

driving actions arc to lead to thc results that you

ation (must use the highway with other users).

expect. your perceptions must .correspond closely
to reality.

therefore, the operator needs to predict the proba-

bility of other highway users occupying his path
at the same period of time.

(1) Our eyes and brain do not merely register
sonic objective portrait of objects. events and

( I ) Predictions related to other highway users are
more subjective and unpredictable than those

people. but the act of seeing is warped by
what we want and, in a sense, need to see.

related to physical elements in the environ-

(2) Before sensory impulses reach the reasoning
center of thc brain (cerebrum), thcy Eike ()lithe emotional characteristics of our values.

ment. You do not know what the other
driver will do but you should consider what
he might do.
( 2) We know very little about thc physical,
mental and emotional state of highway users
with whom we interact. Although efforts arc

motives and personal needs.
(3) Wc sec what our past experiences and associations have conditioned us to perceive. People
act so differently because different . things

being made to identify and "ground- the

happened to them in infancy, childhood and

unfit until their impairing condition has been
cured or properly controlled, there arc operators on today's highways afflicted by serious

adolescense.
1.2

After operators identify the position of important

physical and mental disorders.

elements (cues) in the traffic scene and their relationship to each other, thcy must project and predict possible

future

(3) Expecting and being prepared for the unexpected or the worst behavior on thc part of
others usually will afford you the time and
space to take evasive action. It is better to

rdationships and outcomes, constantly

hypothcsitine about what will or might be.

assume thc worst and not have it happen than
to ignore thc worst and have it occur.

The operator must compare and corielate what he
has identified regarding man-machine-environment
relationships affecting his progress, with his stored
knowledge and insights related to:

(4) Deviant action by other operators does not
necessarily imply anti-social motivation, thcy
simply may have misperceived ,the situation.
Surveys show that most persons driving with
thcir head!ights on high beam at inappropriate times arc doing so wuntentie malty.

traffic laws and controls.
121 physical forces:
(31 human characteristicg and dovmg norms:
(4) vehicle dynamics. and
(5) other concepts related to roadway and traffic
conditions
( 11

h

(s) Thc validity of predictions and expectations
increases in relation to an increase in thc
accuracy and adequacy of communications
occur ring between highway users through
such means as directional signals, brake and
back-up lights, positi,i.m of vehicle. horn.
speed chtingcs, body lean of vehicle and eyeto-eye contact.

A crucial and somewhat difficult function for ,the
operator is to iudge time.space relationships between his .schicle arid other elements in the sys
tem, horlf fixed and moving,
( 11

(61

It is especially difficult to iud0 closing rate
and oncoming vehicle speed.

In addition to thc usual cues related to thc
other operators' intentions, sonic tiriies the
age. number of people, and actions of thc

drivers or passengers in the othcr vehicle will
reveal sonic valuable tips as to what wc ;night
expect.
(7) Quality: of predictions can be increased if thc

( 2) The operator's proficiency in making timedistance lodgments on dynamic (moving) ele-

ments depends on fhation time as well is

ments of time, space and speed become more

operator considers nor only how the sirad
tions appear to bun, but also takes into con
siderationyiw thc situations appear to other
users a round him and what his behavior

difficult to make

means for other users.

experience in making similar judgments

(3) As the speed of the opciator's vehicle or
other vehicles around him increases, judg-

rr)
t)11-a'
/i

(8) In predicting the actions of other highway
users, the operator is aided by a set of rules
and norms which serve to coordhiate the

(1) Seldom are titere any loose, isolated elements
in the traffic scene, since the changing of one

interaction of highway users by limiting path
speed alternatives (lane markings, signs and
signals, right-of-way laws and speed controls).

another. A dog on the shoulder of the road in
front of us is mutually related tiff the oncoming vehicle and the traffic in back of us.

(9) While a prudent operator will be guided by
expectations concerning the behavior of
other highway users, he avoids full commitment to assumptions about what they will
do. lie is prepared to adjust in case his pre-

(2) Multiple elements increase -the probability
that the "worst" will occur. The fact that
more possibilities can occur increases the

element usualky changes the meaning of

chance that something will occur.
(3) Multiple hazards usually create a situation in

diction is not borne out .
e.

which solutions conlict with one another
(giving an animal on the shoulder a wide
berth increases the thieat from an oncoming

predicting the p6tential movement of other
vehicles. an ,operator should consider the attriIn

vehicle).

butes and capabilities associated with each vehicle.

11) Motorcycles can change directions suddenly:
difficult to see and to judge their speed (one
should imagine the motorbike is moving faster
than it seems to be); unstable compared to
four7wheel vehicle; more susceptible to loss

1.3 Formulating a course of action with intent to execute
it makes up the decision-making function in operating
a motor vehicle. Operators make predictions on the
basis of their perceptions, and then make decisions on
the basis of their predictions.

of control: operator has excellent forward

a.

vision but rear view mirrors may be ineffec-

tual; reaction time of the operator is

less

since hands and feet are placed on the con.
trols: operator may ne less attentive to the
driving task since the nature of the vehicle is
sporty.

from minor automatic to highly complex decisions. The simple and routine decisions need to
become habitualized, allowing the higher center of
brain activity additional time for more difficult or

( 2) Trucks and buses require More space to
manipulate, tend to slow down going up a

complex decisions.

steep incline. hut pick up speed going downgrade: require more time to pass another

b.

vehicle going in the same direction, create
vAibilit ,. problems for other oper4tors: drivers usually perfoiming under a time schedule;
truck drivers are typically skillful, helpful and
courteous.
(3 I

The uncertainty, unpredictability and complexity
of the traffic environment generate for the operator many and varied decision problems ranging

Decision time increases as the number of choices
increases, due to the additional burden of sorting
and analyzing the senSory data. Difficulty of the

decision also increases the time that the driver
must have to carry mit the decision.
c.

Compacts and sport cars are influenced
greatly by winds: difficult to we in -blind
spots arid dips in the road: harder for other
drivers to judge their stwed and distance:
turning radius less: design features create a

Most of the decisions in driving relate to anticipating the threats from the tiaffic environment
and other highway users, and then adjus1ing to
those threats by proper position (allowing a space
cushion) and speed.

larger blind spot for their operators: deviation

from gien Path may he more abrupt: difficult to predict their acceleratior capabilities
because of big differences in motor Site and

(I)

more time for the eyes to see and the brain to

identify, predict and decide upon a wise

compression rates.

(4) Othcrs bicycles; emergency vehicles: entertainment oriented vehicles: farm vehicles:
horse drawn vehicles:

By decreasing speed and/or increasing the
distance from haiards, the operator can buy
course of action.

(2) Speed relative to the speed of other vehicles is
as important as your own speed in miles per
hours,When you are out of tempo with other
traffic, too fast or too slow. passing and other

Snowmobiles.

Anv

traffic situation containing several threateying elements presents a prediction problem for
the operator that is greater than the sum of the

situations are created which distmh.traffic
flow and create hazards.

separate problems posed by the individual ele-

(3) In situations of limited space intersections.

ments (synergetic effect).

merging, passing, parking lots speed control
42

ft.( ti

is the only means available to avoid cooflict
with other highway users.

e.

(1) Right-of-way laws spell out which highway
user is to take precedent or is favored over
another in situations of potential conflict.
Usually, the law places the emphasis on
which driver shall "yield.

(4) Since man is a poor detector of relative velocity between himself and other cars (especially

at night), he should allow a margin of error
t h rough increased distance and reduced

(2) One should never take right-of-way privileges
until he is sure other drivers are yielding,
regardless of the other person's faulty driving
or unobservance of the law. Right-of-way is
something given to you by another highway
user, and if he does not grant you the rightof-way then you do not have it.

speed.

(5) Good positidning of your vehicle provides
ample sight distance for efficient tracking and

full viewing and. in additioh, affords adequate time and space for unhurried decisions
and judgments.

7

(3) Even if you do have the right-of-way, yob
still can be held responsible for an accident
(contributory negligence) if you have the
"last-clear chance" to avoid the collision but
didn't take it. An analysis of two-car collisions reveals that in most cases, particulaily
at intersect,ons, both drivers contributed to
the event,
(4) Being legally right does not spare the suffer-

Because of the compounding effect of multiple
elements in the traffic scene (referred to in 1.2 f.), operators wiil benefit from decisions that reduce the number of elements they must contend
with simultaneousty.
(I I

Whcre operators meet moving vehicles, pedes.

ing or inconvenience of an accident caused by
another person's faulty or illegal dhving.

trians and animals, can be controlled by
speed adjustment. (Adjust speed to avoid
meeting an oncoming vehicle at any other
ha7ard, for example, an animal along the
highway.)
(2) Usually operators can deteimine where they
will execute maneuvers backing, parking.
turn ing an ni nd , lane changing and passing.
Avoid these maneuveis in combination with
any dangerous highway or traffic conditions.

(5) Errors on the part of one operator may be
compensated for by nitur( judgment and
skill upon the part of other drivers in almost
every situation.
f.

(I) Drivers should adjust the heater, light a cigarette. converse with passengers and other
4

No one is authorized to take the right of way if to
do so would cause a threat to life or property.

Speed and quality of decision-making varies from
person to person, depending largely on the individual's previous experience and familiarity with
the situation that demands the decision. Young
drivers can hasten the development of decisionmaking capabilities by:

non-operational tasks only where the vehicle
is under their control, and only when traffic
conditas are relatively free of hazArdous

(1) improving their information gathering and
predictive capability;

(2) learning the principal response alternatives

elements.

available to drivers:

(41 Weather. road design and condition, and
fr other factors not under thc control of the
operator make it especially impoitant that
the operator use the means at Iris disposal to
avoid multiple dangers.
(5) Pre-trip decisions can !educe many possible
combinations of dangerous elements (destina-

tion clear, congested aim avoided, childien
entertained. driver and vehicle fit. etc.).
00 Whatever compromise might have to be made
in facing mult)ple hair:ids, operators should

(3) identifying the mental errors drivers should
guard against ; and

(4) analyzing driving situat.ions that produce
problem '.

1.4 The sensory and mental funztions (identification, pre.
diction, decision) finally culminate in the performance
function as the operator executes his decisions related

to direction, speed and communication with other
highway users. Failure in execution is a failure to do
what was intended and is not a mistake in decision.

decide upon a course of action that minimizes the pnthability of conflict with another
highway user.

n,

,

a.

As the driving scene changes, the operator tries to
compensate for or match these changes by a series

of properly timed. semi-automatic, physical responses to the stimuli from the traffic environ-

f.

speed and precision with which the driver used the
controls are number of speed changes over time,
and number of direction changes over time.

ment. The more you drive the more habitual these
responses become.
b.

The operator's success in making the vehicle do
what he wants it to do depends on the speed and

g.

preciseness of his skill in:

(1) manipulating controls for regulation of power
and velocity:
(2) manipulating steering wheel for guidance of

Differences in over-all response time (time from
identification through execution) are due mostly
to the speed and quality of thc information processing and decision function rather than differences in simple reaction time.

h.

the vehicle:

(3) manipulation of controls for slowing and
stopping: and

The competent operator rarely has to depend on
his reaction time per .se (time between decision
and execution) to avoid a conflict, because he has
already anticipated and compensated for the
impending threat .

(4) manipulation of controls and other vions
for communicating and signalling.
c.

Two performance measures which reflect the

When a stimulus of a dangerous situation is sufficiently violent, operators will break down and allow

Learning to manipulate the controls in a pre-

a reflex or impulsive action to take over or they
may "freeze (information processing function is

scribed sequence facilitates habit formation anJ
thus helps to assure safe and efficient per-

by-passed).

formance.

The consequences of all control actions are invarid.

Motor responses are

relatively simple. easily
mastered, and relative y invariant. once the oper-

ably nude known to the operator by comparing
his neum-nmscular responses and "feel with the

ator is familiar with the vehicle and knows the
felationship between his control inputs and the

resulting changes in location a nil speed.
11 )

vehicle output.
e.

Feedback is a very important. if not dominant means of identifying the compensatory
changes in the vehicle's .diicetion and speed
needed to achieve an optimal state in the traf-

The operator controls the movement of his vehicle
in both lateral and longitudinal dimensions of the
.environmental space.

fic scene.

2) When feedback is eliminated or restricted
under conditions of fog. snow or darkness.
driving becomes extremely difficult and dan-

11) The steering mechanism represents the primary vehicle mechanism for lateral control

geroUs.

and thus vehicle path.

(3) To the experienced and competent operator.

(2) The accelerator and brake arc the primary

the vehicle becomes. in a sense. An extension
of his body. as with any instrument that one

mechanisms for longitudinal control.
(3) Lateial and longitudinal control relate, particularly at higher velocities, whcn inertia forces
limit the safe turning angle.

uses. (When we draw a line in the sand with
the end of a stick, our feeling is transferred to
the end of the stick.)
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SectionI

Episode Delineation Form

UNIT

B

Title:

Interacting With Other Highway Users

EPISODE

2.0

Title:

Impediments To Vision

EPISODE PURPOSE: Impediments (interferences) to vision are one of the worst handicaps to the,successful
performance of the driving task. Certainly, before a driver can identify, predict. decide and act upon a stimulus, the stimulus
must be observed.

In this episode vision problems will be organi.Led into meaningful "clusters. for the purpose of increasing the students'
recognition and adjustment capability. Speci5I emphasis will be placed on the implications these visual handicaps have for
positions and speed selection.

_

Seg

2.1

Learning Activities & Resources

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Concepts

Group thc impediments to vision caused by dirty or
fogy car windows, and describe measures under thc
driver's control to prevent or compensate for these

Clean Windshield and
Windows

conditions.

2.2

Given a scrics of traffic situations (slides or diagrams).
"spot thc obstruction and select appropriate
measures to compensate for thc situation.

View
Obstructions

.-

2.3

Illustrate thc similarity of various climatic denditions
and darkness with respect to vision problems.

Climatic
Conditions

.

:.

,

2.4

Nighttime
Condition
_
.
. .

Classify the visual handicaps imposed by darkness, and
_

describe compensatory measures at thc operator's

-Culminating Objective:
In thc driver education car, cope with vision handicaps

imposed by vew obstructions and dirkness with
minimum error.
_
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k)r;

2.0 Although impediments to vision handicap the operator
under any circumstances, they arc especially Ithzardous
where he interacts with other highway users

Failure to rtimove snow, ice or frost twin
not only th- windshield. but all windoWs, is

'(2)
2.1

If drivers fair to maintain clean windshields and car
windows, both inside and outside. they limit their abil

neglionce,
.
Cigarette smOke and dust cling to the inside
'ass arid gradually reduce visiori
decep
t ive slow ness.

ity to identify relevant cues in the traffic scene.

View obstructions are "occupational hahmds'
A clean windthield is important any time, but
ical at night.

a.

I) With a clean windshield approaching lights
are easier to face. Dirt and road film diffuse

a.

The swe of a view obstruction caused by Yehicle
design, a stIcker on the car wahdosv, or an Item
within the vitincle is enlarged many times over at a
distance.from the sellele ITo illustrate. hold our
hand at arm's legt,b and 110.tee rhe size ot the
alea Nocked out at 100 feet

h

Operators can reduce the vtew obstruction ha/Ard

approaching headlights

(2) A bug which is only a speck by day becomes
a glaring spot at night.

(3) When the windshield is dirty so are thc head.
lights
h.

Windshield wipers and washers help to maintain
good forward visibility in spite of weather
conditnms.

caused hy parked and moving :chides by adiitinc

(1) If windshield wipers begin to "streak,- they
may he covered with road film. No clean the

through them to id:ify other traffic
(2) In ram, trucks throw a spray of water that
interferes with vision in i passing maneuser

nlades with water and detergent.
case it

c

should be replaced.

(3) If new blades fad to improve the situation
have tension or pressure of the blade

by expecting potential hazards behind the
harr lets (Unfortunately. for sonic operators
car

checked.

potential hazards do not hase the potency of %Isi .
ble.lwards and thes play Russian Roulette )
d

occur also from using a dry cloth to clean
dirty windshields

In

addition to interfering with the dnier's mosc

ments, a passenger sitting in the front middle scat
may obSillre the dr ttet's vaspiti ro the leaf rhtough
the rear view mirror, or obstruct the driver's check
of the blind spot on Inc richt (Better to Nit three
m back than three m front )

1'7,1 Kap the windshield yvaher in good lepaii
and filled with water and windshield cleaner
(Ildps to remove dirt and bugs from the glass
and in winter protects the washer parts from
tree/mg

One of the most practical and least costly measures to improve the oper-ator's visibilm is to dim,.
nate signs. bushes. trees. !Niles and cars parked

f windows mav tog winter or

11111111er

near niteisections

'se detroster rather than cloth of
2) Blower au needs to he heated in winter
I

Operators can reduce the problem of barriers to
sight such as a budding, a blind coiner or a parked

(4) Wipers should be stopped when ram or snow
stops to avoid scratches which eventually re.
duce the transparency of the gJass This can

Inside slit tat. e

space relationslop to the other vehije

(1) Trucks are a problem becalif.e you cannot \et;

tin If they continue to streak, the rubber blade
has probably deteriorated, in which

driv

ing, but the unnecessany ones should he eliminated and
the otheis adjust ed,for by the vehicle operator

)

1.1 )

fogging or

drier

r.et off the roadway a quickly and

\an*,

Weather conditions may reduce visibiluktherchy add
ing the limitations of mght driving to a dav time :mutton or compound the normal
problems ..!`o
tljted is itli nighttime driving

Itifig may require the

Sudden

po1/4sible

to the ,ides and rear ot the velitcle enable, the di user to defeLt cues helphil iii ,r..lidtaf4!

a

SaIts p.ith :mil speed
46,
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Ram. particularly at night, i.an distoit si,ion au,
the wet stItiace. reflect all the he.his ercall:,e
maze for you to drive through

'1

b.

and narrow path ahead, and do not bend

from helping the oncoming operator to see
Nu, switching your lights on in a heavy rain also
helps the driver directly ahead whose back window is rain splattered. An unlighted vehicle is
difficult to detect in a mirror during a heavy day-

%Aside

around corners.

(4) The amount of adequate highway lighting is
limited.
(5) Glare from roadside lighting and the headlights of oncoming vehicles impair visibility.

time rain.
e.

Low beam headlights arc more effective in fog
(rain and snow also) because fog k made up of
tiny particles of water Om t act like mirrors to reflect high beam lights. In light fog, high beams
may show inure of the roadway in spite of the

b.

darkness:
(1 )

(2) reduce stopping distance by slowing down, so
that you can stop within the visible distance;
(3) increase sight distance by keeping the headlights clean and properly aimed and the windshield clean;

The face shield used by the two-wheeled vehicle
operator will impede vision when wet, and it will
fog up in cool weather when the vehicle is not in
motion.

e.

keep 'panel lights dim for better vision, but
always have enough panel light to read the
speedometer ;

glare.

d.

To compensate for the handicaps imposed by

(4) watch beyond the headlights on or near the
roadway for slow moving or unlighted vehi-

In fog. heavy rain or snow, and other times when
visibility is extremely poor. drive slowly, hug the
side of the road and glance frequently at the edge
of the road to keep your bearings.

cles, curves and T intersections, road obstructions or defects, trains, pedestrians and
animals;

(5) avoid looking directly into glaring headlights

The sun can be a particular hazard because the eye
adapts slowly to ciianges in light intensity.

of oncoming vehicles;
(6) increase your following distance;

(1) When facing the blinding effects of the sun early morning and late afternoon a driver

(7) allow a greater margin of safety when over-

can improve his vision by (a) keeping the

(8) be especially careful to observe and obey
fully all rules of the road and all traffic signs

taking and passing;

windshield clean, (b) properly positioning the
sun visor(s), ;Ind (c) wearing sunglasses.

and signals;

(2) If you are driving away from the sun, do not

(9) do not wear sunglasses or tinted face shields
(motorcycle operators) at night; and
,
(10) keep face shield clean and free of scratches

assume the oncoming operators can see you;

they may be blinded by the sun. (Turn on

which will increase glare at night.

your headlights.)

(3) After hours of driving in the bright sunlight.
.c.

your visual efficiency is reduced at dusk and

When visibility is reduced by darkness or weather

conditions, other operators are similarly ham-

in darkness.

pered.

(I)

Clear and timely signalling of your intention
to slow, stop or turn is more important than
ever at night.
(2) Be sure that taillights, back-up lights, license
plate lights, and turn signals are functioning.
Turn
your low-beam headlights on at dusk,
(3)
and during the day-time periods of low visibility, not that you will see much bCter, but
other operators will be,able to see ydu (particularly important for two-wheeled vehicle

2.4 Due primarily to reduced visibility, critical phases of
the operator's task arc more difficult under nighttime
driving conditions and the competent operator adjusts
for these differences.
a.

The flood of detail available to help the operator
during the daytime is reduced appieciably at

(I) Aside from reducing detail, darkness conceals
hamrds (the pedestrian, the two-wheeled
vehicle, the stalled car, the curve and other

operators).
(4) Use low-beam headlights when an oncoming
vehicle is approaihing, regardless of what the
other driver does; and also when following or
passing another vehicle. A quick flash of high

objects or conditions). hence, the operator
makes a decision on the basis of a sketchy
and incomplete picture.
(2) It is more difficult to judge the speed andposition of another vehicle at night.
() Operators must depend largely on their headlights which illuminate only a relatively short

beam may be used to indicate a pass.

(5) If for some reason you must stop along the

highway, pull well off the traveled portion
and actuate a 4-way flasher,
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UNIT

B

Title:

Interacting With Other Highway Users

EPISODE

3.0

Title:

Distractions

EPISODE PURPOSE: Distractions appear to be another common and serious threat tsi successful performance of
operator task requirements. The driving environMent, both inside and outside the vehicic :.
ordistracting influences
which the drivers must ignore or adjust to. This episode aims at helping students', to identify these distracting influences and
develop mental habits to prevent them from interfering with effective driving performance.

Seg

3.1

Concepts

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Environtnental

Classify potentially distracting environmental facwrs,

Distra ct ion s

predict the possible consequences, and formulate cornpensatory measures.

3.2

Within
Vehicle
Distractions

Learning Activities & Resources

,

Classify potentially distracting within vehicle (nonpassenger) distractions, and suggest personal means for

reducing or eliminating the hazard created by these
conditions.

3.3

.

PassengerN

Describe the ways in which a passenger can bc either
an asset or a liability to the operator.

.

Culminating Objectives:

In the driver education .car, during regular lessons,
demonstrate ability to concentrate on thc driving task
despite distracting influences outside and inside thc
vehicle (or problems brought with them).

in the driver cducation vehicle, manipulate the various
control devices (windshield wiper and washer, radio,
heater and air conditioner and lights) while maintain-

ing adequate attcntion on thc driving task. Furthermore, when a rcar view mirror is bumped. out of line,

or a door is not closed properly (planned by the

.

teacher) thc student stops the vehicle at thc fust good
opportunity and corrects the situation:

1
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,

b.

3.0 Inahility to sustain vigilant attention w7c1 long Periods
of time is a human lijnitation lot which Operators must
omipensale.

--------3.1

Environmental a

operator I.)

)

highway and correct the problem.

Ychicular4actors can encourage the

ociate hinisell (mentally) from the
c.

driving task.

Avoid reaching for papers. books. pulses. bottles.

etc. that .have fallen on the floor until you have
stoppjd the car:

Although mo(lern highways and vehicles have
been enginered .and built to provide safety and
comfort, the very nature of this oimbinat ion can

a.

In case you have an operatioral problem while
timkrway (door unlatched. outside mirror adjust .
went. bee in the vehicle, it is salen to get off the

d.

lull you info an inattentive state of mind.

Learn to adjust the beater, air conditioner. radio.
windshield wipers, inside rear view mirror, and
front window (drive(s side) without taking your
eyes off the road, or. if you do, use brief.glances.

( I) Highway designers are c,Tnizant of this reality and are building more stimuli and variation into the highways.
(2) Long-haul driving tray induce lack of awareness (a dull drowsiness) by the drone of the
engine. the hum of the tires, an absence of
scenic distraction, 'a fixed eye position and a
lack of physical mobility, .

e.

Although the throttle. front brake, clutch. carbu.
retor. headlight and mirror of a two-wheeled
vehicle May easily be adjusted while ridirtg,it may
be quite hazardous to do so,

3.3 Passengers can be either an asset or a liability to the
b.

Frequently where the need for attention by the
operator is most urgent, the distractions outside

driver.

the vehicle are the most numerous. In cities parti,;-

a.

ularly, the operator must disregard a barrage of
.

c.

distractions, many deliberately designed to attract
attention.

The danger of inattention in driving can be mini-

b.

mized by:

Passengus can serve as "navigators" by looking
1br destination or turn.off points, reading maps
and giving directions, and tactfully spotting any
cues that will aid the driver.
Passengers can help the driver by, handling nonopefational tasks, such as temperature control.

radio adjustment, child control and other activi-

(I) realizing when and where gaps in attention

ties ihat might distract the driver.

and distractions are most likely to occur. and
developing mental habits and discipline that

c.

reduce the number and duration of these
gaps,:

(2) developing good operational habits to

Passengers should refrain from irielevant (to the
driving task) conversation at the times when the
driver needs his full capability of perception and
decision-making.

"carry" us through the lapses.

Passengers can be held liable for offenses that
contribute to an accident.

3.2 Certain physical actions by the driver, some unrelated
to the actual driving task, must either be avoided or
accomplished without interfering with vehicular control.
a.

e.

Be sure that doors, seats, mirrors, windows and

f.

As a driver, if you balk with passengers,
to do so without looking at them.

A

is better

.

The passenger of a. two-wheeled vehicle can affect

steering _and stability, through his body position
and movements.

seat belts are properly secured and adjusted before
moving the (Chicle.
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UNIT

B

Title:

Interacting With .0ther Highway Users

EPISODE

4.0

Title:

Movement Within Traffic Flow

EPISODE PURPOSE: This episode relates the human functions involved in operating a motor vehicle to specific
"fore and aft" relationship:, with other highway users. Emphasis will be plmied On strategy to avoid conflict or turbulence

within the traffic flow, but evasive actions will also be learned.

Seg

Concepts

.

.

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Learning Activities & Resources

.

4.1

4.2

Following
Preceeing
Vehicle(s)

Given a series cif traffic situations involving "fore and

.

.

aft" relationships, identify relevant cues and select
measures under operator control that will rechice thc
probability of conflict with other highway users.

.

.

.

These situations will include ficeway approach ramps
and acceleration and deceleration lanes:

Being Fol
lowed by
Another

.

.

Vehicle
.

4.3

.

Meeting an
Oncoming
Vehicle

.
.

4.4

Passing and
Being Passed

.

1.

.

Describe the correct step-by-step process for passing
another vehicle going in the same direction. Description should include the rationale for each step.
Culminating Objectives:
.

.

In the driver education vehicle:
1. Over a piescribed course demonstrate the judgment and skill needed to select appropriate positionspeed alternatives--in-relating_to vehicles within the

traffic flow (front, back, oncoming).

.
.

,

.

.

2.

Dernonstratd the proper means of entering and
leaving (a) parking lanes and (b) acceleration and
deceleration lanes on a four-lane highway.
.

.

3. On a two-lane highway, demonstrate the judgment
and skill essential for making a safe pass of another
,

,

moving vehicle.

.
.
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(2) You cannot cure the intruder hy an emo-

4.0 Except at intersection:-..;;Ad Merging locations the operator's sub-tasks of interacting with other highway uscrs

tional Outburst or by competing with him.
( 3) Actually you will lose little time even though
this experience happens a number of times on
a given trip.
(4) You can help to pieserve a safe gap ahead of
your vehicle by making sure that. while adequate. it is not too big or inviting especially
in heavy traffic.

relate mostly to :vehicles M front and in back-of his
vehicle.
4.1

To.be prepared for unexpected moves.bythe vehicle(s)
in front of you, ma iptain proper following 'distance
and watch for condit U ms which would cause the driver
to slow or stop'.
a.

So that you can adjust for fluctuations in the
speed or traffic ahead without sharp braking or

By being alert and anticipating slow downs.-or
stops ahead, you will rarely need to use all of your

e.

aceeleratiOn.. allow your reaction time distance
plus a geherous margin of safety.
.

(I

Your braking distance may exceed the braking distance of the vehicle in front.

)

(I)

If the preceeding vehicle hits something lt

( 2)

(3) Lightweight motorbikes may be'stopped in a
.shorter distance than an automobile below
25-30 mph. so increase following distance. In

(5) a person getting out of a parked car on thc

addition, motorbikes and motorcycles can
topple during an- emergency stop or from

street side:and
(6) a street repair job that's causitii a bottleneck.

striking an object on the roadway.

At higher speeds there is a tendency to under-

It is wise-to allow a much wider margin of safety
when you are traveling at high speed-at night and
op slippery surfaces.

estimate the rate of closure between your vehicle
and the preceeding vehicle (particularly dangerous
in the case of a farm vehicle ahead).

On freeways there is virtually no such thing
as a "minor rear end collision.
(2) Braking distance is more unpredictable on
( I )

g.

C.

many entrances and cxits it may be better to drive
in the second lane from the right.

It is more difficult at night to detect conditions
ahead which could cause preceding vehicles
to reduce speed suddenly.

h.

By driving too closely to the vehicle in front:

states.)
i.

cle ahead rather than on a point down the
road;

(2) your speed control will be erratic as you try
to judge and adjust your distance behind the
vehicle ahead:and

following you, but there arc some measures under your

control which can reduce the probability of conflict.

sides (escape route)'is limited.

When you maintain a proper following distance
you will, occasionally encounter the annoying
problem of the "compulsive gap-filler.-

a.

Simply drop back and re-open a space for
your own protection.

b.

I

)

If you arc driving a motorbike, position your vehicle so that the driver in front can see you in his
rear view mirror.

4.2 To some extent you are at the mercy of the driver

(3) your view of conditions ahead and to the

(

By placing your headlight on low beam, you will
avoid blinding the driver of the preceding vehicle

with your' headlights at night- (A law in some.

( 11 you must work harder to keep your vehicle in
its lane, because you are tracking on the vehi-

d.

During freeway driving be-prepared to adjust your
speed and lane position to assist other vehicles as

they enter and leave the freeway. If there are

slippery surfaces.
(3 )

a traffic light that was grcen for a long time
("stale green"):

(2) a vehicle preparing tp turn,
(3) a driver trying to force his way into another
lane:
(4) children playing near the road:.

may stop far short of the braking distance.

b.

space cushion, or resort to a screeching, lurching
"panic stop." Some warning clues are:

Dispose of the "tailgater" by accelerating, deedcrating, or moving into a slower lane. (Let him
pass!)

Be alert to conditions ahead so you can avoid
sudden or needless stops.

5

16 2

.

Flash your stoplights by "pumping- the brake
pedal and also use a vigorous arm signal to warn
an overtaking operator who seems unaware that
you are slowing down.
d.

(5) Obtain freeway speed as quickly and safely

as

possible so as not to cause congestion.
k.

When preparing to leave a freeway, the traffic to
t he rear becomes increasingly important.

When turning off a road do it as quick:y as encumstances permit, especially on left t urns.

( I ) Signal early.

Posit ion your car to the right of your lane.
( 3) Flash your brake lights if traffic is closing in
(2)

e.

1.

Be sure that tail lights, stop lights and turn signals
are working properly.

at a high rate of speed.

(4) Avoid slowing down too much while still on a
through lane. but quickly conform to advi-

'Avoid slowing or stopping not required by traffic
conditions to admire scenery. or to check a street

sory speeds for the ramp.

address.

(5)

An operator doing 35 mph in a stream of
vehicles moving at 60 mph, relatively, is driving at 25 mph directly against the flow of
traffic in his own lane..

If you miss your freeway exit. drive to the
next exit 'egardiess of the distance; 'and if
you turn off at the wrong exit return to the
freeway at an entrance point. (Never back
up!)

Again, relatively, he is backing up at that
speed and is not even looking in that direction.

43 Meeting an oncoming vehicle, particularly on a twolane road, is potentially the most hazardous situation
in driving.

Signal well in advance of turning and turn from
the proper lane.
h.

i.

An oncoming operator may cross the center line
into your intended path as a result of:

a.

Never stop on the highway -if you miss a turn,
continue to the next turn-off.

a momentary distraction;
recovery from a pavement drop-off;
blinding rain, snow, fog, dust or smoke:
poor judgment in passing;
swerving to miss a bicycle rider, a pedestrian,
a road defect or obstruction;
(6) making a turn;
(7) excessive speed or lack of control on a curve;

Before changing lanes:

(1) check the rear view mirrors to see if a safe
gap is open, or soon will be open, in the lane
where you intend to go;
(2) use turn signal and give the operators con-

cerned with your turn time to perceive the

(8) falling asleep; or
(9) alcohol or drugs.

signal;

3) take a quick but adequate glance over your
shoulder, on the side you intend to turn, to

To reduce the risk of meeting an oncoming

b.

cover the "blind spot," and
(4) assuming all-clear ahead, move promptly into
the desired lane and stabilize your vehicle.
Techniques applied on freeway approach ramps
and acceleration lanes are similar to those used in
lane changing.

(I)

vehicle:

keep as far from the center line as practical
and on four-lane roads generally use the outside lane;

constantly check the action of oncoming traf-

fic, so that you will be prepared to take
Evaluate the location and speeds of vehicles
on the freeway and also any vehicles in front

evasive action if someone misjudges and
comes into your lane;

of you on the ramp or acceleration lane.
Your rear view mirror will not give you the
full picture so you must use short, quick

signals;

glances over your shoulder.

less

do not rely on the approaching car's turn
reduce speed on older roads and bridges, un-

modernized, because these conditions
place modern cars dangerously close in pass-

(2) Tentatively select a gap in traffic that will
permit you to enter the freeway.

ing situations;

(3) Build up speed to coincide' closelylwith traffic flow.
(4) Merge smoothly with the outside lane as lane

(5) when lights are called for, always use your
headlights, not your parking lights;
2(6) at night switch to low-beam headlights and
reduce speed on two-lane roads;

markings and traffic permits.
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(7) !lick your lights up and down ti4 signal an
oncoming driver that his high beam is blinding, hut tiler, use the low beam 'whether he
does or lull. You cannot improve ma tters by
blinding the other fellow, and besides. you
might contribute to an accident:
(8) if other drivers keep signalling their objec-

(3) The opeiator's View will be obstructed if IL:
follows anot.her car as it passes. and. in addi-

tion. there may not be sulliciept space for
him to return to the right lane.
c.

(11 Avoid passing if the operator 'ahead is about
to pass a pedestrian, cyclist. animal. or anything wh ich could cause h im to swerve
suddenly.
(2) Also avoid driving alongside in "blind spots"

lights.);

(9) condition your mind to the possibility of a
vehicle coming across the center line into
your path by examining the shoulder and
.

of t he ot her driver longer than necessary.
d.

In the event that .an oncoming vehicle does pull
into your lane. a head-on collision must be
avoided at all costs.
( I) Brake immediately but

carefully

If the opera tor withholds his final decision to
complete the passing maneuver until he is in the
passing lane near the vehicle being passed. he will
have more time to assess the situation' ahead and
also be better prepared mentally to brake and*pull
back into the right lane should an obstacle appear
in the path ahead.

speeds.

c.

Communicating your intention to pass (horn or
lights) reduces the chance that the operator being
passed will swerw into your lane.

tions to glare from your headlights even when
you are on low beam. it probably means that
your light?: are due for an aiming correction.
(A heavy load in the trunk can also raise your

adjacent arca and planning an escape route (a
ditch is better than a head-on
(10) actually practice evasive steering at lower

'

to avoid

wheel lock-up, blast your horn, and dodge to
the dght-- on to the shoulder, into a ditch, or
Into any gap that you can create in the line of

Decision is tentative until that point.
(2) However. the operator should 'proceed to the
point of final decision as if he were going to.
complete the 0-ass.
I

cars on the right.

(2) If necessary, you may haveto wallet with
vehicles in the right-hand lane to reduce the
imrct from head-on to sideswiping.

e.

I

If for any reason the vehicle being passed demon-

strates erratic behavior before the point of decision is reached, drop.back into the right lane and
re-evaluate the situation.

4.4 Safe and efficient passing hinges upon good judgment
plus a systematic pattern of action.
a.

f.

By building up a clear' superiority of speed over
the vehicle being passed, the operator minimizes
the time he is exposed in the passing lane.

By staying well back of the vehicle to be passed.
the operator is in a better position to:

(I) A 15 mph superiority means approkimately 8

check ihe variables ahead which affect kis

(2) The time required for passing when 15 mph
superiority has been built up is the same re-

seconds in the passing lane.
(1 )

decisions;

b.

(2) accelerate and quickly gain a sufficient supe-

gardless of the speeds of the two vehicles, but

riority of speed when the way is clear; and
stabilize
his vehicle in the passing lane before
(3)
drawing abreast of another car.

the distance used up in passing increases as

Pavement markings and signs aid the operator in
making a "passing" decision, but he must search
for additional information before deciding
whether this crucial maneuver is worthwhile, legal,
and safe. (When in doubt, don't!)

the speed increases.
(3) Almost one-half mile is needed to make a safe

pass at 65 mph if another vehicle is coming
from the opposite direction at the same
speed.

(4) More time is required to pass a truck, bus or
trailer. (Trucks pick up speed on down

grades, so you must catch a truck at the beginning of the down grade to pass.)

(1) Grades (vertical curves) on undulating roads
were built for cars a foot or two higher, making it difficult to see modern cars in the dips.
(2) The size and color of oncoming vehicles in-

fluence the distance judgment of the per-

(5) Because of air 'resistance and a reduction of

power available at the rear wheels, it takes
longer to accelerate and pass at high speeds;
(a) acceleration power decreases as speed
increasestakes longer to accelerate from 60
mph to 70 mOh than it does from 50 mph to

.

I.

60 mph and (b) true of every car. but each

(3) passing on the right is permitted. (See state

car as a variable rate of acceleration.
g.

laws.)

By reinaMing in the passing lane until the front of
-the car: being passed appears in the rear view
mirror, the driver is assured that he can return to
the right lane withdut cutting off the passed

I.

vehicle.

In a passing situation, if you'misjudged the speed
and distance of an oncoming car:
(1 )

try to brake and fall back in behind the
vehicle you intended passing:or

(I ) A brief glance over the. right shoulder is a
good habit to develop, particuhirly in con-

(2) accelerate and return to your lane ahead of
the vehicle you are passing:

gested, urban areas.

(3) the choice of swerving off.to the left should

(2) Give the orti-r being passed the following

not be considered when an oncoming vehicle
is close because that is his best escape route.

distanceyhat you would like to have.
h.

The-e'same key passing rules apply on four-lane
undivided highways as on two-lane rural highways
except:
( )

When being passed maintain an even spe'ed, but if
the operator passing you misjudges the distance of
an oncoming vehicle you may be compelled either

to:

the passing differential in speed is not as crucial as it is on a two-lane highway;

(2) instead of judging your pass to reduce ex-

(I)

posure in .the passing lane, you need a steady

accelerate and let him drop back into y'our

lane clitij2.:.e certain that this is his'intent): or'
(2) decefer'afils?poise foot on brake, and look for

speed, flowing and blending with the traffic:
and

an .)seape routeil needed.

t, ,1

,(te
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Section

I

Episode Delineation Form

\

UNIT

B

Title:

Interacting With Other Ifighway Users

EPISODE

5.0

Title:

Intersections

EPISODE PURPOSE: A large share of traffic accidents occur at places where two or more traffic flows mix.
typifiep by various types of intersectiohs. This is true because of the numerous opportunities for conflict. To avoid conflict
and negotkIte intersections safely, vehicle operators must apply tll of their mental and physical skills, promptly and preciely.
To this end, the present episode is directed.

(
..

.

Learning Activities & Resources

Objectives-Student Behavior

Concepis

Seg

..
,

-,

,

.
.

When shown approach positions to various.kinds of
intersections, identify and appraiSe relevant cues and

Approach

5.1

state effective means of handling the situations.

.

.

Turning
Movements

5.2
.

t

Railroad

of intersections, describe how to execute turning

.

movements. Description should include lane and speed
t
choices, and communication techniques.
t
.

.

Explain thc mental errors committed by vehicle operators that cause:railroad crossing accidents, and how
these errors can be Overcome. In addition, students
will be able to describe the proper steps to. follow if
their:car stalls on railroad tracks.

'

Crossings
.

.

Giien a series of diagrams or pictures of various kinds

.

5.3

.

.

.

,

....

.

G....,

%,

.

I

Culminating Objectives:
.

In the driver education vehicle, demonstrate, without
a hazardous error, how to negotiate various types of
intersections. Situations will include taming movements and going straight through at both controlred
and uncontrolled intersections. Students will be evaluated on their ability to "read" the intersection and

..

.

,,

.

select appropriate positions and speeds for conditions.

Demonstrate with the driver education vehicle the
proper steps for crossing a railroad track. Furthermore, in a simulated situation (offstrect arca), stu.

t-,

..

dents demonstrate what they would do if their vehicle
stalled on a railroad track.

-(5.5

G

a

.

I.

5.0 Intersections Markedly incre:ke the chalices of conflict
with other highway users.

crosswalk :it the time such green ligtit is ex-

hibited
(z1)

3.1

Be extra alert

as

y on :ippioach

;I

-stale

green."

Wheir approaching an intersection. special considera-)
tions and checks will facilitate safe arid efficient pw.gress for the operator.

(5 )

-(2overing" the brake

foot poised on the

brake) as you approach an Intersection. 111110-

ini/t--, -Act:lump time distance,should a Nrop
be required

An intersectimi is no't alwxys,detined by signs or
traffic signals, for example. factory, parking lots
and shopping center entrances ttrid exits often
crtSate hidden intersections in themiddle uf the
block. Rural intersectkins may reveal themselves
through crossing or .turning cars: r()w.s of houses,

(6) Watching your speed. the signals well,ahead.
and other cues will help iI to pace sour, ff

.with the signal's tuning. especially if
-progres4ave- systeril

(7) Opera(Ms approaching, a yield sign shall slow
'down, or shall stop and yield the light of way
to any vehicle in t he intersection or approaching on another highway so closely, as
to constitute an immediate hazard Continue
to brake as at a st()p swn until ce:tain thene is
no need to stop.
(S) Operators approaching a stnp sign shall stop

trees. fences or telephone lines; and signs.
b.

An initial scanning of the intersection and traffic
to the rear serves to identify those elements which
will affect decisjv_ns and present potential hazards.

Look for traffic controls. impediments to vision.

-

pedestrians .at an approaching intersection._ and

and yield thc right .(1. way to any vehicle

other characteristics of the intersection.
c.

winch has meted the intersection or which is
approaChing' so closely as to constitute' an
immediate hazard. A stop sign lls the driver
(----tliTirhe must stop, but does not necessarily
tell him exactly w,here to stop.
(9) A flashing red light has the same meailing as.a
stop sign, a flashing yellow light the same as a
"slAv" or -caution." sign. (SIOW doW/n and be
prepared to stop.)
( I 0) A green light permits the operator to proceed

An appropriate approach speed one that is uilficiently low to permit the-driver to stop short of
the intersection should conditions warrant such a
move depends largely on ihe traffic controls.
traffic 'volume and how much sight dOance the
driver has'in relation to the intersecting street.
(I)

The shorter the unobstructed view of tho
crossroad, the-lower the safe speed for

ap-

if the way is clear, it does not assure .safe

proaching the intersection. (May necessitate a
stop.)
(2) When view is obstructed reduce speed sp that

passage through the intersection,.
(1

sight distance is adequate,

A typical "slow .down and look- approach to.
an uncontrolled intersection requires on17

e.

few seconds.
d.

I ) When a traffic Vfficer is on duty at a signalized intersection. his directions take precedence over the lights.

the point of decision can be withheld until
.C-3)

it is, a

To negotiate a. signalized or signed intersectiln,
operators must apply additional knowledge and
skill.

A careful check to the left. straight ahead. to the
right, and.left again will furnish the operator with
the information nCeded to make a finaLd.e.eision
about Passing through the intersection.. (Each
intersection is different and may require a differ,

ent search pattern.)

5.2 A competent operator is marked by ,his ability to

(1) The mere presence of a traffic signal or a sign
is a Warning of a danger zone, regardless of
the color of the light.
(2) Occasionally, yolk will,encounter an operator
who attempts to' beat the light, or one who
simply failed to see the light.
(3) If an operator is stopped for a red signal and
changes to green, he is still required to
yield to other vehicles and pedestrians lawfully within the intersection or in adjacent

make well-timed and .accurate turning movements at
intersections.
a.

A driver communicates his intention to turn by
positioning his vehicle In the appropriate lane and
flashing his turn signal.

(I) The proper approach lane for an intersectioit
turn, unless otherwise marked, is the one

closest to the direction of the turn. This

.
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(4) in

blocks anyone from trying to pasS.on the.side
toward which the driver is turning.
(2) In situations where you- suspect an:operator

a

large percentage of railroad crossing

accidents the vehicle, runs into the side of the

train, because the operator was overdriving
his vision and percept ion; and

foil owMg or approaching you does not see
.sinir turn flasher because of bright sunlight
or inattention. uS'e an arm signal, also.
(3). If turn signals are flicked on prematurely,
other operators may draw incorrect inferences about where the turn is about to bc

(5) with fatal results, some operators have taken
familiar crossings for granted and assumed
that .no train would bc coming. (Yeu arc just
as deail if struck by an unscheduled train.)
b.

made.

To move safely through

a

vehicle-train inter-

section:
b.

At a, signalized intersection it may be apPropriate
to enter the intersetion and wait for a safe gap in
traffic to complete a left turn movement.

make certain thc

d.

nals and protective devices;

(3) look and listen for approaching trains, but do
not put the sense of hearing under handicap
(reduce the radio volume, crank .down the
side window, and stop the conversation);
(4) if a train is approaching close enough tO constitute a hazard, or if the warning signals or
gates arc operating, stop a safe distance from

Entering the croSsroad close to a right angle when
prove vision' and reduce thc time your vehicle is in
a vulnerable position during the turning process.

e.

the nearest rail;

(5) wait for a train to clear a sufficient distance
to insurc good visibility because another train
may be coming from the same direction, or

Wait to make your turn onto a main itighway until
you have space and time to gain cruising speed

from the opposite direction on an adjacent

without interfering with the progress of other

track; and

(6) drive onto a railraod track only when you arc
certain that you have sufficient speed so that

.vehicles.

f.

the momentum will carry the car past the

Conflicts at intersections arc reduced by turning
into thc first live going in your direction. Traffic

tracks should the engine .fail, and make certain that no other Vehicle in front can prevent
your uninterrupted crossing.

engineers somettmes modify this principle to meet
local conditions.
c.

5.3 .Thr\ough an unders&nding of.the hazards involved, and

heeding ccitain elementary but crucial precautionS,
operators can safely cross train-dr intersections.

a..

thoroughly

identify and .conform to warning signs, sig-

Keeping your wheels straight when you stop to
wait, for a safe gap in traffic to make a jeft turn,
minimizes the chances of being driven into the
lane of oncoming traffic if struck from the rear.

making a left turn at a "y- intcrscction will im..

is

tracks;

1..

c.

engine

warmed up before attempting t6 crosk the

If in spite of all these precautions the vehicle stalls
on the track:

(I) get everyone except yourself out of and well
away from the car immediately;
(2) if a train is in sight get out and leave the
tracks in the direction from which the train is
coming to avoid being struck by fragments;
(3) if no thin is in view, try to start the engine,
checking every few seconds to make sure that
a train is not coming (not if the tracks curve
out of sight in less than one-half mile); and

Operators should consider that:

moSt railroad crossing accidents result in
fatalities;
(2) a train gives the illusion of going slower than
it is actually travelling;
(3) by the time that an engineer can tell that
your car is in the way, it is already imimssible
for him to stop. (A full emergency stop from
( )

(4) if the vehicle fails to start perhaps you can

push it off the track, dr in a manual transmission, put in low gear and use the starter.

60 mph takes I ih miles.)
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Section
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Episode Delineation Form
UNIT

Title:

B

EPISODE

Title:

Interacting With Other Highway Users

'Pedestrians and Animals
4

EPISODE PURPOSE: The majority of urban traffic.,fatalities occur to pedestrians. This is so, not because the

number of vehicle-pedestrians accidents exceed vehicle-vehicle collisions, but rather because vehicle-pedestrian accidents are
more likely to be fatal. Pedestrians are highly vulnerable.

Up to now, driver education students have been, for the most part, in the role of pedestrians interacting with motor ve nth)
operators. Now they will be changing roles frequently between yehicle operator and pedestrian. (A person who just parke
vehicle is a pedestrian.) Since students have received considerable pedestrian education prior to driver education, the emphasis
here will be from the perspective of the operator, to improve his perceptual skills and judgment with respect to pedestrians.
However, students will be reminded that pedestrians bear legal and moral responsibilities also, and that cooperation between

all highway users is most desirable.

Since accident facts remind us that animals along the highway present to drivers a problem similar to the pedestrian
problemboth pedestrians and animals are' maneuverable and unpredictablethat .topic (animals) is also included in this
episode.

Seg

Concepts

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

6.1

Crosswalks
and Laws

Identify marked and unmarked crosswalks and state
what implications they have for driver and pedestrian
belivior.

6.2

Types of
Pedestri an s

When shown pictures (or word descriptions) of pedestrians in traffic scenes, students will be able to classify
pedestrian actions typical of various age groups.

Critical
Areas

Identify the plhces or conditions which are particu-

6.3

larly critical as far as vehicle operator-pedestrian interaction is concerned, and select appropriate courses of.
action from given alternatives to minimize the hazard.

Learning Activities & Resources
.

'

._

6.4

Pedestrian
Responsibilities

Describe the legal
pedestrians.

6.5

Animals

Indicate why and wilt- ,c animals can be dangerous to

and moral responsibilities of

the vehicle operator ind what can be done to mini-

' mize these dangers'.

Culminating Objective:

In the driver education vehicle, students will apply
with no hazardous error, safe and legal practices when
interacting with pedestrians and animals. /

...58
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'

c.

6.0 Motorists.have the responsibility of taking proper precaution.; to avoid hitting pedestrians at all times and

difficult, to judge, even for a pedestrian with
perfect eyesight and excellent depth perception.

places, even if they jaywalk.

6.1

Because he is so vulnerable, fragile and without protection, the pedestrian has been given the right-of-way
over the vehicle at all intersections and at any other
point at which a crosswalk has been placed across a
street. In fact, under no circumstances is the operator
of a motor vehicle privileged to exercise the right-ofway over a pedestrian.
a.

6.3 Operators should be especially alert, for pedestrians:
a.

c.

d.

at. intersections, and in mid-block locations where

there are department stores on opposite sides of
the street;

Usually, intersection crosswalks will be marked,
right-of-way from curb-to-curb. (The crosswalk is
the extension of the sidewalk at the intersection.)

c.

around schools. churches, parks.and playgrounds;

b. when children are playing on or near the road
(they may dart out or throw objects on the road);

but even if they are not, a pedestrian has the

b.

The speed of an oncoming vehicle (closure rate) is

Marked crosswalks may be designated anywhere
they are needed.

d.

anywhere near a school bus;

c.

after dark, almost anywhere;

f.

near military installations;

g.

while passing parallel parked vehicles, and delivery

trucks (possibility of people alighting from these

Pedestrians on a crosswalk (unless walking against
a red light) have the right-of-way over vehicles.

vehicles);

h.

Crosswalks give the pedestrian more protection in
some states than others. One state's'Appeal Court
ruled that "The pedestrian is entitled to as much
space as will afford him safe passage without such

along any roadway bordered by a solid fence,
buildings, or
campuses;

i.

threat of interference that will reasonably cause

bushes; on school and college

whenever there arc people on foot-near the roadway; and

him 'to step ba ck or hesi t a te."

j.

whenever the weather is badwind"; cold, rain and
..snow.

6.2 If we consider the way a pedestrian looks at vehicular
traffic it will help us to predict pedestrian behavior.
Perceptions of pedestrians vary with the individual and
changes with.the age of the perSon.

6.4 Although the pedestrian has been granted certain protective privileges, he bears certain legal and moral
responsibilities in traffic.

Since the pedestrian does not need to comply

The pedestrian is expected to cross city streets at
crosswalks, if a hazard is created by doing other-

with a licensing law, or, meet an age regulation, all

wise.

a.
a.

kinds and ages of people walk on the streets and
highways.

b. At signal controlled intersections the pedestrian is

required to obey the "walk" and "do not walk"
b.

Many pedestrians are non4lrivers (older people
and children), but practically all drivers are pedes-

signals.

t flans at times.

c.

The law does not allow the pedestrian to leave the

curb suddenly and walk into the path of a car
c.

d.

You can assume that children, old people, nondrivers, or anyone impaired by alcohol or drugs
may have deficient judgment.

close enough to cause a hazard.
d.

If you are the pedestrian and have to Walk on a
country road at night:

Elderly pedestrians tend to base their judgments

(I) stay off.* travelled portion of the highway;
(2) walk toward oncoming cars so that you can

on when to cross on the movement of other
pedestrians and vehicles, rather than on traffic

see them;

signals.
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(3) wear or carry something that has a light color
(below the waist because of headlights), so

mally offers

drivers can see you; and

(3) One deer often means that more deer are

(4) preferably. carry a light.

present.

(4) It
c.

believed that the shadow behind the
animal created by the headlight startles the

While a pedestrian is subject to certain laws, they

ator.
are

highly palatable grasses and

legumes.

rarely enforced against him in most cities.

is

deer when he moves, so that he bolts out into
the path of the vehicle.
(5) Many deer will change direction and bounce

(Pedestrian violations have low priority.)

back across the road when confused. They
usually retreat in the direction from which

6.5 Animals are especially unpredictable, but if an operis alert for the potential hazard of an animal dashing .into his path without warning, and adjusts his
speed.accordingly, collisions can be avoided.

they came.

b.

ObservatiOn, speed reduction and a state of readiness are the most effective responsesfor the driver

when there is a possibility of an animal threatena.

Knowing the habits of deer is one way of helping
to reduce the numerous vehicle-deer accidents.
(estimated that well over 1'00,000 dear are killed
annually by vehicles.) (106)

ing his path.

()) Normal daily movements of deer include

(2) At night the reflective eyes of an animal are a

) Operators need to watch for dogs and cats
along the roadside, and adjust speed and position to minimize the threat.

crossing highways. (Heed deer crossing signs
by speed reduction.)

cue to the operator to be on the alert.

(2) Deer are attracted to roadways for feeding,
an activity undertaken chiefly during the
hours of darkness. The road shoulder nor-

c.
.

Identify

Task

Performance
Proficiency
Level

Some dogs have a fondness for chasing all forms
of motor vehicles. (Operator is usually successful
in speeding up to escape from the dog.)

SECTION I ON HIGHWAY TASKS
Unit C

Critical Situations

Unit Objective:
Students will be able to demonstrate the correct techniques for coping with critical situations(some under simulated

conditions).

Episode Titles:

1.0 Response Analysis

2.0 Traction Loss

3.0 Vehicle Malfunctions and Failures
4,4

6
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Section

I

Episode .Delineation Form
UNIT

C

Title:

Critical Situations

EPISODE

1.0

Title:

Response Analysis

EPISODE PURPOSE: Occasionally, even the most competent operator is confronted by a critical situation

caused by hazardous roadway conditions, mechanical malfun ion, or an unpredictable outside force or obstacle. Therefore,
the "complete" operator is prepared to cope with these situations.
.

,

.

This episode aims to help the student understand how.thé human functions in driving are "short-circuited" (from identify to
execute) in many critical situations, and what implications this reality has for driver behavior. The concepts learned here serve
as background information and motivation for the next two episodes.

Concepts

Seg

Typical
Responses

1.1

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Identify critical situations that occasionally face a
vehicle operator, predict how unprepared operators
arc likely to respond, and explain why they respond
that way. Students will be expected to relate their

Learning Activities & Resources

,

analysis to t he basic hu ma n functions identify, prediet, decide and execute.

1.*z

?reConditioning

Explain how a vehicle operator can increase the probability of responding correctly in a critical situation and
illustrate with examples in both non-traffic and traffic

.

situations.

.
,

627 3

e,

.

thc operator to prevent critical situations from going

Panic can bc avoidcd by thinking (panic tends to
paralyze thc reasoning center of thc brain) and

bcyond thc point of no escape.

that is why it is so important to know what to

1.0, A conditioning proccss and constant vigilance will hclp

a.

think and how to perform.
1.1

Critical situations (skiddiag, brakc failure, tire blowout, ctc.) allow littic or no timc for dccision-making,

b.

'emergencies depends somewhat upon thc Operator's mental sct while hc is operating thc vehicle.

and frequently produce thc wrong response.
a.

Skillcd rcactions tcnd to become disorganized
under emotional stresS or panic.

b.

Most operator panic, or ncar panic occurs, whcn
thc operator is surprised by a hazard.

c.

c.

Difficulty and danger prevent rcal-world rehearsal
of many critical situations.(skidding, brakc failurc,

etc.), but knowledge or what to do and practicc
via thc imagination can help one to respond correctly.

A strong stimulus which surpriscs the operator
tends to produce an impulsive or unplanncd re-

d.

By creating a continual scrics of imaginary situations and hazards (hypotheses or guesses based on

sponse.

d.

Thc ability to cope with roadway and vchicular

experiences) an operattr prcparcs himself in advance to do the right thing in a crucial situation.

Corrcct automatic reactions must bc learned in
advance, otherwise, emergencies may and fre-

c.

quently do cvokc an improper response.

After much imagination and repetition, thcsc
mcntal scts tcnd to sink bclow thc level of awareness and become semi-automatic.

1.2 Some experience with a critical situation, either in
rcality or by mcans of mental rehearsal, reduces thc
emotional impact and indreases thc probability of

f.

performing thc correct response.

Thc operator who can control himself in an cmcrgcncy is thc kind of person who would be morc
apt to control his vchicle.

Identif y

.\
Task

Performance
Prof ic iency
Level

Execute

N
DPC ide
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Predict

Section

Episode Delineation Form

I

UNIT

C

Title:

Critical Situations

EPISODE

2.0

Title:

Traction Loss

EPISODE PURPOSE:

This episode is designed to prepare students to maintain vehicle-roadway stability under
adverse surface conditions, and during emergency stops. (Unit A should be reviewed in preparation for this Episode.)
Unfortunately, most driver education programs cannot include practice in skidding, but mental conditioning can take place
through simulated exercises. Furthermore, students can acquire insights to the causes and prevention of skidding, which may
not guarantee correct response, but will help facilitate the learning of emergency skills.

..

Concepts

Seg

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Learning Activities & Resources
.

Overpowering

2.1

Classify the causes, prevention and correction for the
traction losses included in Segy,..mts 2.1 through 2.6.
,

.

Overbraking

2.2

.1.

Turns and

2.3

Curves

2.4

Unequal
Traction

2.5

Hydroplaning
.

2.6

.

or Sand
2.7

.

Snow, Mud
.

General

Formulate a set of principles and practices for pre-

Measures

venting and correcting any kind of traction loss.

-

Culminating Objectives:
,

the driver education car, demonstrate understanding of the principles involved in traction loss by
maintaining traction between the tires and the road
In

surface at all times.

Note: Some teachers go farther and require students
to learn the techniques for correcting a traction loss.
This is usually accomplished in protected areas.

.

CON 1 EM
the accelerator suddenly can produce the same

2.0 When tires lose their rolling grip (traction) or, the pavement, the result is partial or complete loss of control
of the car.

result.
.f.

2.1 Traction is markedly reduced when your wheels arc

spinning, the consequence of "over-power," usually on,
take-off.
a.

b.

If a skid occurs in this type of traction loss, the
rear end attempts to pass the front end in a spinaround skid. Once a car spins beyond a certain
angle, estimated to be about 200 to 25°, control is

2.3 Skidding or sliding on turns or curves occurs when the
inertia

totally lost.

Overpowering on a curve permits centrifugal

a.

Rear wheels skid from oversteering; front wneels
skid from understeering.

b.

A constant speed, suitable for conditions (curvature and coefficient of friction) will prevent slid-

The skill of starting on a slippery surface lies inapplying the power to the irive wheels so that
they grip gently and gradually.
(I)

ing action on curves.

For manual transmission, Start in second or

2.4 Whe-n the wheels of a vehicle generate unequal traction

high by slipping the clutch.

due to pavement conditions, control of the vehicle

(2) For automatic transmission, brake with the
left foot, apply gentle acceleration, then gradually release brake pedal to accomplish gradual power transmission to the drive wheels.

may be threatened without any changes in direction or
speed.
a.

Automatic transmissions tend to make sudden transmissions of power because slight
"windup" of the engine is required to make

Traction is lost When your wheels are skidding from
over-braking, brake malfunction, or improper use of

Icy or snowy patches are sometimes found where
the sun does not shine on the road surface.

c.

When one or two wheels drop off the edge of the
pavement, unequal braking and steering result.
(1) A firm grip on the steering wheel is necessary
to keep the car travelling straight ahead straddling the pavement edge. (Fight the tendency
of the wheel to pull right.)
(2) The driver must resist any immediate urge to
whip the car back on the pavement.
(3) By easing off the accelerator the motor will

When the front wheels lock due to improper brake
'adjustment, steering is ineffective and rear wheels

act as a rudder to keep car going straight ahead.
(Release brakes and slow down.)

c.

When rear wheels lock, caused by brakes out of
adjustment, the back end of the car tries to pass
the front end. (Remove foot from brakes and slow
down and counter :steer in the direction of the
skid momentum.)

slow-down the vehicle gradually.

(4) If braking seems necessary, a gentle on-off
technique enables the driver to maintain
control.
(5) A thorough visual check ahead, to the side,
and to the rear is essential before returning to
the roadway.
(6) After speed has been reduced, the wheels can
be turned sharply (depending upon the

When the grip of the brakes or tires is unequal,
the car tends to swing or pivot around the wheel
where the grip is the strongest.

d.

shoulder drop), penrIltting the vehicle to

An allwheel braking skid occurs in a panic stop
even with good brakes. To regain traction release
brake because you cannot steer a skidding car

climb the pavement edge.

2.5 The right mix of speed, fluid on the'road surface and
tire tread can result in a vehicle losing all contact with
the road and therefore, loss of traction. (I-Iydroplan-

when all four wheels are locked.
c.

is not uniform (rough versus smooth, dry

b.

the shifting lever and the acceicrator.

b.

Ice

versus wet).

the transmission function.

a.

force is greater than the side thrust friction

force of your vehicle. The cause is an improper combination of speed and direction change.

effect to take over.
c.

If an urgent stopping situation develops on a slippery surface, interMittant application of the brake
pedal (cadence braking) will prevent wheel lockup and enable the driver to maintain steering control.

Changing to a lower gear ratio ,on icy sulfa% at
too fast a speed can "trigger" a skid; and releashIg

7 )1'g)
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a.

As speed increases on wct road surface, a wedge of

between thc drivc whccl tircs and the surface by
spreading sand, cinders, an old piece of carpeting.
traction mats. picccs of brush, or anything else
that increases friction.

fluid builds up at point of contact between the
tires and road until the tires begin to ride on
(plane") thc film of watcr. Usually thc operator
has no warning of when the critical spccd has been
reached until a change in speed or direction

b.

throws the car out of control.
(1 )

skillfully, will bc thc solution..(A questionable
practice in an automatic shift vchicic.)

At 30 mph or less, tires with trcad will cut
through the water and remain in complete

c.

contact with road.
(2) At 30 to 55 mph, watcr wedge may penetrate
tire-road contact and partial hydroplaning
rcsults.

(1) On most vchicics, if one wheel spins, thc .car
is just as stuck as though both wcrc spinning.
(2) Some cars now havc a limited-slip differential
system that forces both wheels to turn, even
though onc has vcry littic traction.
(3) 'If thc vchicic has front-whccl drivc, thcn trac-

crease and .tires losc com.plete contact with
road.

speed, whether or not hydroplaning
occurs depends upon thc dcpth of watcr on thc
road surface, tirc tread (depth and dcsign) and fire
prcssurc, whccl alignment and road surface.
Besides

(I)

tion is yequired under the front wheels to
movc thc car.

(4) Vchicics with four-wheel drive have a considerable advantage in maintaining trac-

Tircs with open-treading (outlet for fluid)
plus siping (threadlike design in a tread) tcnd
to push thc watcr Out of thc way in a squeegee action.

tion.
d.

(2) Properly inflated tircs with gOod trcad can
cut bcttcr into a film of watcr on thc road

Whcn you arc stoppcd on two different surfaces,
onc rcar wheel may encounter less resistance to
turning than the other -one spins whilc the othcr
does nothing.

(3) At 55 mph or more. watcr wcdgc may in-

b.

Somctimcs thc process of "rocking" thc vehicle.

To rcducc thc probability of becoming stuck in
mud. snow or sand:
(I)

make cvcry effort to kccp movingshift into
2nd or low gcar bcforc cntcring thc section;
(2) gain spccd bcforc attcmpting to turn (avoid

surface, and prevent a "spacc pocket" from
forming under the tircs.
(3) The deeper thc surfacc fluid the more likcly
that thc watcr will chokc thc opcn spaccs in

sharp turns); and

(3) try to avoid driving in dccp ruts--look for

the tirc tread.

solid ground in the center of the roadway or
on thc shoulder, or straddle thc ruts.

(4) A form of hydroplaning can result from
ordinary road film lubricated by a littic

.

moisture. (Happcns in thc first fivc minutcs
of a rain storm; or fog and dcw can providc

e.

the needed moisture.)
(5) Improvements in road surfaces (grooving) and

tirc dcsign will hclp to rcducc thc hydroplan-

If engine stalls in a snow bank, open thc car Aldows and shovel thc snow away frointhe exhaust
pipc bcforc trying to cxtricatc thc car to prevent
the dangcr of carbon monoxidc poisoning.

ing hazard.
c.

2.7 A competent operator rarcly allows his vehicle to losc
traction, but if hc docs, hc posscsscs thc capability to
cope cffcctivcly with thc situation.

.To prevent and respond to hydroplaning:

(1) drive with well-treaded tircs, properly inflated;
(2) rcducc spccd bclow hydroplaning spccd particularly whcn appioaching curves or othcr
changes in pitch or incline in the road; and
.(3) if hydroplaning should occur, decelerate ,and
wait for tircs to regain traction.

a.

(1) keepin3 brakcs and tircs in good condition;
(2) lengthening sight distance and r'eacting to
developing hazards well in advancc;
(3) niatching vehicle spccd to road conditiOns;

2.6 With "know-how" and proper equipment an operator

(4) smooth and gradual spced control, tracking

can extricate his vehicle if it bccomcs mircd in snow,

and braking (avoid' overpowering, oversteering and ovcrbraking);

mud or sand.
a.

Thc probability of skidding can bc minimized by:

(5) pthodically checking the "feel" of slippery

Thc most effcctivc .mcans of moving a vehicle

surface by gcntly applying thc brakcs whcn
thcrc is no traffic near; and

mircd in snow or mud is to providc bcttcr friction
66

cause a violent counter-skid to the opposite
direction):
as soon as you feel the rear end ,starting to
return to course, return the steering wheel tO

(6) staying off the highway when road surface
conditions arc extremely hazardous.
b.

To regain traction and return the vehicle to its
normal course when the rear end of the car slides
around:

its straight ahead position: and
be ready for a counter-skid, and iNt develops
again, steer in the direction of the skid only

(I) steer in the direction of the skid only far

far enough to point the front wheels in the

enough to point the41.mt wheels in the direction you want to go (over-correction can

direction you want to go.
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Episode Delineation Form,
UNIT

C

-

Title:

Critical Situations

EPISODE

3.0.

Title:

Vehicle Malfunctions and'Failures

EPISODE PURPOSE: . This episode sttesses the'cpidures to be follbwed when critical situations "triggered.' by
vehicle malfunction 'and failure occur unexpectedly. Through simulated drill, sfudents will learn how to respond quickly and
effectively, so as to minimize the danger.
.

A good vehicle maintenance program helps to reduce the probability of a vehicle malfunction or failure, but does not
'completelNlimitiate the possibility..Drivers should be mentall prepareq for such an event, so that the surprise of the event
oes not.prolluce panic..
if;

-.
Learning Activities & Resources.

,

Concepts

Seg

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

.
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.

.

.
,

,

Brake Failure

3.1

.

.

.

....----

.

.

.

Steering
Failure

,.

r5)

...
..

,

..

.
...

.

3.2

,

Describe the steps drivers should follbw to luindle the
v,ehicle malfunctions and' failure's includtd in 3:1
..
through 3.9 :'

.

.

3.3

Tire Failure

3.4

Accelerator 1
Stuck

.

.
.

.

.
.

.
i

.

.

.......---

3.5

Headlight
Failure

3.6

Hood Flies Up

3.7

Engine Stalls

3.8

Engine
Overheats

3.9

Emergency
Stop

\
'

.

.

.

.
,.
.

Culminating Objective:

oln thc driver education vehicle, at the teacher's command and effoit to simulate the vehicle failure,
execute the proper steps to maintain control until the
vehicle can be moved off the highway and stopped. In
the case of 3.8 and 3.9, students will denionstrate the
steps they would follow after they stop the vehicle in
a safe place.
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3.0 When a sudden vehicle malfunction occurs, particularly
to one of the basic control devices, the operatOr's skills

and emotions are tested,

9

3.1 Steering failure is another critical situation, somewhat
uncommon, but extremely .dangerous when it does
happen.
a.

.3.1 Any decrease or loss in .braking power compels the
operator to maintain steering and positioning control

steering more firmly.

and regain speed control.
a.

b.

Brake failure or malfunction results from:
leak in any part of the hydraulic brake
.syStem----affects all four Wheels equally ("sinking brake pedal");

loSs of friction between the drum and the
lining due to overheating ("fading brake
pedal") or in the case of an old car,the brakes

If something has gone wrong with the steering
linkage, all you can hope to de is stop as quickly
and safely as you can.

a

AMY.

If you have power steering and the power fails,
you can still gain control by gripping harder and

3.3 Steering control is threatened when a tire blows out or
the air pressure diminishes suddenly.
a. If a front tire blowsrout, the front wheels tend to
be pulled in the direction of tile blowout.

mayget wet:
air trapped in the brake lining system., or
twisted or worn brake hose ("spongy brake
pedal"); and

If a rear tire blows, the rer of the car may swerve
.or sway violently.

breakdown of some mechanical linkage within the system:

c.

No matt; which tire blows out :

promptly firm your grip on the steering
b.

When-brakes fail:

wheel and apply whatever steering input is
require

ease up on the accelerator, allowing engine

(3) downshift to permit_engine braking to help

and

braking to slow the car;

brake with a firm, steady piessure, avoiding
wheel "lock-up";

look for an escape route when the vehicle is
under control, and drive entirely off the road
to a level spot where you can changethe tire
in safety, even though you may ruin the tire;

(5) set the parking brake to the maximum ten-

reduce speed;
(4) find an escape Toutea safe exit from the
highway; and
(5) while struggling to maintath steering and
speed control, communicate your emergency

situation to other highway users threatened
by the situation. (sound horn, flash lights)
c.

hold a straight -Course;

(1 ) pump the brake pedal in an attempt to build
up pressure and restore braking action long
enough to get off the road;
(2) if that action does not suffice, set the parking
brake with a slow steady pressure -..and, at the
same time, hold release lever in "off" posi.
tion to prevent brake lock-up thqt could
cause the vehicle to skid out of ca.ateol;

sion and move the selector lever to PARK
(manual shift carplace the gear in reverse or
low).

d.
,$)

In extreme cases it may be necessary to slow the
vehicle by:

jack usually are mounted on the inside of the.
trunk lid.

(I) running along an embankment;
(2) scraping against a,Trb;
(3) driving into bushes, hedges, or snowbank; or
(4) sIdeswiping a roW of parked cars.
.

A tire emergency ,does not end with getting the
car stopped, because you have either to call for
help or change the tire. Directions for use of the

e.

Captive-air tires (a tire within a tire) practically
eliminate roadside tire changes.

3.4 When'the accelerator pedal sticks, power must be cut
off the drive wheels.

d.

If loss of braking,power or uneve,n action results
from wet brakes, dry them quickly by:

Immediately place the gearshift lever in neutral,'
apply- brakeS, pull off the road where 'the pedal
can be safely released; and turn off the ignition.
(Try to find and remedy the trouble.)

(I) staying in low gear and pumping gently; or
(2) applying slight pressure on accelerator while

brakes are being applied with the left foot.
In a manual shift car, depressing the clutch will

(This techniqiie can also be used after driving
through.water to dry wet brakes.)

serve to disengage the power from the rear wheels.

RO

If the vehicle does not have power brakes or
steering, turning off the ignition first is an al-

c.

a.

run engine at a fast idle to circulate water and
cool it;

ternative technique.

3.5 Even 'with careful maintenance, a critical situation
involving headlight failure may arise. Sometimes you
will be able to bring them back temporarily by hitting
'the dinner switch, but, if not, perform the following

b.

b.

0

c.

raise hood but do not reniove capwait for engine
to cool and, while waiting, examine for external
leaks, broken fan belt or anything that might slow
the movement of the coolant or air;

d.

when system cools, remove cap carefully and

slow down quickly, keep the car in its path, and
look for an escape route;

as you slow down, watch for anything that can

eheck.coolant level (if near normal and there is no
rusting, apparently the trouble is mechanical); and

help orient you;,
c.

e.

try the parking lights, or any auxiliary lights on
the car (spot lights or fog lights);

d.

if service station is nearby and the system has
cooled drive slowly; otherwise have the car towed..',
(The trouble may be with the water .pump or the

thermostat.)

flash the brake lights, and turn on the right turn
f.

if fire breaks out under hood:

(1) '.2se a dry chemical fire extinguisher;
(2) if a fire extinguisher is not available try to
smother the fire with a blanket;
(3) if fire is out of control get at least 50 feet
from the vehicle as the gas tank can explode.

3.6 If the hOod flies up while driving, it is somewhat like
having a curtain drawn in front of your face.
a.

watch the temperature indicatorif temperature
reduction is not quickly apparent, stop the engine;

steps:
a.

pull off the road, place shift lever in neutral:and

Look under the center of the opened hood, or out
of the left window, steer carefully off the road
and stop.

b.

c.

To prevent this situation from occurring, check to
see that the hood is properly closed after you or a
service station attendant has-opened it.

3.9 Sooner or later, almost every driver has the experience
of his vehicle becoining disabled or gut-of-gas.
a.

the roadway by coasting, pushing, or using the
starter in a manual transmission. If unsuccessful:

If hood vibrates as you drive, stop immediately
and make sure that it is closed properly.

d.

(1) turn on warning flashers and protect the
scene;
(2) tie something white to the door or radio
antennaraise hood and trunk; and
(3) seek help (see below).

If the situation has occurred, make sure the safety
latch is operative before proceeding.

3.7 When the engine stalls during movement:
b.

a.

usually it can be re-started by placing the selector
lever in "N" (chitch down in mantual transmission)

near the stream of traffic;
.
(2) at night use your "emergency" turn signal
switch, -turn on your dome light, and place
emergency flare or lights if you have them;
(3) as a signal to passing motorists that you are in
trouble, particularly on a controlled access
highway, raise the car hood and tie a, white

moving;

an alternative in a manual shift car is clutch down,

gear shift lever in second gear and clutch out
slowly;
c.

Assuming that you were successful in moving the
vehicle well off the pavement, then:

(1) get out on the right gide if you are anywhere

and turning the starter switch while the car is
b.

If the vehicle fails on the traveled part of the
road, make every reasonable effort to get it off

if these techniques are unsuccessful, look for the
first opportunity to signal; drift off the roadway. ,

cloth to the left-hand door handle or radio
antenna;
(4) in isolated areas women should stay in the
car, locked and closed up, and wait for the

3.8 If engine overheating occurs, as revealed by the tem--

police. (Wave strangers by and tell them help
is on the way.);

perature light or gauge;
7
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(6) learn from experiencekeep the gasoline tank
between half and full, and the car in good

(5) protect yourself from unscrupulous ("quick-

dollar") towing operators by knowing more

about towing your cir than the man you

condition.

hire: (a) you will find the towing procedure
in your car Owner's Manual; (b) be certain

c.

To "stretch out" a low supply, use easy starts,
moderate speed, coasting, and if necessary sway
the car from left to right to get the fuel out of the
low end of the tank.

the car must be towed reputable towing
operators carry spare cans of gasoline and a
booster battery; and

Identify
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SECTION I

ON HIGHWAY TASKS

Unit D - Controlling The Consequences of Highway Collisions

Unit Objective:

Students will be prepared to assume their moral, legal and financial responsibilities if they are involved in, or come upon
the scene of, a highway collision.

Episode Titles:

1.0

.

2.0

3.0
4.0

Highway Accidents
Minimizing Impact Forces
At the Collision Scene
Financial 'Responsibility
.
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Section

1

Episode Delineation Form

UNIT

D

Title:

Controlling The Consequences Of Highway Collisions

EPISODE

1.0

Title:

Highway Accidents

EPISODE PURPOSE: The highway transportation system has been a major factor in this country's progress.
However; as With fire, nuclear energy and other useful instruments, the characteristics which make the automobile useful also
make it potentially dangerous. And our inability to control adequately' the dangers associated with the use of the vehicle, has
produced a majotproblem in the United States.

The present episode exposes,students to traffic accident data as a reminder .of the price our society pays for tolerating the
dangers resulting from`v.Q11,6 uie. In addition, the content emphasizes (1) how accident records can be used to remove
deficiencies in the system, (2) that most accidents are due to inefficiencies and therefore can be controlled, and (3) that
tiaffic accidents are due to multiple causes and therefore need multiple solutions. It is assumed that if students internalize
this information they will take a more realistic and vitaPtinterest in highway safety during and after the formal couise
experience.

Seg

1.1

.

Concepts

Traffic Acci-

dent Facts

Learning Activities & Resources

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Teacher-led presentation of national, state and

Classify traffic accident data, and suggest implications
of this data for system improvement,

local traffic accident data. (Visual aids)

,

Analysis of charts and graphs of traffic accident
data looking for underlying reasons that explain
the surface facts.

1.2

1.3

Accident
Records

Summarize the purposes served by a good accident
reporting system.

Teacher-led presentation emphasizing the characteristics and values of a good accident reporting
system. (Use of tables, charts and spot.maps.)

Accident
(definition)

Define . the term "accident," emphasizing

Students win test the appropriateness of the dictionary definition of "accident" by applying it to

"preventability" rather than "chance."

an accident with which they are familiar.

Students will ask a number of other people of van-

ow' ages to define "accident," and a committee

.

.

will summarize the results.

Each student will formulate a' definition of "accident" based on ideas that evolved out of the previous activities.

1.4

Multiple
Cause
Concept

..
_

Define the multiple Fause concept, and identify. the
implicatons this concept has for driver behavior and

Students win analyze the factors involved in a
traffic accidtnt to determine "the" cause, and

highway safety management.

from this process they will discover that accidents
have multiple' causes involving all three compo.

.

.

384

nents of the system. (See pages 147'tb
149
for a
.
.

complete description of this learning activity as an
,, z,-.
example of the inquiry process.) .

1.0 Highway accidents and congestion reflect a breakdown

stances. (The ordinary accident and the fatal acci-

or malfunction in the system, and thus provide one
measurement of the system's efficiency and effectiveness. The function of the system is to moye people and
goods from origin to destination: accidents represent a
failure in the task.
1.1

dent appear to have quite different characteristics.)

The highway accident problem is affected by

C.

various social, economic, political and medical fac-

tors which relate to the system; such as depressions, riots, wars, urban planning, alcohol and

Properly interpreted, highway accident facts reveal the

magnitude and trends of the problem, and serve as

drug use, medical service's and other factors.

valuable indications or clues as to causative factors.
a.

Highway accidents represent a major social and

If highway accidents and their consequences are

c.

to be 'reduced, a well planned, well funded, aggressive attack will be required, because 'each year

economic problem. A few examples follow to
illustrate the loss in human resources.

more drivers are driving more vehicles a greater
number of miles.

At the present annual toll of fatalities the
two millionth person will be killed on our
highways in the mid-1970's.

The mileage fatality rate (per 100 million
miles driven) in the United States declined
quite steadily from 9.8 in 1946 to a low of
5.16 in 1961. lt has fluctuated only slightly
since then.
On
the average one person dies as a result of a
(3)
motor vehicle accident every 10 minutes, and
a personal injury occurs every 17 seconds.

1.2 A good accident records system and accident prevention program go hand- in-hand. The records system

identifies critical problems that can be called to the
attention of the appropriate agencies.
a.

An accurate understanding of the magnitude of
the traffiC accident problem has not yet become
possible, because so many vehicular accidents arc
not reported to traffic authorities.

(4) Accidents aro the leading cause of death in
the U.S. from age through age 37; and
motor vehicle accidents are contributing the

(1) Accident reporting is a matter of local or
state jurisdiction, and not centralized for the

1

largest single portion of these deaths.
(5) For youths aged 15 to 24 years, motor vehicle accidents cause more than 40 percent of
the total number of deaths.
(6) Fatal accidents amount to only a sniall percentage of the total number of accidents and
therefore are not a reliable measure of overall

nation as a whole.

(2) Not all persons are aware of their accident
reporting responsibilities.
(3) Criteria for repor.ting differ from area to area.
(4) Many accidents occur in places remote from
offices of central reporting authorities.
(5) Drivers fear they may be subject to penalties,
such as revocation of driver's licenses and loss

highway accident trends.

I-

An analysis of rural-urban traffic accident sta-

A

tistics reveals some widely. different distributions
of accident types.
(1) Approximately two-thirds of motor vehicle
deaths occur in places classified as rural, and
v ictims are mostly occupants of motor
vehicles.
(2) In urban areas about two-fifths of the fatalities are pedestrian.
(3) Approximately one-third of rural fatalities
result from one-car accidents:
(4) Injury and property damage accidents occur
more frequently in urban places.
c.

Most tan-fatal highway accidents appear to
happen to average people under normal circum-

of automobile insurance if they report accidents which are traceable to their own negligence.

b.

A systems approach to accident reporting seems
to be required so that man-machine-environmental
interaction can be analyzed.

c.

A good accident reporting system can identify
both high accident locations and unsafe drivers,
important information to system improvements.

d.

Because of built-in limitations, a traffic accident
records system cannot furnish definitive data on
underlying causes, corwarisons between ages and
sexes (exposure is a key variable), and bother
'factors, but the system can suggest hypotheses
("hunches") to researchers which can be tested by
sophisticated research studies.

c.

In addition to driving errors, human error also frequently underlies unsafe conditions (poor design,

d.

For optimum efficiency and effectiveness, acci-

dent reports should be: (1) uniform, complete

construction or maintenance); therefore, most
accidents can be prevented by improving the
competency of both drivers and the officials
responsible for designing and managing tl,e

and accurate and (2) stored in one center in every
state subject to rapid retrieval and analysis com-

patible with a national records system at the
Federal level:

system.

1.3 A highway accident is an unplanned event which frequently leads to personal injury or property damage,
and is invariably preceded by an unsafe act and or an
unsafe condition.

1.4 Highway accidents, as well as other accidents, generally

result from a combination of man-machine-environmental factors acting in a closely interwOven fashion
(multiple cause concept).

a-.

The common definition and fatalistic connotation
-of the word "accident" appears to be an obstacle
to accident prevention efforts. To many, the word
implies that something unexpected and unpleasant
occurred but it:

Each of the circumstances which contributes to an
accident is a cause, while the cause is the combina-

a.

tion of these factors, each of which is necessary
but none of which is by itself sufficient.

couldn't be helped, it was an accident;
was inevitable and it would have happened to

(I)

accompanying an accident 'whether it contributes to the accident or not.
(2) A contributing cause is a circumstance with-

anyone:.

was unforeseen and uncontrollable; and

out which the accident would not have

is not our responsibility; we are not to he

happened. A cause is always a circumstance;
but a circumstance is not always a cause.
(3) Each cause, if it is truly contributing to an
accident, is of equal importance in that acci-

blamed.

b.

A realistic appraisal of accident data clearly shows
that few events currently labeled as accidents are
really accidents in the sense of being purely
chance events.

dent.

Of the three components in the system (man

b.

()

A circumstance is any condition or action

machine-roadway) the operator who almost always contributes one or more causes to the acci-

Accidents, like other events, are caused, and,

therefore, can be controlled when their

dent chain, is_ dominant in the sense that he
possesses the ability to compensate for defici-

causes are identified and understood.

(2) Frequently, events labeled as accidents are

encies in the other two components.

unforeseen, but they were not unforeseeable.
(3) Most accidents are not ac2cidental, but rather
reflect inefficiencies in the system. Accidents
happen because people make mistakes.

Operators may "get away with" violations for years because all the other essential ingredients for

,

Resulting injury or property damage is a conse-_
quence of an unplanne4 event and it does not in
itself constitute the accident it-results front it.

the accident are not present. On the other hand,
'an accident could occur the first time the viola.

tion is committed.

d.

The accident chain may already have some links in
it before the trip begins (fatigue, emotional upset,
,
vehicle malfunctions, etc.).

e.

Highway accident investigation, research, driver
education and other 'efforts to improve the
system should focus oil the interaction of man-

(1) The injury or property damage is -merely a
"last happening" in a series of events, each of

which to some, degree contributed to the
accident.
(2) When a driver falls asleep, but awakes in time
fO iyoid a collision, the event is not recorded

machine-roadway factors.

as hn accident. A study of these near acci-

,

f.

dents would furnish Clues to accident causation.

If the highway system can be designed so that
motor vehicles, environment, and human tasks are

(3) The events recorded as accidentsthose involving injury or property damagerepresent

compatible, and man is adequately prepared to
perform the tasks, the probability of successfuliy

only a very small, percentage of the total

reducing accidents and increasing system effectiveness will be greatly enhanced.

number of unplanned happenings.
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Episode Delineation Form

UNIT

D

Title:

Controlling The Consequences of Highway Collisions

EPISODE

2.0

Title:

Minimizing Impact Forces

EPISODE PURPOSE: Counter measures focusing on the "postcrash phase" contribute substantially to reducing the
overall end results of human and property losses. Even if we do not reduce the number of collisions, injuries and fatalities can
be reduced by (1) educating drivers regarding impact forces and the use of protective devices, (2) better packaging of vehicle
occupants, and (3) improving vehicle and highway design. Success in the first of these three objectives, which suggests the
purpose of this episode, will help to achieve the other two. In short, the aim here is to develop a generation of drivers who
will employ the best means available for minimizing the consequences of collisions.

,

-

Seg

Concepts

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

2.1

Impact Forces

Predict the effect that different speeds and impact

Learning Activities & Resources

'

distances have on collision consequences. In addition,
when given a series of emergency situations (via film,
slides or diagrams) where a quick response is needed to

avoid or Jeduee the impact of a collision, select the
better course of action from the alternatives given for
each.situation.

2.2

Packaging

2.3

Restraint
Systems

Describe the similarities between packaging a fragile
object for shipping and packaging the occupants of an
automobile for driving.

Explain the reasons for wearing a three-point safety
belt.

-

/-"--'--------

.
-

Motorbike
Operator
Vulnerability

2.4

-

Identify the measures available to. a motorbike operator that will reduce the personal injury consequences
-1`', collision.
.

Highway '
Design

2.5

.

riven a series of pictures, identify good and bad fea-

-

-.

tures of highway and near-highway design with respect

' to collision avoidance and impact consequences.
.

2.6
.

Vehicle
Design

Identify and appraise vehicle features closely assodated with operator efforts to 2void collisions.

.

.

.

-

(6) If the secondary impact can be prevented by
a restraint system and other means, the only

2.0 As a vehicle goes into motion, physical laws cause both
the vehicle and the occupants to undergo changes that
would affect the consequences should a collision
occur.

force that might cause injury is 'the rapid
deceleration'of the body.
c.

2.1 The severity of injuries resulting from impact depends
upon the peak load of the force, the distance in which
the force is dissipated,. and the distribution of the
force.
a.

Other factors equal, the force of impact varies
inversely with the distance required to dissipate
the force.
(1) If you strike a non-moving object (tree), the

resultant force is greater than if you strike an
object (vehicle) which is moving3 or can be
moved easily in the direction of your path.

Kinetic energy and angle of impact are major fac-

tors determining the force of impact in a motor

(2) A rating of collisions from worst to least
finds this order; head on; hitting a fixed

vehicle collision.

object; rear end-Collision; and side 3wiping.

(1)

Doubling the weight of a moving body

(3) It is better to steer off the highway (usually

to thelright) and impact bushes or a snowbank, Which are capable of some energy
absorption, than to hit another ,vehicle or an

doubles the kinetic energy, but doubling the

velocity increases the kinetic energy four
times.

(2) In a collision, kinetic energy is dissipated by
crushing and bending the metal of the vehicle
and the object with which it collides.
Low speed collisions can generate forces
powerful enough to cause fatalities.
Angle of impact relates to severity, so if you
must hit something hit it at an angle in order
to reduce the kinetic energy dissipated by

inmovable object.

(4) When a vehicle strikes an unyielding object
such as a bridge abutment, the car itself does

some collapsing (bumpers, fenders and
hood), which lessens the force on the vehicle
occupants.
(5) The probable ,impact surfaces of the vehicle

should be deformable to increase impact
distance and time (110second compared to

impact.

b.

1).
50'

In an automobile collision the momentum of the
car and the occupants (or cargo) is 'dissipated in
two separate but related collisions.

(6) Collapsible steering wheels and padded instrument panels are vehicle design features which

(1) The first collision occurs between the car and

momentum of the vehicle, occupant when he
impacts the car interiors

increase the time required to dissipate the

a tree, another vehicle, or some other part of
the environment.
(2) When the vehicle decelerates rapidly from' the

d. If iMpact force is distributed over -a wider area,

collision, the occupants or cargo, if not
secured, continue to move forward at the

the chances of injury are reduced.

speed of the vehicle prior to impact. Cargo
can become a lethal weapon in the process of

(1) Five- pounds of force with an ice pick is too
much.
(2) Some petsons have survived unbelievably high
falls because the impact was distributed over
a large section of the body.
(3) Projections and edges, both inside and vutside

dissipating its montentum.
(3) The second collision, a fraction of a second

later, occurs between the occupants and some

part of the car's interior or the environment

outside of the car if the occupants are

the vehicle, shoufd be eliminated insofar as

ejected.

possible.

(4) The first collision produces vehicle and pos-

2.2 Most motor vehicle crashes involve forces which would
be survivable iNhe occupants were adequately "packaged" within theilwehicle.

sibly property damage, while the second collision ma.y_result in'bodily injury or death.
(5) Man and vehicle are decelerated at different
rates as they contact different obstacles:offering different resistances. The car may strike a

t:

a.

Packaging vehicle occupants should follow

dirt bank, while the occupant strikes the

principles similar to those used in shipping a frag-

*windshield with his head.

ile object:

77
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(1) Just as a well designed container used to ship

(2) The lap belt alone has the disadvantage of

fragile items should not open and spill its
contents, so should the doors of an automobile stay closed during an accident keeping the passengers inside 'the car. Safety

allowing the head and thorax to swing free in
a "jack-knife" motion during impact,.which

frequently results in the head striking the
inslrument panel. (Without the belt, the head

latches reduce the risk of occupant ejection,
and locking the door reduces the chances of a
door opening in a roll gver or sidc collision.
(2) A container designed for safety of contents is
yielding, so that it will cushion and distribine

impact, but at the same time will

would probably strike the windshield.)
(3) In the smaller European cars there is, much
less distance between the occupant and any

potential-impact surfaces, SO the lap belt is
less effective in preventing or reducing injuries at impact than a system restraining the

resist

crushing.

upper torso.
.
(4) The diagonal shoulder belt provides restraint
to the upper torso, from the hip on one side
to the shoulder on the opposite side.
When the diagonal belt is used alone., there is

(3) 'Fragile objccts shipped inside containers are
normally protected by energy-abS'orbing
materials. Padded sun-shades,. instrument
panels and collapsible steering wheels illustrate this principle in automobiles.
(4) Articles inside -the package should be an-

nothing to prevent the loweyorso from
sWinging forward and rotating out of the

chored to the container at their strongest

diagonal belt. The shoulder strap is not to be
used without a lap belt.

points to keep them from moving inside the
package. Seat belts must be anchored "securely to the vehicle and, wOrn snugly across
the strongest parts of thc body for offering

(6) In the 3 point type, location of the upper
belt anchorage cart be critical in influencing
the effectiveness of the system. This fact
presents a problem to the designer who musf

resistance to collision forces.
b.

consider:

Focal points of the packaging effort identified by
automotive mash injury research are:

(I) windshield

(2) steering issembly - produces the maximum
numbe0of injuries because the exposure is
greater (a safety device in a sense restrains

b.

impact);
(3) instrument panel - design of the instrument
panel is critical when only a lap belt is used;
(4) side door-panels - vehicle occupants are particularly vulnerable during-side impact colli-

limited attachment points; and
what to do with all the separate belts in

Usually at about the age of three or four, a child
can begin using standard safety belts, but prior to
that time speeial arrangements and devices are
required.

c.

tntrapment accidents (fire, car submerged

in*

water), given as an 'argument against seat belt use,
constitute a small fraction of all accidents; furthermore, in this type of accident you are more
likely to stay conscious with seat belts fastened
and so you are more likely to escape..

sions;
(5) head support - to reduce neck injuries susbe

adjusted low enough so the driver can glance
over Alluring lane.changes); and
(6) rear view mirrors, unshades, knobs, handles can produce injury..

.

2.3 Restraint systems appear to offer the single best protection for the automobile occupant during an impact,
because they prevenf ejectiona leading cause of death.
a.

physiques;

one vehicle.

upon

tained from rear end collisions (should

seat positions for a wide range of

.

2.
3.

- leading cause of head' injuries;

the driver from moving forward

.

Recent court decisions have ruled that the plaintiff's failure to wear' a safety harness,-with which
the car was equipped at the time of the accident
constituted contributory negligence.

New 'and better

restraint systenis will be
developed. A "passive". restraint system, which,

does not require passenger activity, would bc

The best restraint system for American cars, at
present, is the 3 point type which includes both a

better.

2.4 The operator of a motorbike has some special prob-

lap belt andeja shoulder strap.

lems and protective measutes to consider.

(1) The lap belt, correctly mounted and worn,
'provides support to the body's sturdiest

a.

framework, the pelvic girdle.
78

Two-wheeled vehicles violate the "packaging"
principle, since there is no enclosing structure to

.

-

(3) Controlled access highways have a much
lower mileage fatality rate than all the nation's rural roads.

cushion and distribute the forces of iMpact. or to
prevent the vehicle from spilling its contents.

In some instances (when a crash is inevitable)
jumpi ; is icss dangerous thail being thrown. because if you lose control of a motorbike you stand
the chance of being trapped between the vehicle

b.

c.

Near-Path structures contribute to an increase in
damages.
accidents.

injuries and deaths {pm automobile

and the roadway surface.

.

(I) Drainage ditches, guardrails (some with spearlike ends)., abutments. poles. signposts. haz-

Motorbike operators have means of limiting the

extent Of their injuries should a crash occur,

ard warning devices, temporary barricades.
trees. shrubs and parked vehicles are commonly impacted by vehicles in run-c--)1f-roadNay type accidents.
(2) Many of the near-path structures should and

namely:

approved helmet, meeting Federal standards.

could be removed through the efforts of.

for rider and pa'ssengers;

public officips supported by the public.
(3) Highway engineers arc now eicludini many
roadside' features in the design of new high-

approved face or eye protection; .
gloves; and

sturdy outer garments--jacket, pants and

ways.
Neeessary roadside hardware such as sign sup-

shoes.

In equipping a motorbike the operator should

d.

ports, lighting standards and guard rails are

;

consider that:
(I)

being designed to minimize the consequences
shQuld impact occur.

protrusions such as mirrors, extra lighting,
roll bars and luggage racks may become instruments that c'an penetrate the body in a

d.

Highway design features that protect "passively,"
that is, without "active" participation on the part

collision;

of the driver or pedestrian (breakaway signs,

control levers should have. "ball-edds" to prevent stabbing;

lights. etc.) are usually preferabino those requir-

seat back rests may be lethal in a spill

ing active cooperation.

in

vAich the bike spins;

exhaust pipes should berkucked away an
shielded to" prevent burns; and

high handlebars not only provide poor co
trol, but may increase the severity of a coll

2.6 Vehicle design pays an important part in the operator's
efforts to avoid the first collision, without which the
second collision cannot ocCur.

sion.

2.5 Well conceived Aighway design can markedly reduce
vehicje-vehicle and vehicle-object collisions, and in ad-

a.

high degree of stability so that it will hold the
road .when steered hard on unfavorable surfaces.
Operators need a predictable steering systenuhat
gives them a "feel" of the road.

1

dition can. minimize the severity of vehicle-Object collisions.

.

b.
.

Through the control'of vehicle paths, highway de-

Collision avoidance depends in large measure on
driver visibility, which is influenced by .body design (windshield and windows, coiner pillars, hood,'
and fenders, headlights, turn-signals, tail lights and
stop lights; windshield wipers and rearview mir-

sign can separate vehicles and, keep them from

rors).

That highway conditions do lead to accidents can
-be easily demonstrated by a "spot map" of traffic

a.

A vehicle must have handling qualities so that it
can be maneuvered quickly and accurately, and a

accidents.

head-on and crossing conflicts.

(1) When opposing lanes of traffic are separated
sufficiently, head-on collisions are practically
.eliminated. (Appropriate guardrail placement
and design.' helps when the medium strip is
-too narrow.)

(2) When intersections -are eliminated, intersection accidents are,eliminated.

b.

Accident avoidance also depends upon The mechanical durability, and reliability of the vehicle,particularly with respect to power, steering and
braking.

(I) Improvements are being made in brakes and
tires to aid braking performance, particularly
in emergency stops (anti-skid device).

(2) Power steering helps to retain effective control when certain forces on the front wheels
are increased (blow-out, wheels drop off the

-of their vehicle to maintain control and try to
avoid a crash up to the last second.

pavement edge, etc.).
d.

e.

Even when a collision appears inevitable drivers
should use the maneuvering and other capabilities

Many improvements have been Made in vehicle
characteristics, and map)/ others will be forthcoming as a result of .research, along with consumer awareness and demand for safe vehicles.

s..

Task
Performance
Proficiency
Level

<>
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Episode Delinekion Form
UNIT

D

Title:

Controlling The Consequences Of Highway Collisions

EPISODE

3.0

Title:

At the Collision Scene

EPISODE PURPOSE: Very few people experience a lifetime of driving without becoming involved in a highway,
collision, either as, a witness or a principal. This episode prepares students to cope with this eyentuality; so that needless
human suffering, financial loss, legal complication and other undesirable consequences can be prevented:

,

.

Seg

Learning Activities & Resources

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

ConcePts

.

.

..

.

Given a description of an accident scene, describe:

Stopping

3.1.
.

.

1.

when, where and how to stop;
-..

Marking and
Controlling
the Scene

3.2

.

,

2.

what action to take, regarding the injured, and

summoning assistance;
.

3.3

,

.

Assisting

3.

the Injured

.

.

.

how to mark and,contiol the scene; and
.

3.4

4. what to do about *exchanging information,
witnesses and recording pertinent information..

Words and
Deeds

.

,

.

.
,

.

,

.

Given the details of an accident and imagining he was

Accident
Reporting

3.5

.

.
.

one of the driver's involved, student will be able

.

to fill out -"an accident report form and indicate where
the form(s) should be,sent.
.

.

-

.

.

3.6

Emergency
Medical
Seryices

Identify the characteristics of emcrgency medical sewices that 'determine their efficiency and effectiveness

,in dealing with; motor vehicle accidents. (Relate
to
,..

"'.

e.

.

local situations.)

.

,

.

.

1

CONTENT
Many benefits can result from highway users being prepared to cope with post-crash situations when directly
involved or-when one of the first to arrive at the scene.

3.2 Marking and controlling an accident scene helps to pre-

vent a single accident from turning into a multiple
accident.
a.

3.1 When a highway-user has knowledge of when, where
and how to stop following an accident there is less

plosion caused by gasoline being ignited.

chance of a negative legal or safety consequence.

a.

b.

State laws' require that the operator of a vehicle
involved in an accident shall:
c.

scene;

/
(2). make the stop without obstf,ucting traffic
(3) immediately return to the scene of the ,acci-

d.

dent.

No matter what the degree of responsibility is in a
traffic collision, the ultimate punishment is much

c.

e.
k

necessary service.

3.3 Your first duty, after stoppineyour car, is to check for
injured persons and summon assistance if necessary.

Do whatever appears neCessary under the circumstances to relieVe suffering.

Highway users have a poral, if not legal, responsibility to stop when they cOme upon an accident
shortly after it happens, when it is apparent that
their'assistahce is needeil.

a.

Make sure the injuted person is confortable, but
do not move hith unless you are sure of correct
first aid procedures.

.

(1) Good intentions on your part may result in
further irilury to the person.
(2) There may be a case where moving the victim
is the better alternative.

hazard. (Precise distance will vary with conditions and the state law.)

(3)

Do not attempt to move people who

are

trapped by the steering wheel or some other
part of the vehicle. Perhaps you can relieve
the pressure Somivrhat by adjusting the seat
to extreme rear position.

.(2) At night, conditions may warrant stopping
behind. e wreckage to illuminate the scene
with he dlights.

e.

Bystanders must be kept well away from the road-

way, unless they can perform some useful and

(I) The stop should be made well off the traveled
portion of the highway, so that his vehicle
does not interfere with traffic or constitute a

d.

Deciding whether first to set out signal devices or
to assist the injured will depend upon the location
and the nature of the accidenis, severity of injury
and 'availability of assistance.

less for the operator who stops, assists at the

"hit and run."

In the daytime, the accident scene also needs to
be protected, particularly if it "occurs near a hill
crest, sharp corner or giidge.

more than is necessary; and

scene, and reports the accident to proper authorities, than it is for the person who leaves the
scene. Panic, a mental state following a traumatic
experience that tends to paralyze the reasoning
center of ihe brain, sofhetimes causes people to

At night, flares, reflectors, flashlights or some
other warning device should be used to control
oRcoming traffic from both directions. (Position
at least 400 feet from the scene.)

(1) immediately stop Eis vehicle at or near the

b.

Smoking should °be prohibited at the scene of an

accident because,. of the danger of fire or ex-

Whether your vehicle is involved in the accident Or

b.

In assisting the injured, one must not step over the

not, avoid parking your vehicle on the left side of
the highway, because it may confuse oncoming

boundary of first aid and into the 'area of eiat-

traffic.

(1) First aid is the immediate and temporary care
of the victim of an injury until the services of

ment.

To help prevent fire turn off the ignition of any

a physician can tie obtained.

vehicle inv&ved in a collision.

(2) Treatment may be performed only by a
licensed physician. Applying medication;
.

f.

if there appears to be adequate assistance at an

administering alcoholic beverage; using pain
pills; setting a broken bone are examples of

accident...scene, tiler) continue on because to stop
may create an additional hazard.

trealment .
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,of

d.

c.

Proper application of pressure directly to the

b.

wound and at pressure points is almost always effective in controlling bleeding, a common occurrence in traffic accidents.

Cooperate with the police officer by advising him
of the basic facts briefly.

c.

If sterile coMpresses are not available, the inside
folds of a handkerchief, towel or item of clothing
may have to be applied directly over the wound.

Exchange information with the other operators ic-7
garding name, addresses, vehicle registration and
driver's license.

d.

If you strike an unattended vehicle: leaveiidentification at the scene (name, address and telephone
number), and copy the license number of the vehicle you struck so that you may trace the ownership of the .car if necessary. Report the accident to

(..,

Shock, another frequent dondition among traffic'
accident victims, can be alleviated by:
(1) placing the victim in a prone position with

appropriate law enforcement authorities to protect you from a charge of "leaving the accident
scene without properly identifying yolRelf."

feet slightly elevated, except in the cases of
internal injtiries or severe head injury;
(2) .restoring or maintaining body temperature by
placihg material under 'the victim as well as

on top; and
(3) attempting to comfort and reassure the per-,
son that help is on the way, and that everyThing will be taken care of (family, luggage,

e.

Obtain names and addresses of witnesses and attempt to obtain 'from them a signed statement to
what happened. If you wftness -an a.ccident or arc
first on the scene, leave your name anthaddress
.with the drivers who.may need you as a witness.

f.

.Make written notes at Ore scene in..order that a
complete report can be made, and have the i'nfor-

e tc.).
f.

First. aid treatment for fracture should be limited
to immobilizing the broken limb and treating for
shock.
,

g.

mation verified by the police. Include information

on:

11

A dry pack or wrap of four or five layers of clean

time, date and exact location, direction of

muslin or cloth will 1-educe pain in the case of
severe burns, by preventing air from striking the
burned area.

vehicles prior to impact, location of vehicles
afterward, length of skid marks and other relevant information;
condition of road surface and weather;
name& and addresses of all those in the other
car, noting any who may be injured, sick, intoxicated or physically impaired; and
any attempts by the other driver to cover up
his vehicle or personal deficiencies.

h.

Doctors Prefer .that no liquids be given to injured
accident victims.

i.

Respect religious beliefs if a person refuses aid or
orders you not to give assistance to a family member.

Unless your injuries impel you to do otherwise, do
not leave the scene of the accident until you have,
as previously indicated, assisted the injured, pro-

If a number of people are available, a call for assistance can be made concurrently with the ste
in aiding the injured.

tected the scene, called an officer and assisted
him, identified the other driver(s) and vehicle
owner, obtained the names, addresses and stalements of all witnesses, and made notes and dia-

.

(1) Call should be made directly to the law en-

forcement agency that has jurisdiction in the
area where the accident took place. They will
summon other needed services, such as ambu-

lance, doctor and wrecker.c
(2) The message -should include the important
points relative to the nature and location of
the accident. (Let them hang up first!)

grams to help you fill out the accident forms.

3.5 The proper method and timely filing of a formal accident report tends to reduce the possibility oflegal and
financial entanglements following an accident.
a.

3.4 If ycui are involved in the accident, what you.say and
ido at the scene may be very importaht in the follow-up
Ito the accident.
A.

Do not argue, accuse anyone, sign any papers or
admit that you were wrong. (Hastly emotional
admissions can be costly.)

State laws and municipal ordinances vary as to
what traffic accidents should be reported and to
whom, but one safe rule is when in doubt, report
the accident.

b.

After being involved in an automobile collision
notify promptly, the nearest available representative of your insurance company for instructions.

Failure to file a prompt report with your insur-

3.6 Advance planning of emergency communications,

ance company may void your insurance.

transportation and. medical services reduces the num-

ber of deaths and severity of injuries from motor

State law requires that a written report be sent to

c.
.

vehicle accidents (loss limiting factor).

the motor vehicle department within a certain

time period of all personal injury accidents and all
'proper t y damage accidents -above a certain
amount. Some counties and municipalities also re-

a.

When accidents occur, it is essential that every
available resource be mobilized to save lives, lessen

the severity of injuries, protect property and re-

quire a ..""t-feport.

store movement of traffic.

Accident report forms can be obtained from
motor vehicle departmehts, police departments,
insurance
panies, or from the officer investigating t e accident.

b.

Accident reports must be made regardless of
whether the accident was investigated.
f.

The accident repoft form should be filled out
completely and accurately, in order that your

(1) training, licensing and related requirements
for ambulance drivers and attendants;
(2) types and number of emergency vehicles, including supplies and equipment;
(3) coordination of ambulance and other emer-

'interests will be protected.
g.

t.

A list of questions regarding the information
needed to fill out an accident report form (or

gency systems; and

copy of the form itself) carried in the glove compartment will serve as a valuable reference at.the
-accident scene.
h.

The Highway Safety Act reflects the importance
of emergency medical services by requiring each
state in cooperation with its local subdivision, to
establish a program that meets standards related
to:

(4) evaluation.

Plans are underway to study and apply to our
highway injured some of the efficient methods

Request a photostatic copy of the accident report
Prepared by the policeman who investigated the
accident.

demonstrated by the military in evacuating battle
casualties (helicopter ambulances).
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Controlling The Consequences Of Highway Collisions

Financial Responsibility

EPISODE PURPOSE; Insurance is a vital factor in safeguarding the future of highway users, their families and

property. Regardless of an operator's own skill and ability, there i no guarantee that he will avoid all collisions. Every
operator must be prepared to face the consequences of collision involvement. Legal complications, human suffering, time
loss, incOnvenience and expense can result from a collision, regardless of who is g fault. Type and amount of motor vehicle
insurance the owner carries is an individual decision, with the exceptions of compulsory insurance and financial responsibility
laws of some sfates.'

This episode will help students to acquire information needed to make intelligent decisions regarding the reduction of
highiny collision consequences through insurance.

Seg

4.1

Concepts

Nature of
Insurance

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Learning Activities & Resources

Relate the basic principle of insurance to that of re' ducing the consequencts of traffic collisions.

Teacherdirected discussion of various types of
insurancelife, medical, homeowner, etc.would
draw out the basic principle of insurance: 'spread-

ing of risk. This could then be related to motor
vehicle insurance.

4.2

Liability

A simple one-car accident illustrating negligence is
dAcribed. From this illustration other components
could be brought in which would complicate total
negligence such as another car, yield, sign or chuck

Define liability, negligence and judgment. In 'addition,
construct a situation which would point out the values
of motor vehicle insurance with respect to liability.

holes. Students then would be asked to state why
liability insurance would or would not be beneficial in each case.

4.3

4.4

4.5

Liability
Insurance

adequate when given the amount of judgment awarded
to a plaintiff from civil action growing out of an automobile accident and the amount of insurance carried
by the defendent. -

Physical
Damage
Insurance

Identify and distinguish between damages claiinable
under collision insurance coverage and comprehensive

Special

Summarize the benefits of medical payment insurance,
road service insurance and uninsured motorist protec-

I nsurance
Coverage

A handout giving a-brief dIscriptiin of each type
of insurance is distributed as the episode prog-

Determine if the .amount of liability insurance is

auto insurance coverage.

resses. A space is provided for the students to supply

the' insurance type nomenclature. *le spaces are
completed as the discussion progresses.

.

After all types are discussed, an earlier collision
situation would be recalled and negligence established. The amount and type of insurance of each
owner involved would be stated and, each student
would analyze the facts to determine what costs
would be paid by each person involved. c

tion. Identify the value of a financial responsibility
law and explain how to satisfy the requirements of
such a law when unable to obtain insurance through
routine procedures.

4.6

Factors
Influencing
Insurance

Identify the factors which influence premium rates.

A couple of selected students would visit a local
insurance agent and discuss the cost of a typical
insurance policy. The fmdings could be reported
back through various methods (i.e., tape recorder,
one student playing role of agent and other of a
beginning driver desiring insurance cost informa-

Identify reasqns for higher insurance rates among

tion).

Premiums

4.7

Young Driver
Rates

young drivers and means Of keeping those rates to a
minimum.

Emphasis should be placed on ways premiums can
be lowered by the young driver.
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CONTENT
4.0 Insurance is ti way for motor vehicle owners to protect
themselves and others from financial-losses due to neg-

c.

ligence or other action having to do with motor
d.

vehicles.

If a court finds one driver all tO blame for an
accident, it will order him to pay the victim for
his losses. (Judgment)
Liability insurance pays for judgments against,

you, within the limits of the policy. If the judgment is more,than the policy limit, you must pay

4.1 The basic principle of insurande is spreading o frisk.

the excess.
a.

b.

c.

All people who are insured are helping to pay for
each other's losses.

e.

Insurance is an old institution with an adventurous history - started when owners of sea-going
vessels pooled resources to protect the individual
Owner who lost a ship.

In most states, if the court finds that both operators contributed to the .accident, no matter what
the ratitrof fault might be, no one collects under
anyone's liability insurance coverage. (Some states
have compdative negligence .)

4.3 Liability insurance furnishes protection in case you are

An insuiance policy is really a set of pOlicies
covering liability, physical damage and special

proved liable for accident damages or sued.

types of insurance.
a.
4.1

A person causing injury or damage to another perSon's
scl± or property is liable for his actions (a legal obliga-

Bodily injuiy liability insurance protects you for
the injuries your actions.cause to another highway
user.

tion).

(1). A judgment for bodily injury damages could
a.

include
- hospital and doctor bills, loss of

As an .-operator, you can be held responsible in

wages, and pain and suffering. (The last item
could be the largest.)

both criminal and civil actions.

(1) Criminal responsibility is between you and
the State - if you are convicted of a traffic
violation, you are punished with a fine or a
jail sentence.
(2) Civil responsibility is between you and the
person who has been injured or whose property has been damaged - he can sue you for
damages, eyen if there has been no violation
of criminal law.
b.

.(2) Bodily injury insurance ^has two limits.- a
limit for each person and a limit for each
accident. (Usually sold in blocks of thousands, like 10/20, 20/40, 50/100, etc.)
(3) Besides paying judgments for you, bodily injury liability will pay for lawyers and court
costs to defend you against a suit when the
accident was not your fault.
b.

Negligence is the key tO whether or not a person is
declared liable for damages to another individual's
person or property.
(1)

A person is negligent when he has failed to
act as a reasonable arid prudent person would
act under the circumstances. (Could be error

Property damage liability insurance (P.D.L.) protects you for the damage you and your car does to
the property of other persons.

which falls below the standard established by

(1) The property can be another car, a house, a
telephone pole, a tree, a fire hydrant.
(2) P.D.L. works the same as bodily injury insurance - you must be all to blame pr your company doesn't pay the o\her fellow.
(3) This type of insurance is usually sold in

law for the protection of others against rea-

blocks of $1,000, wit& $5,000 being the

sonable risk of harm.

lowest sold in most states.

of commission or ommission.)

(2) In other words negligence is any conduct

(3) Right-of-way and negligence should not be
confused. You can be guilty 6f contributory
negligence when you strike- a vehicle that
went through a red light. Operators have a
legal and moral responsibility to avoid conflict with other highway users, despite ap-

c.

Liability insurance is the most important motor
vehicle insurance coverage.

(1) If we hurt someone or damage his property

the amount that he could collect could be

parent wrong actions of others.

huge.
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,
less its depreciation. (liepreciation applies to

(2) If we cannot satisfy a judgment the court

partial losses as well as total.losSes.)

may sell our real egtate and personal property
or take it our of our wages until the judgment
is paid (garnishment).
(3) Your operators license will be suspended
until judgment is satisfied or you arc released
by other party.

(6) Your insurance agent may advise you to drop
collision insurance when your vehicle reaches
a certain age and has a low cash value.

(7) Following an accident, discuss with your

agent your rights and privilbges under the
Cerms of collision insurance before you proceed to have your car repaired.

(4) By protecting yourself, you protect the other
fellow too - you've got insurance tO pay him
for what you did.

b.
d.

Comprehensive auto insurance pays for damage to

the policyholder's vehicle caused by something

Liability insurance protects the owner of the vehicle ("named insured") plus all members of his
household and anyone else who has pennission to
drive the cai.

other than q collision or upset.
(1) Comprehensive protection covers your vehicle against direct and accidental loss or
damage, regardless of what caused the damage (except for collision or upset).
(2) Hazards covered include fire, missiles, falling
objects, larceny explosion ,- earthquake, windstorm, hail, water, flood, malicious mischief,

(1) Also protects the "named insured" and his
family while driving a car which belongs to
someone else.
(2) The "named insured" is also protected if someone outside the family drives tiis car with peres

or vandalism, riot and civil conimotion and

(3) A son or daughter with permission to drive

actual contact with an animal.
(3) The vehicle owner can purchase just certain

mission and hurts someone or darn
someone's property.

the family car does not have authority to give.
others permission to drive. (Only the "named
insured" can grant permission.)
(4) To be on the safe side, always get permission
to drive anybody's vehicle; be sure that your
driver's license is in order; and never use your
car for racing or other illegal purpose or permit anyone else to so use it.

kinds of physical damage protection, but
most people prefer the total package known
as "Comprehensive."

4.5 There are many additional types of insurance that fall
into the special coverage category which have special
value in certain situations.
a.

Medical payments insurance covers medical and

funeral expenses, up to policy limits, for the

4.4 Physical damage insurance is designed to compensate
you for certain losses caused to your vehicle and/or
property.

policyholder and others injured or killed while riding in his car.

(1) This insurance pays regardless of who caused
the accident, but will not if the other driver is
totally liable.

Collision insurance pays for damages to the policyholder's vehicle caused by collision or upset.
.

(2) The protection begins when you start to get

Protects your vehicle against4the damage you
or otIlers might do to it while it-is being operated.

in the car and is in force until you get out.
(3) Extended medical payments insurance, available from most companies, covers the policy-

We may be in an accident where the other

holder and his family when hurt in or by

operator was not all to blame.
We can run off the road and damage our ve-

other vehicles when not in their own car (includes pedestrian and bicycles).

hicle without any other operator being in-

(4) The smallest amount of medical' payments
protection is usually $500 and the largest
$5,000. It ..;osts very little more to purchase

volved.

Collision insurance is usually sold on a "de-

ductible" plan which can be purchased in
varying amounts, but the lower the deduct-

$2,000 protection as opposed to $500.
(5) Medical payments insurance is really accident

ible amount the higher the premium. The in-

insurance.

surance company pays for the repairs over
the deductible amount.
(5) Collision protection insures your vehicle for

b.

Road service insurance pays towing charges if the'
policyHolder's vehicle breaks down on the road.

the actual cash value at the time of the loss
which could be less than its replacement cost.
Actual cash value is its replacement cost new

(I) This protection pays what it takes to help
you, but usually not more than $10 to $25.

c.

(2) It does not pay for repairs to your vehicle,
unless performed'at the scene of disablement.

(1) Accident experience in a region is a major
factor in determining rates; Without accidents

Uninsured motorist protection protects the

there would be no injuries, repairs or damages for the insurance company to meet, and

policyholder, his family and other passengers in
his car from bodily injury losses caused by an uninsured or hit-and-run driver who is legally liable
for the damages.

the individual to pay through higher

(2) Based on the accident experience of various
groups or classes of drivers, insurance companies have devised rating scales for setting
premium rates (age, sex, type of car, occupa-

(1) If you are involved in an accident with a per-

son who does not have any liability insur-

(3) Some companies use merit ratinga plan

which reduces the cost of insurance whew
there are no accidents but,increases the cost

what bodily injury insurance would have
done if the other fellow had bought it

for each accident.

($10,000-$20,000 limit).
(3) Uninsured motorist insurance pays you only

(4) One accident, whether or not you are legally
at fault, can increase on a $150.00 insurance

what you were legally entitled to get but

premium by 100% Or more.
(5) As a practical matter it is not possible for an

couldn't collect because the driver to blame
was not insured.
(4) A number of states have a finandial responsibility law to help protect the, public from

insurance company to devise an individual
rate for each motorist.

b.

vehicles;

(2) the integrity of vehicle owners involved in

not put up the cash bond, your operator's

accidents and the garage mechanics who repair the vehicle (those who pad repair bills

are cheating the policyholders who do not
cheat); and
.(3) fake claims.

c.

(1) Many cases are settled out of court, but of
those that are tried some Iesult in judgments'
in the 'hundreds of thousands of dollars. (All
poliCyholders help to pay this.)

assigned risk plans) are placement services devel-

oped by the insurance industry to help persons
who have difficulty finding an auto liability in(1)
.

,

(2) To get more accident victims paid quickly
and equitably, and to eliminate many of the

All of the auto insurers in a state agree to

irritants 'and,controversy associated with the
present system, various experimental plans

accept a share of the referrals made by these
service facilities.

(2) Under improved plans, when a company insUres male drivers tinder age 25 through its
regular underwriting procedures, its 'quota of
referrals from this plan is reduced.

4.6 Many factors Wit-Eke premiuman vehicle insurance.
a.

The way you and the other people in your city,
county and state drive has a lot to do with how
much you pay.
a 8B

The number of court judgments also influences
vehicle insurance premiums.

d. 'Automobile Insurance Plans (forinerly knOwn as

surer.

The cost of repairs, a determinant of automobile
insurance premiums, is influenced by:
(1) rising costs of labor and replacement parts for

person. If you do not have insurance and do
license and plates are automatically revoked,
regardless of fault. This law also sets minimum liability coverages which may be sold in
that state.
(5) A few states have a compulsory insurance law
which Changes the concept of insurance to
protection of the public rather than the individual.

a

tion, type of driving, where the car is garaged,
and the previous driving records of vehicle's
principal drivers).

ance, even though the accident is all his fault
-you may have to assume your costs from the
accident.
(2) Uninsured motorist protection does for you

the uninsured motorist. Under this law, if
you are involved in an accident and do not
have insurance, you will be required to put
up a cash bond with the state treasurer to
show that you are a financially responsible

pre-

miums.

are being conceived and tried.

d.

Insurance companies are closely regulated by state

insurance departments, and this regulation includes approving or not approving the rates each
company wants twharge.

4.7 Young drivers, as a group, are involved in mOre than
their share of accidents. This is reflected in the insurance premiums for them.
n

.1

psychological tests in an effort to make insurance
More readily available to young operators who are
mature in their driving attitudes.)

When parents simply let their son or daughter
drive the family car, they can insure them as an

a.

occasional driver under their own policy.

b.
,

e.

After a few years of.good driving experience in
the family gar, young drivers usually can obtain
coverages on a vehicle of their own without difficulty.

Some insurance companies provide a riduction in
auto insurance premiums for students with an A
and B grade average or the equivalent. This plan is
based on the assumptions that:

(1) high achievers in school display a degree of
mat urity and conscientiousness which is
c.

If the young person is given or allowed to pur-

bound to affect their driving \habits favorably,

chase a vehicle of his own at age 16 or 17, he will
have some difficulty obtaining insurance.

d.

a nd

(2) th e successful student must spend considerable time studying, and consequently
less time on the highway.,

Many insurance companies have refined their rate
classifications for male drivers under 25 and female drivers under 21 to provide a better matching of premiums and loss expense, making young
drivers more insurable. (So Me companies are using

f.

Many insurance companies offer lower premiums
to drivers under 25 who have successfully completed an approved driver education ,course.
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'SECTION II

READINESS TASKS

t,

Section Goal:

Students will be able to determine personal fitness and vehicle readiness for a trip, and plan a trip within the capabiltics of both.
Unit Titles:
A.

Operator Fitness

B.

Velncle Readiness

C.

Trip Plan

iT

Unit A :Operator Fitness
Unit Objective:

Students will be able (1) to identify and appraise physical, physiological, mental and psychological factors that
influence the behavior of highway users; and.(2) to determine appropriate courses-of action'to minimize the hazard caused by
these factors.
Episode Titles:
1.0 AlcOhol

2.0 Drugs
3.0 Emotions and Mcitivations
4.0 Fatigue and Carbon Monoxide
5.0 Other Impairments

Section 11
Episode Delineation Form
'

A".

Title:

Operator Fitness

EPISODE

1.0

Title:,

Alcohol

UNIT

EPISODE PURPOSE: Much is yet to be learned- abgut underlyirig causes of traffic accidents, but the evidence is
clear that alcohol is'a frequeni contributing factor, particularly in severe crashes.
.
The proposed learning episode is designed to help young people to (1) acquire accurate information about the problem, (2)
examine and clarify their feelings and attitudes toward drinking and driving, (3) develop a realistic plan for handling social
situations involving alcohol and-driving, and (4) recognize the need for effective legislation and'enforcement.

2

o

.

_.

Concepts

Seg

'ObjectivesStudent Behavior/

Learning Activities & Resources

..

..

,

Absorption,
Distribution,
and Oxidation -

1.1 '

Describe what happens to alcohol in-the body from

,

the time it is first ingested until it is eliminated.
-

.
..

.

Effect on,

1.2

.

Body

Given a list of body functions (speech, iision, judgment, coordination, etc.) in random. Cite!, arrange

Functions

them in. the sequence these functions would be

.

.

impaired by increing ambunts of blood alcohol concentration.
,

.

-

,

.

.

.

1.3

Variables

Identify (1) individual differences which determine
the manner and degree with which prqle are ififlu- ..
enced by alcohol and (2) the conditions which cause
the'same individual, to be affected moie at one ;time
than another.
.

i

.

.

-

.

.

.

..

,

1.4
.

,

.

.

-

Describe the effects of alcohol on the human func-

Driving
PerformaPce

tions involved in driving (identify, predict, &tide and
act), in thestorder that these effects axe likely to occur .
as the boncentration level of alc6hul. increases..In'addition, explain why these effects are likely to be more
pronounced in young people than in adults.

..

v

,

Influence on

-

,

/

.

.!

.

.

.

'
7

..
.

1.5
.

Motivationspecision

drinking and driving.

1.6

1.7

\

-:,
Identify and appraise motivations that prompt young
people to drink, and develop personal guidelines for
behavior that will minimize the risks associated with
.

.,

.

.

..

.

.,

.

Accident
Data

Compare the probability of problem drinkers and-

Legislation
and
Enforcement

Assess the potential of legislation and enforcement
measures for reducing alcohol induced highwaY

,

social drinkers being involved in highway collisions.
,

accidents.

.

.
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The- conceniration or percent of alcohol in the
blood at any given time can be measured accu
rately by blood, breath or urine analysis, but a
rough guide for a 150-pound person is that each

1.0 Ethyl alcohol, found in several commonly consumed

alcoholic beverages; inIpers the human 'functions involved in operating a motor vehicle.
1.1

When ingested, alcohol is directly and quickly absorbed into the bloodstream through the lining of the
digestive tract, carried by the blood to all parts of the

drink increases the concentration of alcohol in the
blood by 0.02 percent.

body (including the brain), and finally oxidized or

(1) The average drink of whiskey (1 ounce), wine
(3 1/2 ounces), and beer (12 ounces) all contain about one ounce of alcohol.

0

elimina ted.
a.

.b:

(2) Liquors (rum,

Alcohol' does not, have to be digested slowly, as
most other foods must be, before reaching the
blood stream.

gin,

vodka, brandy and

whiskey) contain 40 to 50 percent alcohol;
dessert or cocktail wines (ports and sherries)18 to 21 percent, ordinary table wines-up to
14 percent;'and beer 4 percent.

The rate at which alcohol enters the blood stream

through the walls of the stomach and small in-

1.2 As the alcohol concentration in the blood stream

testine depends upon the:

builds up, body functions are affected.

(1) rate at which alcohol is ingested;
(2) total amount of alcohol involved;
(3) other components of the drink v straight

a.

diluted with water is absorbed most slowly;

anesthetic by deadening the nerve centers, and
therefore is identified as a physiological depres-

and

sant.

the characteristics and amounts of other
foods and beverages also present in the

(1) A person may feel gay and pepped up, never-

liquor

is alorbed fastest of all;

liquor

theless,

(2) Alcohol does not "step on the gas" for us
-(stimulant), it simpl); 'paralyzes the brakes

Alcohol is carried by the blood to ail body tissues
and distributed in proportion to the water content

(restraints).

of he body material. (Weight of the person is a

b.

significant variable.)
d.

the nervous system is being de-

pressed, not stimulated.

stomach.
c.

In spite,of 'deceptive outward signs (flushed face,
animated behavior, etc.), alcohol operates as an

AlcOhol canno.t be stored in the body for any
length of time like some foods, but instead is
circulated throughout the body until it is oxidized
or eliminated.

Alcohol's paralyzing; numbing effect on the brain
begins at the higher center (cerebrum) and moves
toward the lower center (medulla) of activity, as
the concentration of alcohol in the blood stream
increases. (The parts of the brain are affected in
reverse order of their development.)

(1) First, the forelobes (cerebrum) of the brain
are affected, resulting in decreased ability to
reason and make judgments, weakened social

(1) Oxidation is a series of chemical changes that
enables food to release energy.
(2) Most oxidation takes place in the liver, which
needs about 1 hour to burn up 1/2 ounce of

inhibitions, and changed attitudes toward
others.

(2) As the concentration increases, more of-the
forebrain is affected and, in addition, alcohol
reaches the cerebellum which controli
sensory-motor functions. The result is
emotional instability, retarded responses, im-

pure alcohol.

(3) A small percentage (5 to 10 percent) of the
alcohol is eliminated by the kidneys, breath
and sweat glands.
e.

paired vision and uncoordination.

How much alcohol reaches the brain at one time is

(3) At higher levels of concentration the Rerson

determined by how much the person drinks, and

is unable to stand or walk, and then loses

how closely spaced those drinks are.
f.

When the consumption of alcohol and its absorp- t
tion in the body is faster than the oxidation rate,
alcohol and its effects will "pile up":
1
;
1

consciousness. Death results wheh all of the
brain, the upper spinal column, the respira-

tory and heaTt control centers are anesthetized.

0

c.

The effects of alcohol increase approximately as
the square of. the: blood alcohol concentration.
(0.08 percent concentration is not twice as bad as
0.04 percentf.but instead four times as bad.)

safety practices, such as, signalling intentions,
faStening seat belts and other normal precautions.
f.

Some individuals drive time and again after drinking and do not have an accident, reinforcing their
belief (Misconception) that alcohol does not lead
to greater danger on the highWay.

8-

Even though some individuals, after a few drinks,
exceed the driving competence of other persons
who have not consumed any alcohol, it behooves
everyone to be at his optimum performance level

1.3 Inherent, acquired and other factors cause differences
in the manner and degree with which people are affected by alcohol.
a.

Body weight, body chemistry, attitude toward
drinking and drinking experience cause individual
di ffc rences.

b.

Fatigue, emotional state, food intake and drugs
cause .the same individual to be affected by alcohol More at one time than another. Some drugs
when combined with.alcohol produce effects that

when driving.

h. Alcohol is likely to affect driving performance of
young drivers more than adultst

The young person who drinks lacks experience in compensating for, the effects of
/
alcohol.
The young driver is an inixperienced driver,
hence his skills are less %utomatic and more
inclined to deteriorate from alcohol's effect.
Risk taking, especially strong in young

exceed the sums of the separate effects of each.
c.

Aspirin, black coffee, cold showers and exercise
have little influence in reversing the principal effects of alcohol.

1.4 All_of the capabilities required to operate a motor vehicle are particularly susceptible to the effects of alcohol
(identifying, predicting, deciding and executing).
a.

The driving ability of most persons becomes
impaired before they display outward signs of
motor impairment, and other noticeable effects.

b.

The insidious effect of alcohol on judgment and
self control, even in the early stages, is particularly
serious.

people, may be accentuated by alcohol.

On the 'average, the body weight of young
people is\less than adults.
I

change in his behavior.

.

drink,and the same individual will sometimes do both.
(What will you do?)
a.

An important part of the problem occurs when
young people leave the social setting where drinking usually ,occurs and head for home or another
social setting. (To be free of parents and the law,
young people Sometimes drink in automobiles.)

(1) Since selfcriticism is affected early, the
drinker often is unlikely to recognize any

(2) Even more serious is the likelihood that he

,

1.5 Most 'young people drive and some young people

b.

Various motivations prompt people (including
youth) to drink, such as:

feels more perceptive and skillful, and, therefore, is likely to take more chances in passing,

(1) socii

pressuresfaced with the alternatives
of being a good social "citizen" and drinking,

speeding or negotiating curves (self-confidence increases as skill decreasesthei worst
possible combination).

or!being a good traffic "citizen" and not
drinking;

c.

Reduced input of sensory data (effect on vision)
plus diminished ability to identify and analyze the

(2) self-enhancementto demonstrate "matu-

data which

(3) curiosity and experimentation;
(4) desire to ielax and relieve anxieties or to

rity", adulthood;

absorbed (effect on reasoning
center) combine to impair
the driver's decision,
is

celebrate a spelal occasion; and
(5) family custom

making ability.
d.

Responses are slowed and mutflar coordination
impaired due to alcohol's effect n, the nerves
which control tfie muscles. This could make a
critical difference in stopping distance and the

c.

The risponsible course of action in regard to
drinking and driving is to:

(1) acquire accurate information about the ef-

ability to manuever the vehicle.

fects of alcohol;
c.

'(2) analyze one's attitudes and feelings con-

Those who have been drinking, especially heavily,

are probably far less likely to follow sensible

cerning the matter;

" .105

difference of opinion between
experts as to the extent of crash likelihood in
a blood alcohol content below 0.05 percent.
(2) Evidence is clear that the likelihood of crash
involvement increases at about 0.05 percent

(3) develop strategies (mental sets) for handling

(I) There

social situations where drinking and driving is
or couldhe involved.
d.

The most intelligent alternative is to avoid the
combination of drinking and driving, because the
"gain" is not commensurate to the risk involved.

level
and becomes progressively and
disproportionately higher at higher concentrations.
(3) The higher.a driver's blood alcohol concentration, (a) the disproportionately greater is the
likelihood he will crash; (b) the greater the
likelihood that he himself will have initiated
any crash in which he is involved; and (c) the

1.6 The immoderate use of alcohol is a major source of
highway crashes, especially of those most violent.

a.

is a

Alcohol contributes to about half of all highway
deaths (higher in single-car fatalities), and to an
appreciable percentage of the far more numeroUs

greater is the likelihood that the crash will
have been severe.

non-fatal crashes.
g.

(I) As the severity of the accident increases, the
probability of alcohol being a contributing

The association between blood alcohol levels and
pedestrian accidents very closely parallels the
findings in . the studies pf drivers (limited evidence).

'faCtor also increases. -

(2) Fitar and other crashes of teenagers and
1.7 Evidence supports the need for effective legislation and

young adults frequently involve hazardous

enforcement action to reduce the probability of alco-

amounts of alcohol.

hol induced highway accidents.

b.

e.

Alcoholics and other problem drinkers, who constitute but a small minority of the general population, account for a very large part of the overall

a.7

a.

A vehicle on the highway is no longer an individ-

problem.

ual responsibility, it is also a community responsibility. The impaired driver is a threat, not
only to himself, but also to all those with w1.23n

The,social drinker-driver is dangerous because:

he interacts on the highway.
b.

(I) of sheer numbers;

All states have adopted legislation designed to
control the drinking and driving problem. (These
laws differ, so state laws should be identified.)

(2) they are not so easy to spot and defend
against;

(3) they fail to recognize their limitations.

The probability of being in a crash increases
sharply, as the amount of alcohol in the blood

The most effective combination of enforcement
and education will be one that preconditions the
individual to set limits on his drinking and driving

increases.

behavior even before he takes his first drink.

c.

f.

(
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Section
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Title:

.Operator Fitness

EPISODE
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Title:

Drugs

EPISODE PURPOSE: Drug us5 and abuse is increasing at an alarming rate, and the people involved are driving
motor vehicles. SoMe of these individuals fail to understand the drug-driving hazard, while others possess the knowledge and
decide to assume the risk. In any case, the problem is a challenge to the educational process,' and driver education offers
an
excellent opportunity to inform young people about the effects and possible consequences of combining drugs with driving.
This episode responds to that challenge.
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Seg

Concepts

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Learning Activities & Resources
.

2.1

General Types

.

Define the two general types of drugs (prescription
and non-prescription) and indicate how- either type
can be a factor in highway sifety.
i

2.2

Drugs and
Medicines

2.3

Guidelines

Classify specific' kinds oi" drugs, their effects on body
function-Crand possible consequences for the motor
vehicle operator.

Formulate a set of personal guidelines for avoiding
harmful highway consequences from drug misuse.

-

1

9a 07

CO 1\ EN1
b.

2.0 Drugs and Driving Do Not Mix.
2.1

There are two general types of drugs.
a.

Some drugs may be sold over the counter without
a prescription from a physician.

(I) In the early stages, the user may appear animated and hysterical, while in the later stages
sleepiness and stupor result.

(1) These drugs are required by law to bear "ade-

(2) A person who becomes psychologically

quate directions for use". If ped with the

dependent and takes a heavy dosage may

frequency and in the amounts Ttated in these

experience hallucinationsand the mood may
swing from joy to extreme fear, or panic.
(3) Marijuana intoxication does not impair motor
coordination so rapidly, so a user may operate a car while his concepts of time and space
(depth perception) are radically distorted.

directions, there is no danger in driving a
motor vehicle.

(2) Do not think that because one tablet helps,
two tablets will be more helpful. Two tablets
could
affect the nervous system, reduce your
.
'alertness and impair driving performance.
(3) A common drug, such as aspirin, can be fatal
if ingested in large numbers (have been used
to commit suicide).
b.

c.

Amphetamines ("bennies," "pep pills," "copilots") are useful in treating certain illnesses and
for controlling obesity, when used under medical

supervision, but when carelessly used can be a

Another group of drugs can be dispensed only on
a doctor's prescription.

threat to highway safety.
They have a stimulating effect on the nervous
systerh, increasing alertness and efficiency for
a short time.

(1) The doctor indicates directions for use to you

or the druggist. These directions should be
followed exactly, not only to accomplish
their purpose, but also to prevent dangerous
fected by drugs used in excess of directions.

(2) Temporary effect may be followed by headache, dizziness, irritability, decreased ability
to concentrate, and marked fatigue.
Operators
may see things in the road that are
(3)
not really theremirages or hallucinations.

Ability to function, to be alert, to see and

(4) Operators need to consider that excessive

side effects.

(2) The brain is the first organ in the body af-

unsupervised use interferes with the body's
normal protectiveymptoms of drowsiness
and fatigue (feelik of exhaustion is short
circuited), causing the drivers to use up the

prevent dangers is often destroyed.

2.2 Different drugs have different effects on body functions - all detrimental to driving performance.
a.

Marijuana ("reefers", "pot", "loco weed"), a
natural drug rolled in cigarette paper and'smoked,
produces effects in the user particularly dangerous
when operating a motor vehicle.

reserve of body energy until a total and
sudden collapse may occur.

Narcotics (morphine, cocaine and heroin) are the
most powerful and dangerous form of drugs.

(5) Legally, amphetamines can be sold only in
drug stores, upon a doctor's prescription, but
they are "bootlegged" and sold for enormous
profit to truck drivers and young persons to

In extreme cases, they are prescribed by a
physician to relieve pain in disease, trauma

keep awake.

and burns.
(2) They have a depressant effect on the central
nervous system which produces drowsiness,
inability to concentrate, impaired vision, and
sluggishness, but at the same time 'they pro-

d.

"barbs," etc.) av useful medicines to calm nervousness and produce sleep in persons with medical
problems. However, uncontrolled use can lead to
serious consequences.

vide a feeling of well being (euphoria) or
apathy.
(3) Usually

Barbiturates (sleeping pills, "goof balls," "candy,"

narcotics are habit forming and
(1) They are habit forming and sometimes lead

furthermore, when the supply is cut off, serious and painful withdrawal symptoms may
develop.
(4) Drug addicts also drive automobiles, and the
hazards are rather obvious.

to addiction to true narcotics; therefore, they
may not be sold legally without prescription

(pushed by underworld peddlers for this
reason).

9.1O8

The natural tolerance for barbiturates varies
from one person to another (greater tolerance
does not preclude addiction).
Excessive use produces symptoms similar in
soMe respects to alcoholic intoxication
(drowsiness, confusion, inability to coordinate muscular actions, difficulty in thinking

(1) Dramamine, a widely .prescribed product for
motion sickness. may cause drowsiness, dull

or talking clelkrly).

(3) Reducing preparations may cause' dizziness

mental alertness, and slow down reaction
time.

(2) Penicillin and sulfanilamides may cause abnormal and violent reactions (Streptomycin
particularly bad).

Even the oeedsional user will become drowsy
and less alert. This reduces the drivers' ability
to identify, predict, decide and act.

and drowsiness.

(4) Glue sniffing produces immediate symptoms
similar to those associated with alcohOl
intoxication, while a second stage produces
drowsiness, stupor, or. in some cases, un-

They should never be used except under a
doctor's instructions, and never while driving.

consciousness.
c.

(5) LSD and other hallucinogens primarily affect

"Tranquilizer" identifies a group of preparations
that are muscle relaxants, affecting some reflexes
to relieve mental apprehension (attitude and outlook).

the central nervous system, producing
changes in mood and behavior, and upsetting

the user's perception of reality (perceptual
changes involve senses of sight, hearing,

(1) Relatively mild compared to barbiturates but

touch, body-image and time).

if excessive dosages are used repeatedly they

can result in sedation to the point of dizziness, drowsiness and blurred vision.

(2) Physical dependence can develop if used
excessively.
(3) Fall under the Federal pregcription drug laws,

although some preparations are compounded

with other substances to contain a small
amount of tranquilizer and sold without prescription.

2.3 There is little scientific evidenCe as to the extent to
which drugs and medicine (with the exception of alcohol) contribute to the prevention or cause of highway
accidents, but simple analysis tells us that uncontrolled
use can be harmful to the health of the user and make
it unsafe for him to operate a motor vehicle.

a. Under medical supervision drugs arc useful

millions of capsules and tablets manufactured

(4) Even those sold over the counter, such as

annually arc sold illegally (organized crime rings

inhalers, may have such a depressant 'effect

bootleg them).

on the central nervous system that driving
performance will be dangerously impaired.

(5) Particularly dangerous when used along with
other drugs or alcohol (synergetic effects).
f.

Antihistamines which are used for relief of nasal
congestion due to colds, to combat 'allergies and
for other purposes can also seriously impair one's
ability to operate a motor vehicle.

(1)

Have

a

depressant

effect on the central

nervous system.

b.

Some people use drugs for their "side effects" or
for. reasons other than their intended purposes.,
(Drivers use them to keep awake.)

d.

The effect of drugs and alcohol in combination
equals more than "one-plus-one", and this is true
also of other combinations of drugs. (One drug
intensifies the effects of the other in synergetic

(3) Effects vary from person to person and are
rather unpredictable (one person feels noth-

effect.)
e.

(4) Some preparations containing a quantity of
antihistamines compounded with other substances may be sold without prescription

way users.

a

result render the person incapable 'of evaluating
his fitness for driving.
f.

others being developed, need to be used intelligently or in some cases avoided entirely by high-

Drugs, like alcohol, first affect the higher brain
and nerve centers which control reasonjudgment,

self-control, and normal inhibitions, and as

(Contac, Dristan, etc. are examples).

A number of other drugs now available, and

The effect of drugs does not in itself cause 'automobile accidents, but they may cause a change in
-the physiological state of an individual that would
impair him in his ability to safely operate a motor

c.

confusion and drowsiness.

g.

""

vehicle.

(2) May cause side effects such as inattention,

ing; one is overcome with the desire to sleep;
and one suffers genuine hallucinations).

in

treating certain illnesses, but about one-half of the

What you do about drug use. and driving is an
individual matter, but the responsible person considers the consequences of misuse and avoids any

combination of drugs and driving that cause a
foolish risk to himself and others.
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UNIT

A

Title:

Operator Fitness

EPISODE

3.0

Title:

Emotions And Motivations

EPISODE PURPOSE: Flow we respond to the traffic environment depends somewhat on the emotional state and

preparation that We take with us to the driving task, afong with the reason (motivation) for that 'particular mission.
Furthermore, the driving environment is replete with frustrating situations wilich can induce strong emotions, such as, actions
of other highway users, roadway factors, traffic laws and enforcement. In any case the driver needs to learn how to.cope with
these frustrations so that the frequency and strength of the disturbance is minimized. This episode is directed to that end.
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Seg

Concepts

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

3.1

Emotions and

Summarize the nature and effects of emotions on

Driving
Behavior

motor vehicle operators.

Learning Activities & Resources

,
3.2

Handling
Emotions

-

Formulate personal guidelines for anticipating and
handling situations likely to induce strong emotis
and unsafe behavior.

3.3

Motivations
for Driving

(1) classify tjie needs operators try to satisfy on the
highway (other than transportation); (2) indicate the
type of behavior likely to be induced by ihese needs;
and (3) sugest, alternative means of satisfying the
same needs that would be safer and more productive.

e 1"h-

:
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.
.
_

.
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3.0 Through self-discipline and self-control the operator
can protect himself and others from the detrimental .,
effects of strong emotions and inappropriate motivations for driving.

become angry, who in turn passes his anger on to
someone elsesetting up a chain reaction. G
f.

Emotions can be a positive force toward determining our driving behavior.

3.1 Emotions (fear, love, hate, anxiety, joy, excitement)
have a profound effect on behavior
in generaland driv..
ing in particular.
a.

(1) Reasoned fear of an accident or legal punishment helps to restrain unsafe tendencies.
(2) Love that a person has for family and friends
can motivate a person to drive safely.

A single emotion is- a strong feeling ofbne sort or
another typically involving both mental and physical responses.

brain which controls thought, reason and

There are no laws on controlling emotions, but
laws do relate to certain behavior which results
from uncontrolled. emotions (speeding, failure to

judgment (cerebrum).

yield, etc.).

(1) Emotions, like alcohol, affect the part Of the
.

(2) St rong em o t ions a ffect certain bodily
changes: heart beats faster, face flushes,
breathing speeds up, blood pressure rises, and
muscles become tense.

h.

centers of the brain is a lifelong process, and
young people are in the early stage of the .develop-

(3) Repeated extreme emotion may affect digestion and appetite, dause chemical changes,
or lead to ulcers.
b.

MOst

ment.

(1) Young people are inclined to be more erratic
in temperament, more subject to extremes,
and more likely to let their emotions drive the

emotions are temporary, but emotional

car.

habits sometimes .develop from our experiences,
causing us to act the same way over and over again

(2) However, emotional maturity is not necessarily related, to chronological age.

(temperament).
c.

3.2 Accident potential is not related to the degree to

The mental state that the driver brings to the driving task frequently influences his performance. He
may be:

which operators are beset by emotional problems (emotional upsets are an inevitable and natural consequence

of living), but rather to the effectiveness of the methods by which they handle or cope with these problems.

(1) worried abodt an examination;
(2) depressed or elated about the outcome of an
athletic contest ;

a.

(3) upset about an argument with ,a girl (boy)
friend; or

(4) angry because of a restriction imposed by a

Driving proficiency can be increased by developing the habit of evaluating our emotional fitness
to drive and:
(I) putting aside those problems which tend. to

parent or teacher.
d.

The development of the reasoning and emotional

distract our atterition from the driving task
(admittedly, this is diffictilt);

The distracting and paralyzing effect of strong
emotions, regardless of whether they originated

(2) waiting until the itrength of the emotion
subsides to a safe level before assuming the

before or during the trip, can:

driving task (strong feeling cannot be quickly
changed); and
(3) selecting an alternative means of reaching our
destination, if emotions are so strong that we

(1) dim or "blind" our powers of observaftion;

(2) delay or distort our ability to interpret
events;

(3) reduce our powers. to assess and predict the
actions of other highway users;

cannot control them sufficiently to perform
the driving task safely.

(4) produce faulty judgment and high risk decisions; and

b.

(5) adversely affect ability to perform precise
aid properly timed skills.
e.

We can minimize the hazard potential of traffic
induced frustrations by examining situations
which are irritating and:

Emotions are contagious and can influence others

(1) insofar as possible avoid those situations by

you become angry, causing another driver to

thoughtful trip planning; and
Rio

ji

fl.

(4) to gain attention, power and influence;

(2) acquire a mind set in advance on how you

(5) to explore and experiment; and
(6) to act out tensions. (Pouring your emotions
through the accelerator pedal can really get
you into trouble.) 9

plan to handle frustrating situations.
c.

By empathizing with other highway users we will

be more likely to .tolerate their mistakes and,
therefore, less likely to become irritated.
b

(1) .Realize that most of the mistakes we see
other drivers make, we have committed at

With a few exceptions these motivations for drivOg are natural and healthy signs of the maturation

process, but the operator must not permit the
motivation for driving to interfere with his

one time or another.
(2) Blaming the slow driver for making it necessary" to pass on a curve is simply expressing
.

proficiency to perform the task.
(1) The pleasure and exhilaration of dri ng increased. by being with friends, could e eiously distracting to the operator:

the childish "look what you make me do"
attitude.

(2) Frustration caused by unmet

d. 'We may be able to prevent a serious consequence.

personal

needsstatus within a group, achievement
and recognition, affection, etc.can cause

by dissuading a friend or relative from driving.
when they are under severe emotional stress.

actions of aggression, hostility, impulsiveness,

3.3 Motivation or reason for being on the highway influences a person's behavior as an operator.
a.

.

In addition to serVing as a means of transportation
the vehicle is used to satisfy personal needs, such

coMpetitiveness and showing-off with the
automobile.as the instrument.

(3) To gain status and security within a preferred

group, an individual 3.vill tend to drive in
accord with the group norms related to driving.

as:

(4) The knowledge that one has lieen entrusted
with an adult responsibility can be a strong

(1) freedom and escape from parental control;
(2) socialization and dating;
(3) to prove maturity - a symbol of growing bp;

incentive to proper driving behavior..

Task
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Proficiency
Level
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A
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Title:

Operator Fitness

Title:

Fatigue And Carbon Monoxide

,

EPISODE PURPOSE: Fatigue (getting tired) 'is a natutal built-in limitation of the body and is something that

'happens to everyone, everyday. Unfortunately, the effects impair a person's ability to perform the tasks associated with
operating a motor vehicle. As d consequence of these two conditions, drivers are frequ'ently compelled to make fatigue-driving

decisions; This episode is designed /o develop an awarenesS of the factors that should be considered when making these
depisions.. In -addition, the episode will include the precinitionary measures aimed at reducing the carbon monoxide hazard,
and the reasons behind the measures.

Seg

. ,

Concepts

-...,..
.

ObjectivesStudent I`tavior

.

Learning Activities & Resources

,
-

4.1

.

,,..,

identify Hie causes of faiigue.

Caus& of
Fatfgue

.
.

4.2

Effects of
Fatigue

.

.

.

.
.

Predict the effects of fatigue on human functions and
z
operator performance.
''4%.,

.

4.3

4.4

Handling
Fatigue

Formulate personal guidelines for minimizing the

Carbon \

Classify the (1) source.of carbon monoxide, (2) effects

Monoxide--

on body functions and operator performance, (3)

danger of fatigue indticed accidents.

,

.

conditions that increase the chances of carbon mon-

.

.

.

oxide poisoning, and (4) precautionary measures.

..

P.

lot 3

14.

0

COINTENT
I.
4.0 While the exact extent of their effect is difficult to
assess, fatigue and carbon monoxide obviously interfere with driving performance and in some instances

(1) ignofe or fat o recoinize critical elements in
the traffic env) nment,
(2) ,be affected by g re,

cause fatalities.

(3) misjudge the speed or distance of another
vehicle,

(4). takea..,,Chance in passing or some other rash

4.1 Fatigue is a complicated.biologic reaction toprolonged

move.

or intense physical and mental activity.
a.

..(5). become irritable, diseourteous and over-react
to minor .irritations, and

Fatigue is induced not only by inadequate sleep or
rest and physical work, but it can result also from
extensive study and ihought.

(6) make a atumsy or impulsive action while
maneuveqg the vehicle.

a.

b.

c.

Psychological (emotional) stress or even boredom'
can also play an, important part in.causing faligue,
or compounding a fatigue situation..

d.

'Fatigue accompaniss illnesi because your body is
using energy to get rid of the disease.

c.

t1f3t. his driving has deteriorated from the effects
of fivtigue.

Overeating, alcohol, drugs, overheated car and.
.carbon monoxide compound the effect of

Some .drivers who are very tired get "foot heavy"
and drive at excessive speeds without their immediate knowledge, while on the other hand others
slow down without realizing it to a dangerous or
illegal speed on freeways and in tunnels.

fatigue.
f.

Driving is.. a learned skill whfch is affected by

fatigue and, in addition, driving is an. activity
which makes you. tired (particularly monotOnous,
uninterrupted driving).

In extreme fatigue, operators have been known to
experience hallucinations and to swerve or brake .

4.1 Fatigue causes physiological changes tv'ell result in
reduced performance by the systems of Me bOdy.
in turn, impairs the operator's.ability to function effec;
tively.
.a.

Fatigue, particularly when caused by sleep depriva-

tion, is accompanied by drowsiness, the state of
being "half asleep," or almOSt asleep. You may
lapse into a .State that resembles being on "automatic pilot," or a "Zombie" effect.

Sunglare is a major factor in eyestrain and helps to
cause fatigue and drowsiness.
c.

UnfOrtunately, an opdrator may not recognize

suddenly to avoid obstacles perceived but mit
actually present.
h.

Collisions involving a driver who has fallen asleep

(sleeping is not always a voluntary activity) are
usually characterized by no skid marks or evi-

Effects of fatigue on operator performance are
.similar to those of alcohol and drugs and fre-

dence of evasive action prior to impact.

quently are associated with them.

4.3 Certain measures can be used to delay the onset of
b.

Effects of fatigue are generalized throughout the
body, causing:
narrowing of the visual, field;
impairment of sensory acuity;
delayed and distorted perceptions (perceptual

fatigue while driving, to compensate for the effects of
fatigue already present, or to respond .to an extreme
state of drowsiness.
a.

Fatigue and drowsiness represent a fortunate
warning to be heeded even though our arrival time
will be delayed.

b.

To help maintain mental alertness and avoid the

skills have been demonstrated to deteriorate
more than motor skills after prolonged driving);
(4) impaired judgment and prediction;

(5) delayed decision-making and reactions; and
(6) reduced control and timing of neuromuscular

c.

Because of these effects a fatigued operator is
more hkely to:

onset of fatigue on long trips:

(1) be well rested,when starting the trip;
(2) keep your eyes moving;
(3) wear good quality sunglasses in bright sunlight;

(4) avoid heavy foods and alcoholic beverages;
(5) keep the car well ventilated; and

(3) Repeated exposure to carbon monoxide results in increased susceptibility and can cause
cumulative damage.

(6) stop periodically for rest and light exercise.
c.

When extremely tired or drowsy, remind yourself
that no date, no rendezvous with friends, no athletic contest, no destination of any kind is worth a
gamble with death on the highway, so:

(colorless and odorless), so if the concentration is
high a person Might lose consciousness without
any warning sign. On the other hand, the following,
.

(1) let someone else drive but make certain the
other person is alert and wide awake; or

(2) stop off the highway in a safe place, turn off
the ignition, lock all doors, and take a nap as

symptoms may become apparent if the carbonhemoglobin level builds up somewhat gradually,.
(1) Tightness across the forehead followed by
throbbing in the temples.
(2) Headache, weakness, dizziness, natisea, loss of
,

a temporary measure. (Most modern freeways
have well protected rest areas and/or parking
areas at restaurants 'aiid gasoline stations
which are good places to nap.)

muscular control and increased pulse and
respiration rate.
(3) Symptoms multiply rapidly as the level _Ms;
creaks resulting in dimness of vision, severe
nausea, fainting, coma and finally death.

4.4 Carbon monoxide poisoning can be prevented by using

what we know about the source and nature of the
poison to protect ourselves, from this danger while

c.

operating a motor vehicle.
a.

Carbon monoxide is not evident to the senses

d.

Carbon monoxide poisoning, of Which most drivers would probably be unaware until it is too latc,
is a prime suspect in many automobile accidents.

(1) Carbon monoxide in the blood may aggravate

The major source of carbon monoxide is auto-

or intensify normal driving fatigue 'and drows-

mobile exhaust.

iness, thus contributing to one-car acdidents
particularly.

(1) When fuel is incompletely burned, it gives rise
to carbon monoxide.

2(2) The amount of carbon Monoxide in the
blood of a driver is linked diredtly With increase in his reaction time and a drop-off in
his ability to judge time, distance or differences in speed' between his car and another.
(3) Many people are found dead in parked automobiles usually with the ignition on, the gas
tank empty and the battery dead.

(2) An au t omobile engine produces enough
carbon monoxide to make a closed garage
.

deadly within five minutes.
(3) Exhaust control devices now required on new
cars has reduced carbon monoxide emissions.
(4) Carbon monoxide from cigarette smoking in

a closed,automobile can reach a dangerous
level.
f.

b.

Carbon monoxide causes oxygen' starvation in the

ing.

tissues.

(1 ) The danger of carbon monoxide poisoning is

(1) By combining with the hemoglobin in the red

increased in hot humid weather.

corpuscles it reduces the oxygen carrying
capacity of the blood, causing tissue starva-

(2) Snow around the car may "pocket" the gas

tion.

(3) Children and adults with physical defects

and cause it to seep into the car.

(2) Oxygen starvation affects the brain and heart
and may cause death within minutes depending upon the concentration of carbon monoxide breathed into the lungs.
c.

Certain weather, vehicular and driver conditions
increase the chances of carbon' monoxide poison-

such as bronchitis, asthma, overweight, alco-

holism and chronic ear disease are particulary susceptible to the effects of carbon
monoxide.

(4) Poor ignition and faulty carburetor adjust-

In addition to the concentration of carbon mon-

ment may be a factor.

oxide in the air, another major factor is the length
of time a person is exposed.

(5) Loose exhaust pipe or manifold connections,

(1) Long exposure to low concentration is likely
to be more serious than shorter exposure to a
higher concentration (effect builds up).
(2) As little as one part in one thousand parts of
air breathed for 90 minutes can be fatal.

(6) Engines from new cars produce as much
carbon monoxide as old engines, but older
cars are more likely to have leakc in the,

a cracked exhaust manifold, a leaky muffler (a
muffler can be leaky without being noisy) or
tail pipe are prime sources of trouble.

exhaust system.

15

(3) Always keep the garage door open when the

(7) The slower the speed the greater the amOunt

of carbon monoxide produced by auto-

vehicle is inside and the engine is running.

mobiles. (Freeways during commuting hours

(4) Never drive with the car's tnink door open
even slightly or with a station wagon's back
glass down. (Suction can lAing exhaust gas

arc especially dangerous.)

g.

into your passenger compartment.)

If certain precautionary measures are followed the
dangei of carbon monoxide poisoning is mini-

(5) *lace muffler or tail pipe if ciogged or
damaged by corrosion. Have bent or broken
exhaust tail pipe straightened, repaired or

nuied.

replaced.

Keep a window partially open at all times for
proper ventilation.
(2) Close air intakes temporarily when traveling
in slow moving traffic or while driving

(6) If any holes. are drilled in the firewall to in-

thiough tunnels, and shut off the engine

(8) Revivals have been made with artificial respiration, by application of oxygen, keeping the
victim cool to reduce the oxygen demand.

(1)

stall accessories be sure of ailequOe sealing,

(7) Children should not be placed 'on the car
floor to slr-p.

when delays cause you to stop for longer
than a minute.

7,1
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Title:
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EPISODE 5.0

Title:

Other Impairments

EPISODE PURPOSE: The extent of highway hazards created by physically and mentally unfit drivers depends
largely on individual operators recognizing and compensating for their impairments. A handicapped person may still drive if,
on the basis of a str g feeling of responsibility, he compensates for the handicap and adjusts his driving to the degree of his
proficiedcy. Thi
dosophy is stressed in the episode io that the students are morc likely to be tolerant, and thus more
effective, as they inteiact on thc highway with handicapped and aged drivers. Furthermore, thc few young people in the class
who already suffyr from some disability will be encouraged.

Seg

5.1

Compensation%
for handicap%
.

5.2

ObjectivesStudent Beha Vier

1COncepts

Learning Activities & Resources

Identify physical handicaps for which effective means
of compensation are available (in motor vehicle
operation).

.

Age factors

Summarize the major points related to the question,
"How valid is calendar age as an index of driving
competence?"

Given a list of driving violations and errors, predict
which ones arc more likely to be committed by young

drivers and those more likely to be committed by
elderly drivers, with a statement to support cach
choice.

5.3

Driver
Licensing
Standards

Describe the problems and promising solutions related
to physical and mental standards for driver licensing.

Th

106

17
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LON-IFNI
factor because his numbers mc growing much

5.0 In many cascs. the handicaps imposed by a physical
disability, or the agidg process. can bc compensated for
so that the person can be considered "fit" to operate a
motor vehicle.

faster than the total number of drivers.
b.

same reason as young drivers independence ). and

5.1 A person free of physical defects is powntially a competent thiver. but having a chronic disease or impairment dms not necessarily signify any serious interference with the driving function.

public policy should be based on helping aging
drivers continue to drive enjoyably and safely .
c.

a.

Most older drivers want to continue driving as
long as they arc capable of s:ife driving (for tlw

Sometimes a compensating operator performs
better than expected for a non.handicapped

Chronological age is a poor index of aging and alsq
of driving competence.

dicated better driving records of persons with

Thc important yardstick is not the calendar
age but the functional age of the individual.

defective hearing as compared with normal hear-

(2) Some persons can still drive safely in all types

(I

person. Reports from a number of states have in-

ing. Some possible explanations are that :

of traffic at age 80. while others might be
unable to drive safely at 60 both groups of

(1) proper weing habits and well developed perceptions of potential driving hazards are
highly prevalent in deaf drivers;
(2) there is full concentration on driving with
absence of radio and conversational distrac-

diivers having been safe drivers at 50 years of
age.

(3) hinctiona I or pathological age (deterioration
of the body ) and calendar age do not run
parallel. because pathological age is an indi-

tions: and

vidual characteristic.

(3) deaf drivers generally recognize more so than
the great mass of bearing drivers that a driver
license is a privilege to be respected and

d.

guarded.

h.

Unquestionably. the physiological and hehavioral
changes which occur as man passes through his life
span (particularly. thc latter part) impair his

capability to function as a highway user, but. on

Persons with recently acquired impairments lack

the other hand, the value of added experience and
safety-mindedness tend to offset the deteriorating

thc compensating or adjusting ability of those
wlm have had the same impairments over a significant period of lime. (Therefore, drive with considerable caution if you suddenly acquire a visual or

factors.

c.

Sonic remarkable achievements have occurred in
equipping thc vehicles of orthopedically disabled
persons so that they carvdrive safely. (Sonic drive
with only thcir arms or only thcir feet.)

You rarely find older drivers and pedestrians consciously courting danger. speeding. or driving cars
that are faulty to the point of danger. Nit you do
find them caught up in imsafe situations and accidents caused by inefficient sensory-motm capahil.
ities and unfamiliarity with modern highway facilities and tra ffic controls.

d.

Medically controlled epilept ics and diabetics 136r-

(I)

hearing defect, an injury, or some other disability
which interferes with driving performance.)

c.

Common errors of older drivers arc: improper
turning. failure to give right-of-way. ignoring
stop signs. and improper entering and leaving
thc highway.
(2) A high percentage of pedestrian fatalities arc
over 65 years of age.

form adequately in virtually all activities of life.
including driving.
e.

If physical fitness were the only requisite for
becoming a competent operator the young driver
would have the best record.
f.

5.2 Young operators can increase their Own safety and the

safety of all highway users (particulatly the elderly)
through an awareness and appreciation of certain traffic related realities associated with thc aged driver.
a.

The aging driver is a significant factor in traffic .
and he Will steadily become a more important

.1071

Thc older persons are often surrounded by the
hostility of youth for elderly authority, and they
tend to respond with hostility. hate. fcar. or aggressiveness (acts of expression which are not
particularly conducive to safe driving).

g.

Thc deterioration process of aging is so gradual

that the effects may not be recognitA, or the

individual may recognize his limitations and fail to
admit them for fear of losing his driving privilege.
h.

(( ) Periodic re-examinations of drivers can help
with the identification problem.

Young operators can help the situation by:
h.

empathizing with and compensating for elderly highway users (most of US will be there
one day) so as lot to compound their prob-

The medical piolession can he an effective force

in counseling individual patients and licensing
authorities regarding opeiator fitness.

lems:
(2) tact fully educating elderly fannly members in
regard to modern traffic conditions:

A physician who examines in heats

(3) hdping authorities to remove the driving

fere with driving per formance.

privilege from those who unreasonably endanger themselves and others by continuing
to drive: and
(4) supporting efforts to protect the driving

(2) The traditional doctor-patient idationship
raises the question about the doctor's responsibility when he recognizes a disability
in a patient which he knows impans (hat
patient's ability to drive.
(3) In some jurisdictions medical advisoly
boards In:ve priivided licensing authorities

privilege of the many ciderly drivers who
continue to function efficiently.

5.3 Legislators and motor vehicle authorities. who

are

with professional medical knowledge to lielp
authorities make administrative decisions related to licensing regulations.

responsible for prescribing and implementing physical
and mental staridards for driver licensing, must rely on
ihe cooperation of tlie medical profession and the genoat public.
a.

t

is in the best position to know and advisc
that person about impairments which inter-

(4) So little pertinent 1 esearch has been done
that. except in the case of glaring phsical
defects in gloss deficiences. if is not known

One of the major obstacles to an effective driver
licensing program is the difficulty of identificatif irs
by licensing authorities of operators whose impairments make them unfit to drive.

which of the physical impairments. disa
hihities in diseases make an opelator incompetent.
(5 )

(I ) A person free of any significant impairment

The medical profession. given the resources.
has the capability to acquire nese:itch-based

knowledge of what shoubl be included in
the driver licensing examination and other
standards. However. in the absence of ;my
pimp of medical specialists trained to deal

today may acqoire a disability within a relatively short thre thereafter. (A state of health
is not constam.)
(2) There is a teldency on the part of operators
to conceal a disability that might cause them
to lose their driver's license or to have it restricted.
(3) Rout inc physical examinations, although
quite revealing. arc not infallible means of
detecting condi!ions which will interfere with
operator performance. (For example, epilepsy. mental disorders, cardiovascular disorders and many other health problems arc
difficult to identify in a rout:ne examina-

with the operator and his tasks comparable
to those developed for the pihit and tl ing.
a rather permissive situation exists.
Driver licensing ofTicials and the medical prolesslim are limited in their ability to !elate the driving privilege to thc physical and mental condition
of motor vehicle operators: therefore. the highway system will have to depend consideiably
the individual operator for evaluating his own
fitness and for taking appropriate action to chilli-

tion.)

nate or compensate for the hazard caused by his
deficiencies.

(4) Licensing authorities must communicate with
and seek the cooperation of other state agencies who have already identified persons with
disabling mental or physical health problems.

Difficulties stand in the way of any needed official action. restrictive of the driving privikge.

(5) Operator responsibility lies in reso Mg
accurately to questions by driver lei sing
officials related to the individuars medical
history.

that needs public support because legislators and
the public at large arc so directly affected by the
action. (Ilow much driving freedom are we willing to give np for safety?)
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Episode Delineation Form
UNIT
EPISODE

1.0

Title:

Vehicle Readiness

Title:

Vehicle Sub-Systems

Prerequisite Knowledge

EPISODE PURPOSE: How much the driver needs to know about the machine he operates in traffic appeals to be
an unresolved issue at this time. Almost everyone would agree that drivers need not be thoroughly knowledgeable.
nor should
they be completely ignorant, with respect to vehicle mechanism. Thc answer to the original question
lies somewhere between
these two extremes. which represents a wide latitude.

"Vehicle selection and maintenance and "vehicle control appear to be appropiiate criteria for selecting content and
method in this area of the driver education curriculum. It is assumed that the operatois need certain knowledge
about the
vehicle in order to select and to maintain a vehicle properly. and they need email] knowledge to develop
the pulse.
confidence and control of an expert driver. Both maintenance and control. two closely related
factors. serve as means to
completing the trip objectives. To meet the second criteria (control), this project inlegiated material on the "dynamics of
vehide control" in Section I. Unit A Basic Control Tasks. It is suggested that any additional content on vehicle suksvstems
that students need to know foi selection and maintenance purpose be taught eithei AS
A separate episode hoe ( Ipisode I 0).
or he integrated with fpisode 2.0.
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transmits the twisting force of
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2.0

EPISODE

Selection And Maintenance

EPISODE PURPOSE: This episode aims to increase the student's ability to make informed decisions about vehicle
nuintenance and selection. Major emphasis is placed on signs and symptoms of vehicti: malfunction, probable cause and
consequence if not corrected. and how to prevent the trouble in the first place. Attention is also given to safety and cost
factors to be considered in selecting the most appropriate vehicle, and equipment options for a given set of objectives and
operating conditions.

Justil ication for this episode lies in the fact that deterioration and malfunctions of the automobile affect
power,
Illjtiellyet ability and stopping ability. Furthermore, there are strong indications that disabled vehicles stopped along the
highway present a serious hatard to the victim and others traveling that portion of the highway. In light of these realities a
trip Amid not be slatted until the drivel is reasonably cenain that the vehicle is prepared and suitable for the trip
requirements.
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2.0

One mark of a competent vehicle owner is that he

(4 )'

selects ao appropriate vehicle for his needs. and then
preserves its efficiency with preventive and corrective
maintenance at minimum cost.
2.1

Fadi owner must assume responsibility for the maintenance of his vehicle: tUrthemune, it is to his advantage
to do so,

(5)

Assuming this responsibility is only 'common

a.

sense, because proper maintenance of tho vehicle

6/

incredses the probability of teachiug your destination safely, conveniently and economically.

spongy, hard pressure required, falls away
Mider foot pressure). sounds (squeal. click.
rattle or chattering noise), or causes the
vehicle to respond (grabbing brakes. pulling
to one side. brakes heat-up or failure to release or to hold) become your "detector" of
failure or malfunction.
Problems in the steering and suspension
system are usually revealed through the'
steering wheel ("shimmy," freeplay, pun to
one side, hard steering, poor return from
turns and temporary loss of power assist):

by hard or rough riding qualities: by tire
squeal on turns or or other noises front the

Letting your vehicle detetiorale can lead to:

b.

The way the brake pedal feels (soft or

steering f

suspension system: by tine wheel

sagging: or by irregular or abnormal tire

poor perlOrmance.
breakdowns on the road.
accidents,

(6)

C\CC"iVe ItT611' "1%6
less mileage per gallon of 16,61..01111e oi gild!!
Of Oil.

l.;neven or excessive tire wear may also indicate a need for correction in tire pressure or
in driving habits.

(7)

('lutch and transmission problems are'revealed through the "feel of the clutcWbv

wear.

fin a traffic violation. and

sounds and touch when shifting, by a noisy
transmission. or by lubricant leaks front the

lower resale valve.

(7)

t ransmission.

X'elncles seldom develop mechanical problems without
giving some warning sign. Failv identilicatUm .ind eti

recnon of these symptoms is important. MA as it
with the human body.

(8)

is

Some other signs signifying a problem that
needs attention are oil or Water leaks (de'
tection on the Carport or garage noot), poor

gasoline and oil mileage. dim lights and
irregular flashing of the turn signal.

011 Understand him %elneles woik.

the cjtet it will be to tecognue the lust signs of
titbie and

t I

describe

them accuratelv

to

a

mechanic so that he can hack down the dilliculty and collect it

.7 3

Vehholt. malltinctions can Fe detected II% 6111
1101111111
ed in the comfith de. ices, li ahnoi
nial %ilium!s mid odois. and sometimes 1,\ %Islut

Since instfilnients. gaugi\ and othectssigos cannot warn
ot all trouble in advance. and since changes m vehicle
performance Ma% (Weill so gradually that the driver
fails to ICCOgni/e theni, preventive maintenance is intpoi tam

heventIve maintenance is checking and collecting a vehicle's condition regularly so as to
catch any signs-Mt. wear Or damage before they

means

I

)

I

1116,111e

trotililes c,Ill Ile (kW! Mulled )1\

.1.% iii %% lumeht Ihe C111'11466'4.11
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Ole
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4.

litCh ii

b

Inthi',/t es. 1.11s1L1n .511d one. detects. and by the
coloi tit e \kunst smoke black or Nine

h

admstment
I roillile !elated to eiTille temiipct.utmlme. oll
pieNille. halter% ch.lig,111)! Can he ofisei%ed
on (Ile w it inlir liyhts ol
fiat tel% ladille Ilia% L'olne m.ithmem stiddelik

iesilhiti! iii

Brakes wear out so that Ihe driver rs hardly :Ware
01 it, shock absolliels gradually lose then effecoveitess. causing the car to wander without the

drivel's recognition of the ha/ard: and exhaust
sysaellis earl fail Undetected, allowing carbon

smoke usually sigmhes the need toi
1.'1

\ask. real trouble.

1110110\1de 10 penile:Ile the vehicle creating a seri-

ous haraid.
inCleaSe the Salelv and efficiency 01111
dilVois should see that the loth

tIme mitalimhuts 10 %Lilt the eticitie

K

.A.:

checked periodically by themselves or a service
station attendant

show woo( that he followed the maintenance
schedule outlined in the manual.

.

(1)

(11

(7

Owling system
coolant level and cori
dition: radiator hose (hoses have a limited

The kind of operating conditions make a difference in
the need for vehicle maintenance.

2_4

lifetime due to water.and heat ) :and radiator
grill for dirt. leaves and insects.
Battery
electrolyte level: external condi-

a.

200°F), helps to throw off contamination of oil
by acids and unburned gasoline. Proper engine

tion of battery, and cables for damage,
cracks, warped case and corrosion (remove
corrosion

(3)

temperature is facilitated by:

with soda solution and apply

petroleum jelly on the post and cables to
prevent further corrosion): battefy carrier

(I) a properly functioning engine thermostat:

and hold-down clamps: and fan belt tension
and condition.
Tires, steering, and suspension systems

(3) avoiding short-trip diiving and engine idling
insofar as possible.

t ire

pressure

(t est

and

inflatc

(2)

when

b.

cold): condition of tires (wear, cuts and

(4)

t out of he drum).
!El len" aril
correct oil level is
at the FULL maik on the dip stick or

c.

t.

Certain driving practices are costly in terms of

( I) excessive speed.

quick starts and stops.
turning too fast.
mciug the engine.
improper !War selection,
striking curbs. "chuck-holes';., and obstructions. and
(7) misuse of clutch (manual transmission).
(21

brake cable adjust ment and lubrication.
tritness of nuts and bolts,signs of metal fatigue.

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

tire inflation and condition, and wheel spoke adjustment.
The owner's manual for your car furnishes guidelines for determining the time and mileage spans
foi periodic checks and maintenance. particularly
with respect to:

,.5 A most important factor in your vehicle maintenance
program is to choose a reliable service agency (auto-

engine oil requiremcnts and changing oil

mobile dealei. independent garage or gasoline station)
with reliable mechanics: otherwise, you are going to
spend money tr repairs that arc not needed or are not
properly done.

filter:
(2) proper grade of gasoline:
1(3) cleaning and replacing caiburetor air filter

(check for excessive dust, dirt, and oil at
points of entry):
(4) servicing air conditioning (if so equipped)

a.

and cooling system:
(5) power train maintenance:
(() ignition system and spark plugs: and
(7) engine performance evaluation (tune up.)
I.

Freeway driving is a severe test for any potentially weak points in the mechanism of a vehicle

gasoline consumption. wear of fires and damage
to the car:

Operators of fwo-wlik!' eled vehicles should fre(luently check chain play and lubrication, clutch

(I)

Brakes wear out faster if a car is driven around
town since they are (Bed more often than in open
highway driving.

( tires. fan belt . etc.).

and

e.

Oil changes should be more frequent in colder

Tires are more likely to go flat in hot weather.
e.

below: oii filter nmst be removed to
sco
(I4t and sludge is present around the
has.: f the refills. (The dipstick will not reveal the condition 9f the oil.)
d

an open crankcase ventilating system: and

weather. dusty' climates and short-trip driving.

cracks. bulges. foreign objects between the
treads): wheel iug bolts or nuts: shock absorbqrs for unequal resistance: wheel alignment and wheel balance.
Vrake
linings, shoes: drums:
niasi 'r and .Nheel cylinders: and backen
plates ,mountin suppo.1 for bial;e units:
also keeps

5)

Maintaining proper engine temperature ( 140° (0

Unless the operator is mechanically inclined he
will be limited in his ability to diagnose,hiecar's
ills, evaluate the proficiency of repairs. judge the
reasonableness of repair costs, or otherwise exer-

cise sound judgment concerning automotive
repairs.

If the wariantv on the vehicle systems is to be
honored by the manufacturer, the owne, must

b.
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Just because a repair facility is associated with a
dealership is no insurance of its competency , but

the chances are that the dealer's mechanics will
be better trained in the intricacies of that particular make than one who works for an independent

(3) before work has begun, get the prices in
writing fto all repairs you have authorized

garage or gasoline station.

(4) avoid strange garages if you can, but if your

(not always possible):

car breaks down on the mad check by
c.

d.

phone with the nearest Better Business Bureau or Automobile Club:

Possible sources of information helpful in selecting a reliable servicing arc the local Chamber of
Commerce. Better Business Bureau, your auto,
mobile insurance carrier. friends, neighbors and

(5) ask in advance for the return of any parts

relatives.

(6)

Diagnostic centers. established to pinpoint a car's

(7)

mechanical pmblems through the use of highly
sophisticated electronic and mechanical testing
equipment. are springing up rapidly. (Work can

h.

replaced:
whenever possible. tell the mechanic what is
wrong: and
demand an itemized bill.

Viewing the present and expected slmrtage of
cimipetent automobile mechanics. there appears

to be a need fir a "crash program to meet the

be done at any garage.)

problem.
c.

Although nmst automobile mechanics are honest.
evidence is mounting that the American public is
being victimized to the tune of millions of dollars
annually by auto repair racketeers. Conimon
forms of these swindles are:

padding the hills with unatulmrized repairs.
(2) charging a parts which ate never installed .
(3) outright shakedown of customers. and
(4) replacing whole units instead or compo-

2 .6

Many people pay more to own and operate a vehicle
than they pay Rir lions* or any other conmmdity. so
it pays to be businesslike in selecting and owning a
vehicle.
a.

( I )

take care of preventive maintenance.

To piotect yourself from being victimized by dis-

The :bought till buyer compares the capabilities
and limitations of vakious equipment options in
light of his objectives for inochasing the vehicle.
driving conditions. safety and the money he has
available for initial purchase. and for operation
and maintenance (engine type and size. manual
vs. automatic transmission. air conditioning.

honest repair and service people.

power vs. disc brakes).

h.

nenr,-.

.Theic is need fio..nationwide mininnim standards
tt repair facilities and mechanics.
S.

If a person puichases a vehicle beyond his finan-

cial means. then he will not. I aw the mong iii

under the
t h Wh a t
fa 1 1 ha
Cc OM
hood of vont car:
(2) nevei Permit big repair jobs to be made
without your consent:
I )

c.

knowing the telltale signs of good and bad used
cats is essential when you shop for a used car.

(If you aie not familia:- with what to look tor.
take someone with you who is.)

SECTION II

READINESS TASKS

Unit C.- Trip Plan
4

Unii Objective:

Students will he able to plan both short and long nips allowing adequ.ki tune know in:: the pre,.
:ipproprtate equipment and considering othet I:ic:ots that wdl ini.reaw the hmL.
I ,.kimpleting 'the
mr.c.;on satek
conveniently and econonucall

Episode Titles:

1 .0

Ttip Planning and Pte-dt

mg Invent,
1

I

(1, y. 7

4.

Section

II

Episode Delineation Form

UNIT
EPISODE

C

1.0

Title:

Trip Plan

Title:

Trip Planning And Pre-Driving Inventory

EPISODE PURPOSE: Whether the trip is long or short, the operator selects a route, decides when to travel, and
considers special equipment for the particular mission. During the approach and entry to the vehicle the driver assures himself
that the vehicle, self, passengers and tl)e load are indeed ready for departure. Any neglect in this final pre-driving stage can
result in subsequent inconvenience, frustrations and unsafe conditions. This episode emphasizes principles and practices
related to trip planning and the pre-driving inventor; that reduce the demands on the operator once the trip is underway.

Seg
1.1

Alternat ives

to Driving

1.2

Route
Selection

1.3

Time Factors

1.4

Equipment

Learning Activities & Resources

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Concepts

Given alternative means of travel (air, rail, bus, private
car), and Information surMunding the situation,
identify the advantages and disadvantages of each.

When given origin and destination points for a
long-distance trip, identify the best route, locations of
critical decisions relating to route changes, desired
times to travel, planned stops, cost and other factors.

Given the conditions (origin and destination, timc of
year, people involved and other relevant information),
prescribe the standard and special equipment which

.

.

should be taken.

1.5

Pre-driving

Following a correct sequence, of steps, enter, prcparc

Inventory

the vehicle, self and passengers for driving withotit
error.

1.6

Auto Thcfts

Identify the measures under driver control that can
reduce the number of auto thefts.
\..-...-)

,

Culminating Objective:
When given origin and destination points for a trip
during the laboratory phasc of the course, select and
, follow a route which minimizes the hazards.

1

.

.

1 .0

patties. highway departments. chambers
comMerce and other organitations Provide
free maps to help travelers in trip plat-, ,ing.
Some will plan your trip and mark the best
routes.
(2) Since changes are occurring daily in our
1.1 ighway network system. t he t raveler
should use the most up-to.da te map obtaiii.
able.
(3) If a person 'is to interpret a maii accyrately,

of the' drivinwask can
determine whether equilibrium is maintained in the
"Frip planning,a crucial dspec

ma n.inachine-enviromnen t interact ion.
I

.1

Is the trip necessary, and if so. do you need to drive?
a.

Sometimes people use their vehicle for other than

transportation need. which may or may not be
appropriate. (See Section II Unit A. kpisode 3.0).
h.

Through car pools (joining others going to the
same (lestination) we can !educe the:

he !mist first become familiar with the

(I ) number of vehicles needing roadway and
parking space:
(2) opportunities for accidents-fewer vehicles.

syMbols and markings (legend) printed on
the map.
e.

therefore, fewer possible conflicts: and
(3) cost.

Some of the factors to consider in selecting the
safest. most convenient and economic route are
thq:

c.

Public transportation. under certain conditions

(I) length:

has a(lvantages:

(2) kind of trafficway number of lanes: -controlled. limited or frcc access. etc:
(3) volume of traffic:
(4) toll roads or bridges:
(5) potential trouble spots. such as railroad
crossings, congested access. inAignalized

( I) Less expensive than driving a private vehicle
if only one person is traveling:
2.1

when relieved of the driving task you can
relax, read. work, or enjoy the scenery; aml
air travel, particularly 'on long trips, reduces
travel time considerably. allowing more time
at your destination.

intersections with major highways. notoriously high accident Kcations. and difficult
left turn situations:

By clearly identifying the destination point of a trip

(6) eating. sleeping andiefueling places:
(7) scenery and places of Mterest and
(8) the nature of the vehizle (two-wheeled vehi-

(3)

I .2

.

and the best route to, get there. drivers caRavoid many
frustrations and distractions enroute.
f.
a.

b.

With slight deviations from a crow's-flight route.
a driver can often reduce the time, irritatio*

larly after turns and on detours. the driver lessens
the possibility of driving far out of his way at any

and a number of hazards.

time.

Without sufficient preparation and proper naviga-

1.3 A key to trip planning is the selection of time when
.you travel, an element that you can control to some

tion thc driver may get.lost or find himself on
routes that present unexpected difficulties.
(Furthermore,. he may drive faster to make up

extent.
a.

timc.)
c.

d.

cles and trucks are unsuitable or illegal on
certain. routes).,
By watching for confirming route signs.. prticu-

The starting and arrival time for ,a trip should
allow for a "tiwe cushion- in consideration of
service and rest stops. possible bad weather', traffic congestion and other unexpected delays

A "lost" driver searching for a street name, house
numberyand other route information is a hazard
to himself and others. (Passengers can assist the
driver in this matter.) -

(flexible planning).
b.

Drivers in-a-hurry due to a late start (when you
start a trip I 0 miputeS late expect to arrive
minutes late), or atteinpting to travel too far in a
limited time, tend toward chance-taking, éxcesive speed and *patience.

c.

Over-long tripsdriving many hundreds and even
a thousand miles without bed rest is a .common

In preparing for a trip the route(s) may be
memorized or written down by studying maps. so
that hazardous slowing toseek or study direction
signs will rarely be necessary.

(I) At considerable expense and effort, automobile clubs, insurance companies. oileorn-
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.

passengei disco:into t. III nation iiil tangne
ieliiees noise leel. :motile!
conditioning als

dangelous piacti*ce (300 to 500 miles is a full
day's di lye). Too (die!) a quiCk o:idside lest gives
t he long distance Meyer a false sense ot ieddiness.

\aloft iCili
A slime tile. Impel 1% intlate(l. phis .1 la). .1n1
other tire-changing tools Are essential items

in:iv not be ahle to :ono (Willie tensionour envilonnient. but von can
causing factors
C1110VC Ihe added IneStIlc (0. deildllne.
e.

A ielativel% small amount of time is

.A few hasic tools sciew liivei viciteli, hanimei )
may he all that is needed on occasion to cot too .1
minol vehicle defect .

,e.ained

(hiving 75Nmpli compared to 65 mph.

If you malt and stop early in the da on long

h.

cling, t.7111 redlIce (1.60)1401r and siiilciviit
event tit illness oi .11 accident

.011 will:
( I I

encounter loss na Clic:

make il easier to find suitable lodging: and
( 3) avoid night driving when navigation is much
inure difficult.
( 2)

Trip time and frustration can

Niining small children riding in the vehicle. NI/
that the children do not disti act -the operatin.
from his guidance and control tasks. Someone
chil
other than the drivel should silt ieiv.se

lie reduced 11½

11

d reit.

bottlenecks at peak periods of traffic. (Sonie
cities place special traffic rules in ell.e,a during

When one proposes to pull a trade!, certoin legal
and safety considerations are essential (brakes.
lights, hitch. springs. etc.).

these periods.)

Special and standard equipment and preparation can
help a driver and his passengers to cope with possible
unusual or adverse environmental and seasonal conditions. vehicle breakdown. illness or accident', mnusemein of small children, and financial mailers. Knowing
what to expect and preparing for the worst is just as
Unportant as knowing what road to travel.
3.

b.

k.

Juniper cables. ilthough not a necessity. could
prove to be quite valuable in an emergency cleated by a dead battery. especially for an automatic transmission car.

in.

(I) Hundreds of thousands of automobile fires
are reportLd annually.

(2) Approximately half of the fires break out

check of this safety device is important.

under thc hood, the result of short circuits
in the wiring.
(3) The best means for handling a fire is a lire
extinguisher, but unfortunately few drivers

Bad weather equipment which may be needed,
depending on the locality and the season, includes: .a small shovel: reinforced tire chains, a
bag, box, orbucket of sand or ashes: a blanket,
burlap bags, or section of carpet: and a tow rope
or cable. (Winter comes early and stays late in

carry thcm.
(4) In lieu of a firc extinguisher use a blanket, a

top coat, dirt, sand, snow or anything that
you can find quickly to smother the fire.
(5) If the fire is small and water is nearby, use a
hub cap as a container to douse water on
the fire.
(6) If the fire gets out of control move well

high mountain passes.)

d.

High altitude affects drivers and vehicles. "Thin
air" (low oxygen contcnt) causcs quick fatigue
and impairs vision, judgment and decisionmaking. Furthermore, engine horsepower de-

away from thc car, as the gas tank may
explode.

:lines as altitude gets higher.
c.

Being able to control within-vehicle extremes,
either in humidity or hcat, can reduce driver and

I

A fire extinguisher is rarely needed, if ever, but
the need is crucial if it does arise.

In time, the rubber in windshield wiper blades
deteriorates and die pressure of the blades against
the windshield may change; therefore, a periodic

c.

A Ilashlight and flares are particularly helpful in
the event that your car becomes disabled al
night. The flashlight should be visible rruill at
least 1 ,000 feet.

Properly functioning defroster equipment. along
with disposable paper towels and a scraper. are an
asset in keeping die car windows clear (inside and
o(1t). particularly when no service station is near.

11.1 the

Special consideration needs to he given to entei

avoiding cities, tunnels. bridges and other known

1.4

Cairying a first aid kit in the vehicle when has-

n.

If you use travelers' chccks and credit cards, you
can avoid carrying large sums of cash.

I .5

For the trip to get off to a good start, certain checks
and preparations are essential on approaching and
entering the vehicle, and in preparing the vehicle,

(4) Seat belts keep the driver more alert by re-

ducing fatigue and by keeping him in an upright position for better viewing.
(5) Seat belts furnish protection to vehicle
occupants in the event of a collision by: (a)
preventing ejection, (b) reducing the
chalices of being thrown around_inside the
car. and (c) by absorbing and spreading,impact force to parts of the body that can take

passengers, cargo and self for driving.
a.

When approaching and entering the vehicle the
driver should:

(1). check inflation of tires and direction of
front wheels;
(2) scan conditions in front and rear of vehicle
which would interfere with movement ;
(3) examine back doors, hood and trunk lid to
sec that they are securely closed;
(4) check windows to make sure they are clear
and clean;
(5) enter the vehicle from the curs side if it

it.,

(6) Not using seat belts may count against the

driver hi a 'financial settlement or a traffic
accident.
c.

block vision or hurtle forward and become a dangerous missile if not stowed in a pmper position
in the vehicle. A heavily loaded vehicle can
change wheel alignnient, headlight aim, braking
and acceleration performance.

creates a hazard to do otherwise. (Under
conditions of light traffic onc. can enter
safely from the street side, by first checking

to see that no cars will be passing at the
moment one is entering.)b.

f.

By forming the habit of properly closing and
locking all car doors the driver will:,

facilitate a smooth and controlled adjustment to
the vehicle. Checking where brake action begins
is best determined when the car is moving slowly.
1.6 Drivers can markedly reduce the chances of their vehicle being stolen.

PrOper scat and mirror 'adjustment, and driver
position will help to produce:

a.

(I) a comfortable ride;
(2) maximum field of vision and sightdistance
to the rear; and
efficient
handling of the control devices in
(3)

Professional automobile theft rings do operate,
but the pros are out-numbered by young amateurs who feel like joy-riding.

routine and emergency situations. (In the
case of some drivers, a cushion(s) may be

b.

Drivers who tempt car thieves by leaving keys in

the car or the doors unlocked arc actually promoting accidents, because a disproportionate
share of stolen cars arc in accidents (many in-

needed tO raise the eye level.)

d.

If the car is somewhat unfamiliar to the driver,
reviewing the location of the various gauges and
devices and manipulating the brake, accelerator
and steering wheel before moving the vehicle, will

(1) increase the chances of the doors remaining
closed in the event of a collision and
(2) prevent an intruder from opening a door.
c.

Cargo of any kind (packages. books, etc.) will

The driver and other occupants of a vehicle can
profit innumerous ways from using scat belts in
proper fashion. (Drivers have good reason for re-

volving police pursuit).
c.

quiring passengers to use seat belts.)

(I) The driver will be more likely to maintain
his position for controlling the vehicle at
sudden stops, on quick turns, skids and in

Every driver pays a price for car theft- -even if
your car is not stolen- through increased insurance premiums and increased risks on the highway.

To reduce the chances of your car being stolen:

minor collisions.

(2) With all the occupants "buckled down" the

(1) always remoye the ignition key;
(2) lock the doois and close the windows;

driver can give his undivided attention to
driving with greater peace of mind, and he
can feel' free to apply the brakes as hard as

(3) do not attract potential thieves by, leaving
valuable items exposed in the car; and

necessary to avoid a collision.
(3) Using scat belts is a safety reminder on each

(4) try to park in an arca that is well lighted.

trip, since the driver is admitting to himself
that he could be involved in an accident.

c.

Auto manufacturers arc including anti-theft devices on their automobiles.
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SECTION III

IMPROVEMENT TASKS

Section Goal:

Students will bc prepared to identify and accept opportunities directed toward (1) improving
a highway user and (2) supporting efforts to improve the highway transportation system.

Unit Titles:

A.
B.

Self-Improvement
System Improvement
r--121
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SECTION III - IMPROVEMENT TASKS

UNIT A - Self-Improvement

Unit Objectives

Students will be able to (I) realistically assess their p:esent capabilities to function as highway users, (2) appropriately compensate for their shortcomings, and (3) move toWard excellence through a continuing self-evaluation and learning
process.

1

Episode Titles:

1.0 Risk Acceptance
2.0 Self-Analysis and Improvement
1221.

3

Section

III

Episode Delineation Form

UNIT

A

Title:

Self-Improvement

EPISODE

1.0

Title:

Risk Acceptance

decision-making. Underlying this
EPISODE PURPOSE: Operator competence is marked by wise and responsible
decision-making
process,
particularly with regard to
episode is the assumptiOn that students who understand their personal self-imposed standards will be more effective than
risk, will build up internal standards of behavior. Moreover. these
adult-imposed standards.

The purpose is not to convey information, but rather to
In this and the following episode, method becomes all important.
Students will draw on their personal experiences through
help students "discover" why they behave as they do (motivation).
The purpose of the questioning process is to stimulate students to
a series of searching questions posed by the teacher.
for responsible behavior. No doubt the
formulate their own generalizations, basic to the development of Inkrnal standards
than are presented here. Those which follow
discussions will prOduce some different and more meaningful generalizations
only suggest some directions for the discussions.
found in Part IV..
A more detailed discussion of the inquiry method suggested here is

Seg
1.1

1.2

Risk
Assessment

Individual
Differences

,
operators (particularly youth) consider whcn assessing
risks on the highway.
..

The basic concepts in this episode arc likely to take
on meaning if the teacher and students engage in a
series of questions such as:

Describe the reasons for individual difference's in risk

What are some major kinds of risks that vehicle
operators take? During the last week what are

Identify and appraise the factors that motor vehicle

acceptance.

Group
Influence

some of the risks that you saw other

peopleparents or friends-take while driving? In

.

1.3

Learning Activities& Resources

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Concepts

Given a description of a social situation involving
young drivers, identify group influence on individual
behavior and suggest alternative responses that would

have been more appropriate. (Safer and no loss of

each example. what did the operator stand to gain
by taking the risky action? How did this compare
with the gain (advantage) of the alternative possibility? What about the potential loss in either the
risky or less risky situation?

status within the group.) The same objective could be
applied with students using situations from their own
experience.

.

.

_

1.4

Other
Influences

Given a description of the physical and mental

condition of a vehicle operator, prcdict the level of
risk to be expected as a result of the operator's
condition.

Does a vehicle operator always select the same
alternative when confronted by the-same situation?
If not, what factors cause him to reach a different

decision? Have you observed any examples in
recent weeks to illustrate your previous answer?
What controls are you going to impose on yourself

to help you
sistently?
.

.

3

i23

select appropriate responses con-

CON :LN
1 .0

d.

Values. needs and emotions influence the degree of
risk that we are willing to assume in drivin (risk ac-

Risk acceptance of men seems to be higher than it
is for women.

ceptance).
I

.1

1.3 The desire for status and security within a preferred

Risk acceptance is influenced by our evaluation of the
risk compared to the potential gain of assuming the
tisk. What is at stake. and what are the odds?
a.

group has a strong influence on risk acceptance.

Young people, especially, sometimes use an automobile to gain social acceptance. (Man needs to
belong to a group, to be accepted by others.)

b.

The individual tends to conform to the driving

Sometimes risks are taken in order to:
save time:
(2) gain status:
(3) experience a thrill:
(4) satisfy our ego; and
(5) punish ourself and others.
I

b.

a.

)

habits which prevail in the group to which he deto belong. One must guard against being
swept up with a group and conmiitting foolhardly
acts with a vehicle.
sires

Operator decisions typically balance a high probability of a small gain against a low probability of

c.

disast rous loss.
(I)

to rebel against the authority of parents and
teach ers.

To gain a few seconds in time, an operator

will risk a dangerous passing maneuver.
(2) Because other ingredients needed to cause a

d,

Girls can influence the driving behavior of boys.
(The reverse is also true.)

collision were not present. operators are frequently successful in realizing small "gains"

from accepting traffic risks. compared to a
very low "failure- rate evidenced by collision

I A The same operator may be willing to assume more risk
at one time than another. Our driving behavior, in gen-

involvement. (Tends to build up a false sense

eral, fluctuates' on a continuum from safe to unsafe

of immunity.)
(3) Few operators arc cognizant of the insignificant total time saved by shaving a few

behavior.

seconds here and there by speeding or other
risk acceptance.
(4) Tendency to maximize the gain and minimize
the probable failure.
(5) Risks arc an inevitable part of living but the
irresponsible person takes unnecessary risks
when there is little if anything to gain.
.

The popularity of reckless conduct aimmg sonic
adolescent groups stems partially from their need

a.

Although risk is inescapable in driving, the operator is usually able to determine the degree of risk
that he will accept.

b.

Risk -acceptance may be affected by hurry, emotional state, physical condition, passengers, trip
purpose, alcohol, distraction and other influences.
We need to identify and correct for these transitory conditions.

c.

Reason tends to abandon the hopelessly hurried
and frustrated person so that "poor" risks seem

:.;

1 .2 Some operators have a higher tolerance to risk than
others.
a.

An operator's personal-social needs.and his values,
which are not always compatible with safety, have
a strong influence on risk acceptance.

highly acceptable.
d.

b.

.

A person might accept unusual risk in preference

Operators may have a greatly disturted concept of

to the certainty of getting "bawled out" by a

risk due to faulty analysis and prediction of the
traffic scene. (Especially true with young drivers

coach, parent or girl friends for being late.

whose driving experience is limited.)

c.

Deliberate choices that look beyond the pleasure,

thrill or other attoction of the moment and conc.

Younger drivers arc inclined to take more risks

sider the possible or inevitable consequences, arc
more appropriate than impulsive choices.

than older drivers.
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Section

Episode Delineation Form

UNIT

A

EPISODE

2.0

Title:,

Self Improvement

Title:

Self-Analysis And Improvement

EPISODE PURPOSE: This episode urges the student to answer these questions: What kind of driver am I now?
What kind of driver do I want to be? How can I get to where I want to go?

to relevant questions, rather
As with Episode 1.0, learning activities should involve students in active searching for answers
experiences and
than a passive listening to pearls of wisdom from the teacher. Asking students to draw on personal
observation would encourage self-analysis in the future.

teacher must step out of his
To manage effectively the questiondiscussion method suggested in this and other units, the
He (she) must listen more
customary role as the repository and conveyor of knowledge and become more like a counsellor.
provide meaningful situations (questions
than talk, and avoid "preachments" when he does talk. In short, the teacher should
self.improvement. The
and other stimuli) that provoke thought and encourage self-analysis, as an essential step toward
content presented here is for thc purpose of giving thc teacher some ideas for developing questions and other devices to
provoke thought and discussions.

Seg
2.1

2.2

Learning Activities& Resources

Concepts

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Self-Concept

Define the term "self-concept," -Ind explain how our

Here are some examples of the kinds of questions

self-concept influences our behavior.

teachers could ask to help students analyze and
clarify their values related to driving behavior.

Given a list of traits that influence driving performance, identify those which tend to characterize

What assets do young drivers have over their

,_,S

Young Drivers

be minimized? How do you account for the fact

young drivers,
,

2.3

Assets and

Liabilities

parents? What liabilities? How can these liabilities

Given a list of traits which influence driving performance, distinguish those that promote from those

that interfere with competent performance on the
highway.

that young drivers have a disproportionately higher
share of accidents for their numbers?
What acts of expression have you noticed in others.

triggered by the vehicle? What was the effect on
driving and school performance? What does the
vehicle do to you or for you? Does this influence

help or hinder your driving and school per-

2.4 ...

The Driving
Environment

Explain why our highway behavior may be less personal than our behavior in other settings where we
interact .with people.

2.5

Vehicle
Influence

Predict the effect that motor vehicles will have on

formance? If you were a parent what rules would
you set up for your son's or daughter's use of the
car?

your.life during the next five years.

.

1

,

2.6

Improvement
Factors

Indicate why some students following driver education
will 'Continue to move toward excellence as highway
users, while othcrs will show little improvement.
,
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Episode Delineation Form(Continued)

Dere lor, a set of prat tkal ordcitnes for implcrnenunr

2.7

Yoursell

,elf-atial!,sh .ind self linprovoinent prortain as a lne.h.
%%ay Ilscr.

2.H

Safety tor

S tt nirn a r tzc

yoUr
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(2) tolerance and Courtesy toward the actions of

2 0 Our protiLlericy level as operator. ,:an and should move,.
and a eon.
towar(l
_ ext.Alence tbrNird) self-evaluation

other highway users;
(3) respect for traffic laws and enforcement;
(4) patience and alertness; and
(5) readiness to accept bad behavior from others

W1111111.! le:tinny, process.

_

hc way we look at ourselves (self-concept ) as petsons

without malice.

And as drtvers slainu licaiply influences our behavior.

When an operator understands himself, he is a
'Irene,- 'ridge of what he can do and- cannot do

b.

interfere with effective performance as a highway
user. Examples of these beliefs, attitudes and
habits of thinking are:

behind the con t rols

Self-underspnding also helps us to understand and
anficipate the actions of other highway users to
realize_ that they haye limitations also. (Their
linntatIOnS !nay he different from our$1

(I)

'do courteous things'. 'as a consequence you will
probably be treated courteously by others (selffulfilling prophecy).

actions of other highway users, and

(7) blame transfer.
c.

Young drivers alc most susceptible to ac,cidents-at the

nine when they have the greatest frotentia/ to be

(1 ) Do we keep our car in good condition?

(2) Do we drive with enough concentration to
recognize and avoid potentially hazardous
situations or do we permit distractions out-

ff(111'Ing up.

side the vehicle; within the vehicle, or within
ourselves to iygrrupt our concentration?

Frequently they kick the experience and judgment
to evirluate Vaffic situations accdiately and decide
the best cour of action.

Iving proirciency of youth will be

(3) Rather than being upset by ,the errors of
other Operators, do we allow and compensate

for these errors, realizing that at times we

adversely

commit the same errors?

affected by alcohol, passengers and other distracting fa ctot s more so than with experienced
dnvers.
d.

e.

(4) Do we drive at a sensible speed and blend
with traffic?

(5) Do we obey the rules 'of the roador do we
"run" 11ght3. pass on hills and curves or

Young drivers often attempt maneuvers that test
the limits of their fast reflexes and manual dexterity.

comtipt other illegal and unsafe acts?

(6) Arewe unobtrusiVe as a driver, or can you
hear us because of excessive and inappropriate use of the horn, noisy exhaust, excessive
tire squeal or blaring car radio?
(7) Do wc treat the vehicle as a convenient and

Young people Aend to discount their weaknesses
and assume that adult counselors arc overcautious.

pleasant means of going placesor do we
regard it as a toy for playing thrill games?

2.. Sonic value elements promote and some interfere with

(8) Arc We calm and 'alert- even under difficult

both effective living and effective driving.
a

and frustrating situations as opposed to being
nervous, impatient and irritable?
(9) Do we avoid driving Aen Unfit for the task?
(10) Arc we big enough to' admit our mistakes in

Creative forces leading, to operator competence
are acts of expression which reflect:
1I

I

Our needs and values are reflected in overt behavior, so we can tell something about ourselves
and others by what we see or hear on the
highway.

May use the automobile to release tensions, restrict ions and other lastratkms associated with

h

over-confidence,

(2) competitiveness,
(3) stereotyping other drivers.
(4) fatalism,
(5) feeling of immunity.
(6) making unreasonable assumptions about the

If you we yourself as a courteous person, you will

22

Certain value elements cause responses which

pride in competent driving and a desire to

traffic, or arc we inclined to rationalize or

improve:

blame others?

'127 ir ei,8

2.4 The vehicle does not change' you .er your basic values,
but the depersonalized nature of the driving environ-

ment may cause less courtesy, less tolerance, less

2.6 Driver education can only help you to establish a
Pundution upon which to build the characteristics
needed for a succecsful driving career.

friendliness and less of all desirable human qualities..
a.

Specific attitudes toward driving ac pot an isolated part of the operator's personal4; but rather

a.

anything, and this is particularly true of driving. it
is what you leain after you know it all that makes
for excellence.

a projection of it.

b.

An operator becomes an extension of his vehicle,
and tends to view other operators as parts of their
vehicles, which has, the effect of watering down
the human feeling. (Tend to treat other drivers as

b.

"things.")

c.

Vehicles provide avenues for the expression of the

character, temperament and self-concept of the
operator. (What .does the vehicle do to you and
Pr you?)
d.

c.

Young operators must develop judgment beyond
their years if they are going to accept the responsibilities brought about by the power and freedom
of motor vehicles.

to express hostility, discourtesy and emotional
conflict without much fear of reprisal, and often
with complete anonymity.

d.

In striving for excellence in driving, one competes
only with himself. Satisfaction and rewards make
the effort worthwhile.

Responsible operators control their negative and
destructive tendencies with positive and creative
motives within themselves (self-discipline) despite

c.

Driving is a task worth doing well when you consider the nuMber of hours you will spend behind
the controls of a motor vehicle and the potential
danger which accompanies this activity.

f.

Learning to control the vehicle (motor skills) is
relatively easy to learn, but learning to control
yourself and the traffic environment presents a

Driving an automobile

is

one aspect of con-.

their anonymity as drivers. Examples arc:

(1) tolerance over retaliation,
(2) patience over impulsiveness,
(3) self-preservation over thrill seeking,
(4) responsible behavior over irresponsibility,
(5) courtesy over rudeness, and
(6) poise over panic.

real challenge.
g.

2.5 Some young people become so absorbed in motor vehicics that they neglect school work and other responsibilities basic to their development.
a.

Your parents may be better drivers than you are,
simply because they have more experience. However, experience does not assure the development of competency. Experience helps only when
you learn from it. This explains why sonic older
.drivers arc not capable of handling modern traffic .
conditions.

temporary life which makes it-possible for persons

c.

You will never know all there is to know about

It is possible to be either a competent or incompetent operator with the same degree of knowledge
and physical skill.

(I) A rather unskilled operator may still be
permitted on the road if, on the basis of a

Studies reveal that the amount of vehicle use by a
high school student relates to academic standing.

strong feeling of responsibility, he adjusts the

Holding a job to support a vehicle can affect the
student's attitude toward school.

(2) On the other hand, no driver with adequate,
or even exceptional skills, should be permated to drive if his proficiency is not
suppbrted by a sufficientlyAleveloped social

manner of his driving to the degree of his
proficiency.

b.

(I) May lose interest in stlidies, athletics and

feeling of responsibility.

other activities.

(2) Cuts himself away from an important part of
the purpose and meaning of school life.

h.

(3) May drop out of school,
c.

The use of the family car(s) is an issue in many
families which requires an intelligent and cooperative solution.
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Competent driving is somewhat contingent upon
the development of a sound personality, because
the inter-personal reactions of tlp operator
depend on his mental and emotional adjustment
toward himself, other highway users, authority
and other factors.

:

(2) Seek reliable information about the belieR

(1) Driving behavior simply reflects what kind of

upon which your attitudes are based.
(3) Analyze the personal needs served by your
antisocial and ineffective acts of expression,
and then develop a substitute plan for fulfilling those needs. Social status can be promoted through traits which typify driving
competency, since most groups value cooperation, responsibility, self control. courtesy

a person you are.

(2) The man behind-the-wheel is acting out, the
story of his pefsonality.
2.7 Young people who are dissatisfied with the value element controlling their behavior, can change._
a.

b.

c.

Undesirable value elements acquired in childhood
can he discarded or modified because now you
have more control over your environment and
more opportunity to make decisions.

and common sense.

2.8 If a person is to realize a life of creative usefulness and
personal fulfillment, he must perceive safety as a posi-

tive and dynamic value functioning in concert with

If you change some of your at titudcs and feelings.

other individual and social values.

the things that you do will Change. (If you see
traffic laws differently. you will behave differently.)

a.

Safety as a value at times competes with time,
status and group pressures, personality shortcomings. loyalty, bravery, adventure and other Values.

Unfortunately, your Usk will not be easy
attitudes remain until experience changes them

b.

Safety enables us to choose between experiences

and then tend to resist change.

'that arc unproductive, absurd and even stupid,
and those that enrich our life, make it interesting

(I ) Wc tend to withdraw from situations people,
articles and experiencesthat threaten our

and worthwhile.

a ttitudes.

c.

(2) Attitudes closely related to one's self-concept
and self-esteem are far less easily changed
than the non-ego involved attitudcs.

Giving due regard to safety, as iihe operator of a
motor vehicle, increases the prOblbility for achieving life's short and long range goals. Safety is a

means to an end adventure, progress, achievement of goals. (Safcty fin- as opposed to safety
from.)

(3) It's difficult to change an attitude that may
mean rejection by social groups in which wc
arc accepted, even though it is the intelligent
thing to do. (Hard to stick your neck out but
self-esteem will be increased if you do what
you know is right.)

(I)

Safe driving helps us to.reach a certain destination to accomplish some purpose. By con-

tinuing to reach these destinations, with a
good driving record, we maintain the privilege

d.

of driving the family car and eventually our

Nevertheless, if young people arc serious about
becoming expert in driving, they can devise and

own vehicle.

(2) Indirectly, the driving privilege helps us to

implement a do-it-yourself plan for improving

accomplish other objectives, such as:,making
the band or the team, graduation from high
school or college, achieving career aspirations,

their value structure and driving behavior.

(1) Examine your value indicators and decide

marrying and having a family, and enjoying
other pleasant and profitable adventures of

which ones are assets and which onesliabilities. (Who.is driving this car, I or an attitude
that will cause me trouble?)

z

life.

Identify

(/

Task

Performance
Proficiency

Execute

Level

Decide

j
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SECTION III

'Unit B

IMPROVEMENT TASKS

System Improvement

Unit Objectives:

Students will be capable of identifying their role, and assuming their responsibilities in a constructive manner, as
they relate to traffic law enforcement, traffic engineering and other forces that dominate the highway transportation system.

Episode Titles:

1.0 Traffic Law EnforceMent
2.0 Traffic Engineering
3.0 Suggestions, Guidelines, and Resources for Action
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Section

Episode DelineEtion Form
UNIT
.

EPISODE

B

1.0

Title:

System Improvement

Title:

Traffic Law Enforcement

Usually, a community has a quality of traffic law enforcement commensurate with the
understanding, interest and support of the citizens. Therefore, in this episode, emphasis is placed on the benefits that
EPISODE PURPOSE:

individuals and society derive from traffic law enforcement, and how highway users can influence the quality of traffic laws,
police traffic supervision and traffic courts. The ultimate purpose is to help students develop a mature sense of responsibility
as they relate to the traffic law enforcement function.

Concepts

Seg
,
1.1

Kinds of
Traffic Laws

Learning Activities & Resources

ObjectivesStUdent Behavior
Define the different kinds of traffic laws and describe
their purposes.

Questions:

Why do v c have traffic laws?

What different kinds Of traffic laws do wc have
and for what purposes?
Which laws do I need to know now?

Under what future conditions wilt

I

need to

know other traffic laws?

1.2

Conformity

Contrast the reasons for and the possible benefits to.
the individual of obeying versus disobeying traffic
laws. (Rules of the road)

Questionsassigned for homework and then diseUssed in class.

Why arc traffic violations committed?
Why do highway users comply with the law?

now do you feel about obeying and disobeying

.

traffic laws?

Analyzing traffic situations W.here one or more law

violations arc committed. What violatien(s) was
committed?
, ..

.

Why did the person violate?
What arc the potential consequences?

What would you have done in this same situation?

1.3

Quality
Enforcement

Given description of traffic laws and general enforcement measures in a community; identify the strengths
and weaknesses of the program:

.

Questions:

What characteristics must traffic law enforcement include if observance is to be widespread?
flow should we react to unreasonable traffic
laws?'

1
1.4

1

Police
Traffic
Supervision

Questions:

Describe the functions of traffic police.

What duties have, you seen traffic police perform?

.

What equipment and training do they need to
perform these duties?
How do you feel about. police using unmarked
cars and radar to catch speeders?

I

I.

Resource person: A police officer discusses his
duties, experiences and feelings.
.

Episode Delineation Form (Continued)

Seg
1.5

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Concepts
Violator-

Police Relationship

Learning ActiVitieS & Resources

When given a description of a police officer stopping
a motorist for a traffic violation, including dialogue,
(1) evaluate the behavior of both the officer and the

Role playing: A police officer stopping a driver for
.
a traffic violation.

violator and (2) hypothesize about the motivation

Questions: Should police chase a driver who

which prompted the participants to behave as they do.

"runs" when directed to stop?

What changes occur from childhood through
manhood in attitude toward police?

1.6

Traffic
Courts

Givcnia case description of a traffic violator appearing
in court, evaluate the characteristics of the court and
the behavior of the participants.

Field trip: A small group of students visit a traffic
court session and report their findings to the class.
Role playing: ,1. Dramatize a traffic court ses-

.

sion with students playing the roles of judge,
violator, clerk, police officer and witnesses. The
rest of the class serves as a jury. 2. A violator at
the Violations' Bureau complaining about a
$5.00 ticket. Class analyzes the attitudes of the
viola tor.
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Driver licensing laws help toward insuring that
only persons physically and mentally qualified
may drive, and prevent unjustified denial of the

1.0 Traffic laws and ordinanc,ls are designed to create
orderliness, convenience and protection on our highways.

1.1

privilege to drive.

(1) Driver licensing laws furrtish a social device
by controlling and sometimes suspending or
revoking the license of drivers who are not

Traffic iawi cover many subjects.*
a.

Certificate of title and registration of vehicle laws
serve as a proof of ownership, and, in addition:

willing to respect the rights of others.

(2) Driver licensing laws should provide for a
(1) protect you from purchasing a stolen vehicle:
(2) aid enforcement officials in recovering stolen

driver improvement program based on a point
system to a3sign a certain weight to different
violations, with a plan to help problem driv-

vehicles; and

(3) help the police to locate you in an emer-

ers or restrict those who do not respond to

gency.

b.

c.

d.

f.

sentence; for example: driving under the in-

Financial responsibility laws help to protect the
public from the uninsured motorist.

scene of an accident ; and others.
Rules of the road establish specifications for con-

Civil liability laws govern the civil right's of one
party to collect damages from another party in

Laws regarding accidents and accident reports

k.

ventional behavior so that highway users have
some basis for predicting each other's behavior.

(1) These rules of social conduct cover (a) obedience to and effect of traffic laws; (b) traffic
signs, signals and markings; (c) overtaking and
passing; (d) right-of-way; (c) pedestrian's
right-cif-ways and duties; (f) starting, stopping
and turn ing; (g) speed restrictions; (h) serious

Vehicle equipment and inspection laws aim to

traffic offenses;.(i) stopping, standing and
parking; (j) operation of inotorcycles,,bicy-

Laws dealing with highway administration are
designed to create efficiency within and between
various agencies and departments (federal, state
and local) responsible for some phase of the highway transportation system.
Size, weight and load.laws govern those features in

order to minimize delay, danger and daniage
created by unreasonable sizes, weights and load of
vehicles.
i.

fluence of alcohol or drugs; driving while
under suspension or revocation; leaving the

specify the responsibilities of persons involved in
accidents in order to minimize the consequences
and to furnish data for proper settlement.

endanger, any person.

h.

tions carry mandatory revocation or jail

thorized use of a vehicle, damaging or tampering
with a vehicle, and other unwarranted acts.

prevent drivers from operating a vehicle on public
highways which is in such Unsafe condition as to

g.

(3) Some of thc most serious and willful viola-

Antitheft laws are designed to prevent unau-

the event of a eollision.
e.

driver improvement efforts.

To protect the public from unscrupulous practices, a body of laws govern dealers, wreckers,
rebuilders and owners of for-rent vehicles.

*Most of these laws can be integrated throughout the curriculum where they relate to a task.

cks and play vehicles; and (k) miScellaneous
rules.

(2) Rules of the road represent arbitrary standards of conduct which do not provide for
variations in individual differences.

(3) As a practical matter, generalized concepts
arc used to prescribe behavior in some situa-

tions, so the highway user's best judgment
and decision-making capabilities arc required
to apply intelligently the generalities of the
law to the reality of traffic situations
("reasonable and prudent"; "so close
thereto as to constitute an immediate

"within
hazard";
distance").

the

assured

clear

(4) Uniformity reduces chances for misinterpretation and resulting confusion and delays.

I .2 Various factors can (or should) influence the responses
of highway users to traffic laws.

(4) pride in a dean record:
(5) social approval, creating a better image of

Traffic violations are conunitted because opera-

a.

tors and pedestrians are:

young drivers:

(6) more enjoyment of driving when fear of ail.

ignorant of the law or the details of its requirenents;
(2) preoccupied or distracted and inadvertently
fail to comply;

prehension is removed; and

(7) increased probability of reachi»g your destination in time and without incident.

(3) ph ysically or mentally deficient or affected;
p05(4) intentionally disobeyi»g the law (many
sible reasons here).
b.

Major traffic crinles can result in serious and permanent consequences for the offender. (Motor
vehicle honlicide, neglect of duty following an
accident trying to outrun the police, illegal possession of beer or other alcoholic beveniges in the
car. drinking and driving afterwards. drag racing,

e.

llighway users comply with the law because:

(1) they understand the law and approve its requirements;
(2) the requirements of the law fit the operators'
own standards of conduct and action:

reck less driving, "borrowing"
permission, and others.)

without

the privilege of your driver's license.
Your
chances for employment, and the
(2)
opportunity .to become pfoininent in business.. industry and government, would be
markedly reduced.

(3) To carry through life the guilt of a highway
homicide caused by your negligence would be
a heavy burden.

driver education teacher);

(7) it is the "smart" thing to do.
f.

Most opera6rs arc tremendously aware of formal
law and restrictions imposed upon them on

Because adults at times act immorally, stupidly,
unsafely and even viciously, this is no excuse for
young people to follow suit. Human nature in gen-

crowded highways, but the driver's anonymity

eral and traffic behavior in particular can

and the legalistic nature of the traffic environment
to depersonalize and diminish personal
tend
ethics and sense of duty with respect to the rights
of others.

must improve.

(I)

and

1.3 Good traffic law enforcement, like any other kind of
good government, depends upon the acceptance of
responsibility by both officials and citizens.

The motorist who is driving 40 miles per hour
in a thirty mph zone knows that he is violating the law even if the street is clear and he
may be endangering no one. But if he drives
30 miles per hour when .the street is congested and it is dangerous to others, he thinks
that it is all right because the posted limit is

a.

lt is each individual's job to evaluate and support
good law enforcement in his community and elsewhere. We are members of the community that
enacted the law.

b.

The deterrent aspect of traffic law enforcement

30 mph, However, he is not observing his,

will be effective to the degree that highway users:

moral obligation or the basic speed law which
imposes an obligation upon him to drive in a

(I)

understand the laws;
(2) believe in the reasonableness of the laws

manner which will not endanger himself or

(unreasonable laws arc an obstacle to traffic
rhovement and in addition breed diSrespect);

others.
d.

Car

(I) Your behavior on the highway 'can cost you

(3) of sheer respect for law regardless of personal
wishes to act differently;
(4) of pride in a clean record;
(5) thcy fear the inconvenience, embarrassment or
punishment that might result;
(6) they wish to set a good example (parent or

c.

a

believe in the likelihood of being detected

Confo,rmance to traffic lawsin addition to decreasing the chances of an accident, fine, jail

and apprehended if they violate; and
believe in the certainty and adequacy of the
penalty which will result.

sentence, loss of driving privilege, or criticism and
enibarrassmentcan produce positive gains for the
individual.
c.

(1) peace of mind;
(2) increased self-esteem;
(3) parental approval resulting in more driving
privileges:

We arc under the eye of enforcement for a relatively small percentage of the time we arc on the
.highway; therefore, our own desire and conscience

is the most practical policeman. This means accepting and adopting certain disciplines and prac134
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tices which we perform as a matter of our own
compulsion.

1.5

If we think and act as a responsible person when ac-

costed or directed by a police officer, we help the
officer, the community and ourselves.

d.

The responsible person obeys unreasonable as
well as reasonable traffic laws, but works through
appropriate channels towards revising the unrea-

a.

The most stupid and dangerous behavior is to run
from the police because once the chase starts the

officer has the right and the, duty to follow no
matter where you go. A chase can result in the

sonable.

senseless loss of life and property of innocent by.

1.4 The role of police traffic supervision in highway safety
is the same as in other phases of law enforcement : the
protection of life and property and the preservation of

standers.

b.

If ordered to pull over to the curb:

order.
a.

(I) do so immediately;

Traffic police accomplish this mission through:

(2) if you disagree with the charges, state your

position clearly and courteously, but do not

(1) enforcement of traffic laws---to protect the
highway user from his own unlawful behavior
and that of others, the police officer is duty-

be argumentative; and,
(3) present your driver's license and sign.the cita-

tion if requested. (This does not mean that
you admit guilt.)

bound to detect, apprehend and aid in the
proscecution of traffic violators:
(2) investigation of traffic accidents:and

(3) the direction and control of traffic (at busy
intersections, sports events and other special
occasions, and in emergency situations police

c.

another secluded spot since:

officers expedite the movement of traffic by

(I) carbon monoxide could be present;
(2) a robbery may have been committed in the
arca;

personally directing drivers and pedestrians).

b.

(3) a car could have been stolen:

In addition they provide a variety of services

(4) a mother may have reported that her dough-

designed to facilitate the safe and efficient movement of traffic.

ter has not returned from a dance; and

(5) an escapee from a mental institution or a jail
may be in the arca. (Attacks by criminals on
young people in parked cars appears to be

(I) A portion of the traffic officer's time is spent
in servicing and assisting the motorist who
has a flat tire, empty gasoline tank, spilled
load, and other troubles. These conditions

interfere with traffic flow and often jeopardize the affected motorist and other high-

increasing.)
d.

way users.

(2) In addition to protecting the highway user,
the police officer also has a responsibility for
protecting the highway from damage, misuse
and litter.
(3) As voluntary compliance with the legal requirements ordriving increases, the need for
police traffic supervision decreases, so police
officers encourage compliance by informing
highway users of laws, hazards and consequences of illegal acts. (Press, radio, television, schools, etc.)

Remember that a police officer is authoriz.ed to
investigate a car parked in "lovers lane" or

'if a police officer approaches, you have the advantage of knowing who he is (uniform, marked
car, badge, gun), but he has rio way of telling
whether you arc a .criminal or the finest citizen. If
you were the officer, think how you would react
to a wdl-mannered young person compared to

one who displays rpentment and uses
disrespectful language.

c.

Reasonable allowances must be made for inevi-

table errors of judgment and normal traits of
impatience and anger in the performance of police
traffic stipervision.. (Police officers are human
beings.)

c.

To-realize the potential of police traffic supervision, reflected in the preceding stated functions,

(I) The job involves many frustrations and the
officer may be reacting to the problem he
had berore yours. He may have just left the
scene of a fatal or injury accident that resulted frdm someone doing what you have

society needs nothing less than an adequate num-

ber of carefully selected highly trained men wiih,
vehicles and modern scientific devices for enforcement, accident investigation and traffic flow regulation.

been stopped for.'
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(2) The driver who leaves the court with satisfac-

(2) You will find an occasional "rotten apple" in
police work, as in all vocations, but we err in
condemning an cntirc department for thc
behavior of a fcw.

tion and lespect for the way his case was
handled is less likely to return as a violator.
(3) Without effective working support of the
courts. police-enforcement processes also

(3) We cannot justify repeating critical stories
about police, or anyone, that arc based on
hearsay because these talcs arc often distorted or competely false (ticket quotas,

tend to become lax or arbitrary thus creating
disrespect for the entire field of traffic law
enforcement. (Need for uniform interpretation, and adequate penalties: also, elimination

speed traps, ctc.).
f.

of overloading of court dockets, ,"fixing",

No one needs to fcar police action if hc has

and favoritism.)

committed no violation.

1.6 The distinctive function of traffic courts is to give fair
and impartial justice to those arrested for traffic violations, but, like the police, their broad objective is to
deter drivers from violating the law and to encourage

d.

adequate, there is a community-wide benefit.

voluntary compliance.
a.

(1) Judges need the backing of citizen leaders
and the public assurance that citizens want
impartial handling of all traffic cases.
(2) The American Bar Association advocates citizens learning more about their judges and
courts by engaging in a program entitled "Go
To Court As a Visitor Not a Violator" (designed to stimulate citizens to work' with the
judge toward improving the court).

Unfortunately many people think that a judge's
only function in a traffic case is to punish the
violator, but a more important function is to
improve drivers by helping them to understand
the logic for traffic laws and convincing them to
comply as a means of making our strccts and highways safer (corrective penalization).

b. Traffic court judges arc in a unique position to
educate and correct the behavior of highway

When court handling of violators is effective,
when penalties arc certain, swift. impartial anid

c.

quested to appear in court to answer the charges,
will be prepared to respond more intelligently if
he understands the legal process.

users.

(1) At the beginning of the traffic court session
many judges present a brief talk designed to
inform violators on the causes and preventatives of traffic accidents, with particular

(1) Usually the defendant receives a summons or

citation called a ticket, which will indicate

emphasis on individual responsibility.

where and when he is to appear.

(2) The competent judge also helps thc alleged
violator to see the unsafe and unintelligent
aspects of his individual violation, so that he
is more likely to conform to traffic laws in
the future.
When
it appears to the court that a violator
(3)
might benefit from a formal educational experience, the violator may be assigned to

(2) Sometimes the case can be "disposed or' by

mail or by 'appearing, at thc Violations
Bureau.

(3) If the case is handled in court, the violator
(defendant) hears his rights before the court

and the exact charges against him and is
askedlo plead guilty or not guilty.
(4) Pleading "guilty" is the same as saying "I did
what is charged", and usually carries a penalty of a fine, imprisonment or an adjournment to attend a driver improvement school.
Do not plead guilty just because it is

attend a driver improvement (traffic violator)
sehool, either as the total penalty or as a por-

tion of the penalty for the violation committed.
c.

A person cited for a traffic violation and re-

the cheapest or easiest way out

Experience in traffic court can make or break the
individual's respect for the laws that govern his
conduct on the highway, and also his respect for

at the

moment.

(5) If the defendant pleads "not guilty", the

judge then determines a time for the trial

our judicial system in general.

where the evidence will be presented. It may
be immediately.

(1) It is estimated that of all the people who
appear before a court, 95 percent appear for

(6), Thc defendant may have his casc continued
until a later date in order to prepare his defense and/or to obtain a lawyer. This request

traffic offenses, and in most instances their
impressions gained from this experience is
their only first hand knowledge of our judi-

must be made when the defendant is
called to the betich.

cial system.
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first

portunity to present his side of the case. following direct presentation of evidence by the
prosecution. Be brief and do not argue with

(7) To prepare for trial you should: analyze thc
statute or ordinance under which you are
charged: interview any defense witnesses and

witnesses or the prosecution.

require. in advance, their attendance at the
vial. and organize your defense in a logical

(9) After both sides have presented their case.
the judge or the jury decides guilt or inno-

manner.

cence.

(10) The defendant has the right of appeal from
any decision which he feels is wrong or unjust.

(8) At the trial, which may be before the judge
only or before a jury, the defendant has thc
right of cross examination and the op-

,
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Episode Delineation form

III

Section

UNIT
EPISODE

Title:
Title:

B

2.0

System Improvement
Traffic Engineering

he purpose of .this episode is twofold. First, an understanding of the roadWay. and the
the beginning driver in understanding his
problems that the traffic engine r faces in regards to the roadway, can be helpful to
mistakes.) Secondly, if one of the goals
task. (Traffic engineering can make it easier for drivers and pedestrians to avoid
(beyond driving) in the highway trans-.
driver and traffic safety education -rs' to produce inforMed and active participants
EPISODE PURPOSE:,

a

portation system, then the studeUts should be exposed to the traffic engineering function and problems.
& Resources
i
Learning Activties
.
Objectives;SttkderttrBehavior
Concepts
Seg
.

.

,

.,

Traffic

2.1

Teacher.led (or traffic engineer) discussion follow-

Define traffic engineering and classify the functions
performed by traffic engineers. )

'

Engineering

ing a reading assignment,

Function

.
.

Students classify examples from their community
to illustrate the traffic engineer's "handiwork."
.

.1t..)
he key events in the history and development

Identify
of traffic engineering.

Development

2.2

of Traffic
Engineering

.

.

nient...

.

StudentS' observe traffic movement at a peak
period and classify the factors which impede traffic

'Classify the factors which cause turbulence inlraffic

Turbulence

2.3

,

.

Teacher-led presentation following a reading assign-,

movement.

flow,

.

,

Students present;examples of "lack of uniformity"
in signs, signals and markings which they have
observed ana how highway users were, or could

Describe traffic situations where lack of uniformity in
a sign, signal or road marking could calls'e drivei con-

Uniformity

24

.

fusion,

the factors that traffic engineers consider in
eildentify
determining primer speed limits, and also 'the installa-

Warrants

2.5

have been affected.

,.:

tion of .signs and , ;gnals.
,

"Tools"

2.6

.

"

.
.

Given a spot map, collision diagrams, flow maps ana
other "tools" used by traffic engineers, interpret these
devices by answering correctly a series of questions
.
about them.

Students learn -about warrants through a reading
assignment, and then observe local situations to
determine if recommended warrants were applied.

Teacher-led analysis of spot maps, collision diagrams, condition diagrams,' flow maps, speed
charts and before and after acddent remrd.s. Student committees, working closely with the local
traffic engineer, conduct intersection studies and
prepare a report which includes (1) condition,

collision and flow map diagrams (2) a written
explanation of their findings and (3) proposed
recommendations.
,

,

Techniques

2.7

.

Given a series of highway scenes (rural, urban and
freeways), suggest (hypothesize) ways to improve traffic flow and safety with relatively inexpensive techniques.

Evaluate various measures used by traffic engineers .
to improve drivirt conditionsone-way streets;

turning lanes; parking restrictions; pavement markings; removal of'near-roadway hazards; etc.
.

2.8

Public and

Summarize the problems created in locating a new

Individual
Rights

highway and how government attempts to ease these

Priessures on

Traffic

Identify the problems traffic engineers face in implementing sound ideas, and in rejecting unsound sug-

Engineers

gestions from various sources.

problems.
,.

2.9

'

138

Teacher-led presentation following a reading assignment. A taped recording of an onen hearing on the
location of a new highway.

Taped or, classroom interview with traffic engineer
'to find out wha obstacles interfere with the
achievement of these objectives. This interview
could also include a discussion of the basic concepts in the preceding segments (2.1-2.8).

b.

2.0 The traffic engineering function. directly .Skid--persistently affects the highway user's (driver andledesjrian)
tasks.

2.1

Traffic engineering

a specialized branch of engineer-

The first professional traffic engineer .came upon
the scene in this countrY about 1922.

deals with the Planning, geometric design and
operations of streets and highways as their use is related to safe, convenient and economical transportation of persons and goods.
ing

a.

those facilities is also a responsibility of government.
b.

d.

The traffic engineer

is

2.3 Turbulence in the traffic deam (stops, starts, changes
of speed and direction) reduces street capacity and is
one of the most important single causes of vehicle-to-

de-

involved in. the

Not until the 1930's did the science and art of
traffic engineering become developed and,only in
recent decades has its importance and technology
been well understood and accepted.

Operates .on the principle that official responsibility does not Crid with the building and mainte-

nance of roads, but that efficient operation of

The building of highway facilities (highway engineerinp) apparently was highly developed in
ancient\times, and some of the old 'Roman mili.
tary roads-ean' be seen today.

velopment or redevelopment of entire street
systems, in the design of a specific roadway, and

vehicle accidents.
a.

in. using traffic. control devices to assurc the bcst
use of roadways, new or old. (The best remedy is

The flow oA traffic over a network of streets can
be compared to the blood stream in the bodyany
blockages or other irregularities affect the smooth

flow not only at that location but throughout
the system.

the one that corrects the situation with the least
interference at the least cost.)

nnecessary traffic signals, signs, parking and
other conditions which disturb the smooth flow

c.. Where funds arc not available for the correction of

hazards through reconstruction, the traffic engi-

of traffic should be eliminated.

neer must rely upon the use of traffic control
devices to warn motorists of these hazards.
d.

c.

well as maximum limits.

the future depends in large measure on the

"needs" Studies and planning of today: The traffic
engineer is part of a team of specialists involved in
that kind of planning. These specialists must consider:"

.(1) how land is presently used and forecasts of

2.4 National uniformity of signs, signals and markings is
essential if we are to reduce confusion, and increase
voluntary obedience, on the part of the motorists.
a.

future use;

(2) present traffic patterns and future patterns
(based on present and future land usage);
system;

(4) predictions of future development in vehicle .
c.

Lack of maintenance of signs arid markings encourages disobedience of these devices.

Traffic engineering as a professional specialty is rather
new, but the concept of regulating traffic movement or

operation pre-dates the introduction of the motor
vehicle.
a.

Traffic signs should be uniform as to application,
shape, color and message, and also be reasonably
uniform in size and location.
Pavement markings, especially those used to designate suCh regulations as no .passing zones, must be
uniform as to color and application.

(3) limitations in the existing transportation
design and capability; and
(5) driver characteristics and limitations.

vehicle-to-vehicle

friction, which justifies .the use of minimum as

The quality of our highway transportation system
in

Differences in speed cause

Caesar forbade vehicles in the central districts of
Rome, and decreed one-way streets and parking
regulations for chariots.
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2.5 Stop signs, yiey signs, an traffic signals inStalled
at warranted locations assig right-o f-way , reduce accident severity and certain t es of accidents, and improve traffic efficienty, but unjustified poorly designed
or improperly operated signs and signals can markedly
impede 'traffic movement, increase , accidents and
breed direspect for traffic control devices.

.

2.7 Fortunately, no community has to accept traffic chaos
and its penalties (reduced retail sales, lower property.
values, slowed down community development), because specialists are available who can apply proven
traffic engineering techniques to the traffic ills of a

The judicious use of speed zoning can aid in get-

a.

ting operators to conform voluntarily to speeds
which are suited to changhig physical and traffic
conditions.
criterion for
) The 85th percentile serves as a

limits

community.

(a speed under

determining speed
which 85 per.cent of the vehicles travel).
(2) Studies have shown that traffic speeds are not
much affected by posted speed limits, pos-

1)1

A major concern of the urban traffic engineer is

a.

sibly due to the fact that so many posted

the development of a system (or network) of principal traffic streets. Given adequate resources and
support, he can accomplish this with the help of

speed limits are unreasonably low.

such tools as:

traffic signal systems which are coordinated

Traffic engineers have devised warrants to guide
their decisions about the installation of traffic
lights.

b.

to provide a smooth flow of traffic under
changing volume conditions;

(2) separate traffic lanes for loading, unloading

(1) Warrants take into consideration the volume
of vehicle and pedestrian traffic, and the ratio
of traffic between the intersecting streets.

or transferring passengers at transit stops;
(3) additional traffic lanes on approaches to signalized intersections to facilitate turning
movements;

(2) Traffic signals are not unmixed blessings insothey.ordinarily
far as .safety is concerned
reduce right-angle collisions and increase rear

(4) channelization of traffic;
(5) one-way streets;
(6) prohibition of turning movements where it is.
necessary to increase the capacity of an intersection, or installing special turn intervals

end collisions.

c.

Stop signs should be used where necessary, as
based upon a study of physical and.traffic condi-

(the latter technique takes time ordinarily
used for through movements);
in
(7) pedestrian and highway gtade separations
extreme cases to relieve bottlenecks at complex intersections; and

tions at the location.
d.

Yield signs can be used to assign right-of-way at
low volume intersections where visibility is good.

(8) prohibition of curb parking (the permitting
of parking on major streets is outmoded, but
may require the establishment of off-street

2.6 Tools used by traffic engineers for studying and evaluating high accident locations are:

parking if it is removed).

a.

b.

c.

spot map.c - furnish a quick visual index to concentrations of accidents which warrant detailed analysis;

e.

and only require the understanding and motivation of state and county engineers supported by

condition dia&rams - a scale drawing of the important physical conditions at a location to be

.(1) Greater visibility, can be obtained across cor-

flow map - indicates' the volume and direction of
traffic?

speed chart - shows the speed of vehicles approaching the hazardous location?

f.

g.

Rtiral roads nee is be modernized to handle .the
volume and speed o today's traffic. Many of 'the
following improvements are relatively inexpensive

collision diagrams .- 'show the approximate paths
and. movement patterns of vehicles and pedestrians involved in collisions;

:,studied;

d.

b.

before and after accident records - furnish a nlanf
for evaluating the effectiveness of changes _Adel

electronic data prOcessing - use of computers to
analyje accident data and link data with highway,
vehicle and driver information.

knowledgeable and concerned citizens.

ners at interkections, at sharp curves and at

railroad grade crossings by cleaning out

shrubbery, removing or relocating signs, etc.

(2) Eliminating steep side slopes and deep

ditches;' and ieplacing bsolete guard rail, will
decrease the severity 6f run-off roadway accidents.

.

,

.

(3) Cdtrecting road surfaces having high crowns
or which- are slippery when wet will help
drivers maintain control of their vehicles.
(4) Removing or setting back physical obstruc-

tions which are close to the roadway can
eliminate a fixed-object hazard and, also" increase sight distance (mail boxes, trees, poles,
signs, etc.).

,

on one sign and the sign is usually placed

(5) Substituting modern directional signs for

one-quarter of a mile to two miles ahead of
where he needs to take action.)
(2) The traffic engineei has not devised a way to
protect the driver completely from rear-end

undersize, non-standard, low signs will im-

prove sight distance.
.(6) Competent persons should lay out the passing

and no passing center lines, so they are rea-

and run-off-roadway collisions, short of making him fully obsolete as far as car control is

sonably accurate aids for the driver.
(7) Sufficient lane widths for modern traffic are

concerned. (Unfortunately, it will be a long
time before there are even a limited number

needed to help prevent head-on, side-swipe,
and run-off-roadway accidents.

of miles of "automated" highways upon

(8) A few dollars for reflective paint can help
reduce accidents at danger points like bridge
abutments.
.Rigid
sign supports which injure motorists
(9)
when hit can be replaced by breakaway posts
that will safely give way on impact.

(10)Over-sized warning signs sometimes reduce
the hazard at high acci4nt locations.
(11) Level of safety could be improved if dangerous portions of rural highways .were propedy lighted (curyes, intersections, bridges,
overpasses, underpasses,. tunnels, interchanges, elevated and depressed areas, etc.).
(12) Motorists are helped by the i of advisory
speed signs located just below curve signs,
when they are based on actual study of conditions.
(13) Eliminating or reducing excessive curvature;
increasing visibility at hillcrests; and providing frequent sections where motorists have

which electronic guidance equipment in the
vehicle and the roadway take over.)

2.8 In locating new highways both individual rights and
the rights of the public must be protected.
Before the location for a new highway is finally
decided upon, public hearing's are held to give
people the opportunity to hear the facts and to
voice objections if there be any.
b.

Those people who muSt move suffer inconvenience and sometimes hardship, but highways have
to be located to serve the needs of all the people.
(Every effort should be made to reduce the inconveniemce and eliminate the hardship.)

c.

New and improved highways increase business
overall.

enough clear sight distance to pass with
safety are costly but necessary improvements
if ruial two-lane roads are to be improved.
c.

2.9 A traffic engineering department needs to be ade-

The freeway type of design required on the Inter-

quately staffed, assigned3primary responsibility for
traffic control, and backed up with sufficient authority
to make decisions hold.

state System demonstrates that many types of
accidents can be reduced or eliminated through

a.

fully controlled access; wide median strips; grade
separations; acceleration and deceleration lanes;
adequate sight distances; wide shoulders; roadside
clear of obstructions; flat drainage slopes; no traffic lights, parked dais or pedestrians; ancl slow .
moving traffic prohibited.

Traffic engineers experience pressures from individuals and groups motivated by selfish interests.

b.

Traffic engineers are targets for criticism and advice of well meaning but badly informed "traffic

(1) in addition- the 'freeway design takes cogni-

c.

mince. of the fact that a driver 'can assimilate
On1)6 a Aimited -ankitint of information and he

neecit 'sufficient time to perceive.and act on
it. (A ritaxiOnm of thiee destination points

experts".

/

Knowledgeable citizens can aid the traffic engineer by helping to stop runtors and misdirected
actions 'by uninformed people who believe they
have a solution to some phase of traffic engineering.
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UNIT
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Title:

System Improvement

Title:

Suggestions, Guidelines And Resdurces For Action

3.0

EPISODE

1.7. There it was suggested that some
EPISODE PURPOSE: This episode relates to the Introduction Segment
element in the system. The principles and
teachers would like to involve students in a term project designed to improve some
motivate
and prepare students for subsequent
procedures presented here can serve as guidelines for'such a project, as well as
involveme nt.

his fellows in terms of common interests and problems, and
The good citizen in a democratic society is one who works with
talents and abilities.
also makes his unique contributions to society through his special
Objectives and content in this episode are based on the assumptions that:
aligned with a civic organization can influence the decision-making
1. Individuals functioning alone, in small groups, or
process in highway traffic.
to arouse student.interest in
2. Qualified Driver and Traffic Safety Education teachers can stimulate enough concern
bettering the highway traffic system.
informed citizens (youth included) who
Emphasis is placed on the avenues (to the decision makers) and measures oi.en to
would like to support and instigate legitimate action to improve the components of the system.
,

Seg

ObjectivesStudent Behavior

Learning Activities & Resources

Given a list of specific deficiencies in highway traffic
system components, with alternative procedures for a
private citizen to follow to initiate or support action

As suggested in the Introduction (1.7), the follow-

Concepts

,

Suggestion

3.1

and
Guidelines

ing learning activity would :need to be started
rather early in the course.

for correction of the deficiency, select the more

Teacher-led presentation on guidelines for becoming involved in an activity designed to improve the
highway traffic system.

appropriate alternative.
,

Next, students are requested to identify what they
feel are deficiencies in highway traffic conditions
in their community and suggest tentative solutions.
These solutions are then evaluated by other stu-

dents, the teacher and possibly resource people

i

-

(police, engineer, etc.).

Finally, students, either
individually or as a com,
mittee, select a ierm project which promises to improve some element of the traffic program in their
community or state. Under close supervision of the
teacher, and with' full knowledge of public officials
responsible for the part of the system touched by
c
the project, students proceed tO:

.

.

.

.

'
.

.

1. design the project;
-

3. interpret th.e findings; and

4. prepare a report for the class, and in some

..

,
,
.

,

cases, a wider audience.

,

.

3.2

.

2. gather data;

.

Development
and Management FarcesComponent
Classification

.

...

.

.

connecting forces directly concerned with the
highway transportation system will provide students with prerequisite knowledge needed to carry
out the learning activity in 3.1, and to relate more
effectively to the system as an operator and nonoperator in the future.

4
.

.

,

142
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.

Charts and written explanation of the many inter-

Classify the various government, business, industrial
and educational forces involved in developing and
. improving the major components (man-machineroadway) of the highway transportation system.

s

.,

b.

3.0 Private ci tizens can influence the development and
manage men t of the highway transportation system.
3.1 Our responsibility with respect to the highway
transportation system extends beyond what we do as
vehicle operators; it includes non-operating activity

Before embarking on an effort to improve an ele-

ment of the highway transportation system, the
responsible individual seeks out reliable information concerning the forces impinging on the problem so that he recognizes his legal and moral responsibilities related to the agencies and programs
involved. (See 3.2 for a listing of these.)
The more closely we become involved with a

that contributes to overall system efficiency and im-

provement.
a. Regardless of occupation or status, in a democratic
society channels are open for concerned citizens
to voice opinions and suggestions regarding public

public qucstion, the more personal

it

becomes and the less rigid we learn to be
about it.
(2) Facts as well as good intentions are needed if
problems are to be solved, otherwise, citizen
support may represent a pooling of ignorance
that interferes with progress.
(3) Traffic safety is too large to comprehend,
much less solve, in one "fell swoop", but if
we work on manageable elements under a coordinated plan observable progress can be accomplished. (A safer intersection; more
orderly traffic and parking around the school;
a better traffic court; a qualified driver education teacher; first aid training for ambulance
driverseach contribute to system efficiency

problems.

(1) Help to stop rumors, myths and misdirected
actions by uninformed citizens with good intentions, who think they have a solution to
some phase of the traffic problem. You will
find that Many people believe they have a
simple solution to the complex public problem of traffic safety.
(2) Seek out information on the needs, problems
and plans of local and state traffic officials
and help them to gain support for sound programs by (a) exercising your voting privilege,
(b) directly influencing individuals and
gjoups with whom you associate, (c) working
through traffic safety councils and other citizen support organizations, or (d) making a
personal appearance before a county board of
supervisors, or a state legislator to explore an
opinion about what shoiild be done. (Be well
informed!)
(3) You will have the opportunity to vote for or
against public officials at all levels, and in
doing so, consider their apparent degree
of interest in improving the -highway trans:

and effectiveness.)

(4) Highway safety officials are working on- a
public problem and, therefore, are obligated
to balance the needs and desires of special
interest groups with those of the public at
large and make decisions on the basis of what
is best for the system. Good reasons may be
present for not making the change you
believe is needed.

(5) Resources are limited, therefore, decisions

regarding the expenditure of public funds for
improving the highway transportation system
must be weighed against the demands for
other public programs.

porta tion system.

(4) Complaints, compliments and suggestions regarding state administered programs (vehicle
ins tion,. driver licensing, etc.), can be sent
directlç the responsible state officials or to
a state legislator.
(5) Become informed about proposed state and
federal legislation related to highway transportation, and help legislators make wise decisions with respect to traffic legislation by
informing them of your views. Legislators report that rarely do they hear from their constituents regarding traffic safety matters.
(6) Individually, or as a member of an organization, you can communicate ideas and suggestions regarding federal standards on .traffic
safety to the National Highway Safety Bu-

c.

Sometimes an individual operating alone can stim-'
ulate action quickly and effectively, but more
often the individual needs to enlist the support of
other individuals .and groups and enthuse them
about the matter.

(1) The good traffic citizen responds to others
and operates jointly with them toward the
goal of a better highway system.
(2) Working with others toward a common goal
is, a stimulating experience.
(3) Examples of individuals and groups that may
be interested in carrying an idea forward are
classmates or colleagues, driver education and

reau Or to your U.S. COngressman.
(7) Communicate complaints, suggestions for improvement and compliments regarding your
vehicle to your dealer, the manufacturer or to
the National Highway Safety Bureau.

other teachers, youth groups, service clubs,
Junior Chambers of Commerce, mass media,
local traffic safety organizations, public officials, and legislators.
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d.

traffic officials, and (c) ability, as a parent, to
develop individual and social responsibility in
your children.

High school students need not wait until they are
'adults before contributing time and talent to improving the highway transportation system.
(1) Suggest and help arrange for qualified traffic

officials to speak to the organizations to

f.

which you belong.

(2) Express your views about traffic safety

Participating in programs to improve society, particularly in an activity as important as traffic
safety can help us:

around the school or in a community throtigh

to identify with others;
gain status and recognition with our peers.;
acquire self-esteem;
demonstrate our maturity; and

letters to the editor of your, school and
community newspaper, radio `and television
stations or magazines.
(3) Help the driver education teacher to identify

to "feel good" about being part of the solu-

the Most meaningful content and methods

tion ,o a public problem.

for influencing young drivers.

(4) Report hazardous highway and traffic conditions in your community to the proper authorities. (Examples of such conditions are: a
bad chuck hole, obstacles to vision, confusing
signs or markings, and other conditions which
obviously impede safe and expeditious movement of traffic.)

.3.2 Many forces are at work to improve highway facilities,
traffic movement, vehicle performance and highway
user performance.
a.

The construction and maintenance of highway
facilities, and the control of traffic on those facilities, represents a huge task ihvolving a multitude
of resources.

As an adult your potential contribution to an
improved highway transportation system will
depend somewhat on your chosen career. (The

(1)

The U.S. Department of Transportation,
through its Bureau of Public Roads, administers the federal-aid highway program and, in

good citizen in a democratic society makes unique
contributions through his special talents and abili-

in cooperation with:state highway officials,
establishes standards
for highway design, con.
struction and maintenance.

ties.)

(2) State, county and municipal road depart-

(1) A physician is in a good position to advise
patients regarding the relationship of physical

ments conirol the building and maintenance
of roads not under the Federal-aid system.
(3) U.S. Congress, state legislatures, and local
government bodies appropriate the funds for
building and maintaining roads. (Derived for
the most part from the highway user taxes on
gasoline and oil, vehicle license fees and
excise taxes on tires.)
(4) Federal, state and a few local governments
employ traffic engineers who are responsible
jointly with the police and highway patrols
for the safe, convenient and rapid movement
of highway traffic.

and mental health to driving behavior, and
cautions to be employed if ill, handicapped
or using pre3cribed drugs.

(2) A teacher of any subject at any level has an
opportunity tO influence student knowledge
and values related to the highway system and
driving behavior.
(3) An individual in the athletic and entertain-

ment world has an opportunity to influence

the traffic related behavior .of those who
respect his talent.

.

(4) A legislator, a county commissioner, a city
councilman are in a particularly strong posi-

(5) Private engineering consulting firms on a con-

tract basis play a prominent part in planning,
design and operations phases of the highway
systems.
(6) Universities conduct research related to highway construction and traffic movement, and
also offer educational programs for highway
safety and engineering personnel.

tion to exercise leadership in highway traffic
safety.

(5) Those engaged in mass communications
(press, radio, TV) can -reach large numbers of
people with traffic safet)) information.
(6) Many career opportunities are olien to those

who choose to wOrk directly 'in the field of

(7) Junior colleges include pre-service and in-

highway safety. management .as a researcher,
professional, administrator, .supervisor, spe-

cialistt9ntician or driver.

service educational programs fdr traffic engin eering technicians, police and others.
(However; there is far too little training and

.

(7) Opportunities to make a significant contribution to traffic safety Will come alsp when you

education of highway safety personnel in
junior colleges or other educational institu-

are a parent through your (a) example as a
driver, (b) attitudes and actions toward

tions.)
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(10)The quality of vehicle maintenance work

(8) Industry and business--through foundations,
boards, institutes, etc.support research and
educational activities designed to improve
highway facilities and traffic flow.
(9) Road building is big business, heavily involving concrete and asphalt companies, sign and
signal manufacturers, and other segments of
-the business and:industrial world.
(10) NumerciUs"Official and non-official safety
or go nizations influence highway facilities
through the legislative process'i public support
and other means.
,

b.

The design and operatins condition of the vehicles
use On thebighway transportation system depends
upon various factors.

(I) In large measure the automotive and

allied

industries determine the design and operating

characteristics, and the reliability of vehicle
per formance.

(2) The National Highway Safety Bureau has the
authority to specify standards for new and
used vehicles which (a) simplify the driving
task, (b) make the vehicles more crashworthy,
(c) improve vehicle operating characteristics,
and (d) give additional protection to vehicle
occupants.

(3) Each state has a motor vehicle registration

program which furnishes rapid identification
of each vehicle and owner; and most of them
protect the title and ownership of the owner(s).
(4) State statutes specify certain minimum safety
equipment standards for motor vehicles operating in that state.
(5) State and local vehicle inspection programs
are designed to check periodically and assure

correction of defective vehicle components
affecting safe operation.

(6) Commercial organizations and governmental
agencies operating large fleets of vehicles have

carefully planned vehicle maintenance programs.

(7) Universities, through giants from industry
and the federal government, augment research carried on by the automotive and parts
industry to improve the safety and efficiency
of automobiles.

(8) Junior colleges, technical schools and the

automobile industry train auto mechanics. (A
serious shortage still exists.)
(9) Automobile agencies sell new and used cars,
and also provide maintenance service to
owners, and thus influence the quality of vehicles on our highways.

done by independent garages plays an impor---'

tant part in vehicle performance and safety.
c.

Many agencies and institutions strive to influence
the behavior of highway users.

(I) The National Highway Safety Bureau sets

standards for state highway safety programs
related to driver education, driver licensing,
codes and laws, police traffic services, traffic
courts, motorcycle safety, alcobol in relation
to driving and numerous other areas.
(2) Professional associations establish E. licies
and recommendations, develop materials and
provide other services to stimulate and improve the behavior of highway users.
(3) State departments (motor vehicle, education)
are responsible for administering laws related

to driver licensing and driver improvement,
driver education and school bus transportation.

(4) Elementary and secondary school curricula
include the teaching of concepts designed tom
improve the behavicir of highway users of all
ages, as well as driver education specifically.
(5) Colleges 'and universities affect the behavior
of highway users by preparing traffic professionals (police, judges, engineers, driver education teachers), 1.nd also by conducting
,

research on driver behavior and teaching
me thods.

(6) Traffic laws are established by state legislatures and ordinances by city councils to influence and control the behavior of drivers and
pedestrians.

(7) State police or highway patrol, city police,
sheriffs and other police agencies serve as a
deterrent to illegal and unsafe behavior on
the highways.

'at various
(8)- Many different kinds of courts
levels of government determine guilt or
innocence and impose penalties upon -those
who are convicted of traffic violations.

-

(9) Industry and business support foundations,
institutes, councils, etc. that conduct activities
directed at improving the behavior of highway users.

(10) Mass media (press, radio and TV) use their
resources to influence the behavior of drivers
and pedestrians.
(11)The armed forces, commercial transportation,
and other groups employing large numbers of
,

drivers conduct their own driver-training
programs, sometimes engaging the services of
outside consultants.

TEACHING
AND LEARNING

(It+.
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task. These are the reasons for becoming the best that one
is capable of becoming as a highway user and traffic citizen.

Dr. Arthur W. Coombs, social psychologist at the University

of Florida. in his writings and speeches, reminds us that
learning is a human problem having two parts to the equation. One part is acquiring new information and the second
part is discovering personal meaning for the new information so that one behaves differently. We have become quite
proficient.in achieving the first part of the equation, aided
by films, educational television, overhead projectors, computer assisted instruction and other devices. Now we must
learn to use these devices, and other teaching strategies, to
accomplish the second part of the equation.

Most of the "content" in this study appears in the form of
generalizations that .need to be developed or "discovered".
In some cases the most efficient way is to start with the
generalization and proceed to develop it with supporting
generalizations and facts. Teaching the concept of hydroplaning is an example. It took years for anyone to "discover" this concept as it applies to vehicular driving, so the
teacher would simply use illustrative materials and appropriate techniques to help students internalize the meaning

The personal meaning concept is particularly relevant to
driver and traffic safety education. Students can make a
perfect score on a "rules of the road" written test and then
proceed to violate every one of them. Therefore, teachers

of the term and the implications for driving behavior.

must cultivate a style of teaching effective in getting "under
the skin" of students so they behave differently as a result

In other cases st udents should be guided through an inquiry
piocess to forinulate generalizations which they find meaningful in light of their experiences. An inquiry approach to

of the learning experience. The following discussion pre-

sents some hypotheses about how that result might

be

learning begins with a situation, problem or question that

achieved.
..!

arouses the student's curiosity. The next step is a state(611Lqi

h...

(..(1111!)::-tcncv

ment, in general terms, of an explanation or solution. This
statement is called a hypothesis. Now, the class and the
teacher look for information or evidence to help support
the hypothesis. If the evidence seems to prove the validity
of the hypothesis, then a temporary or tentative statement
(generalization) is made. The class.then may look at similar
problems and see if, the generalization can be applied to
other situations. Obviously, such a reflective process occurs
only in a climate that affords freedom for the student to
explore, test ideas, make mistakes and ultimately "dis-

,.`11)1j

DTSE* will be effective to the degree that it is successful in
cultivating the admiration of, and confidence in, intelligent
and skilled performance with respect to traffic related behavior. Almost every young person is highly motivated to

drive, but the teacher's challenge is to use this intrinsic
desire as a springboard to helping young people acquire a
complete and accurate picture of their role in the highway
transport3tion system. The student must view traffic as an
adult activity requiring all of man's powers of observation,

cover" new insights.

judgment, decision-making and performance abilities. Then
e must demonstrate to youth, the positive methods that
will help them to acquire the capabilities needed to function as competent individuals. Fear of an accident, fear of
legal punishment and other negative forces are good methods of restraint, and almost everyone at times needs these _
emotional repulsions. They should be used to break up bad
habits, and to restrain the recklessness of overadventurous
drivers. However, they do not create anything. Building up
expert performance is founded emotionally on the positive
attraction of skill, -self-control, responsibility, maturity,

good sportsmanship, accurate thinking habits, empathy
and competency itself. Perhaps we err in emphasizing the
driving competence as an end. In some cases it might be, for

example, to the youth who received an award for good
driving, or the commerciallriver who received an extra
bonus for rolling up so many miles of accident-free drilling.
But under most conditions driving competence serves as a
means to ends. Such as increased mobility and independence, and increased probability of achieving short and long
range aspirations. Furthermore, interest, pleasure and satisfaction' increase- as we become more proficient .in a given

When using inquiry in the classroom the teacher takes on a
new role. In addition, to "setting up" the inquiry, he supplies continuing stimulus, support and guidance along the
way. His main objective is to help the students see the range

of alternative points of view or wayS of dealing with a
problem. Although students must be encodraged to doubt
and question, the teacher must guide them toward realistic
assessments and away from snap judgments and panaceas. In so doing, however, he should avoid making
harsh judgments of student responses, or students will respond only when they feel sure of the "correctness" of
their remarks (or will not respond at all). Such a consequence diminishes the learning potential of the process.
Instead, the teacher has to create an atmosphere in which
the students feei that their ideas and opinions are considered Worthwhile and valuable.

The multiple cause concept (See Section I, Unit D, Episode
1.0) will be'used to demonstrate how the inquiry, method
could take place in driver and traffic safety education.

First, the teacher presented the class with a diagram
and verbal description of a one-car, run-off-roadway-

*Driver and Traffic Safety Education
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type of traffic accident. A police report said "excessive speed" was the cause of the accident, but a more
complete 'analysis revealed eight other probable contributing factors. After the students were given this
information, the teacher asked "What is the cause of
the accident"? Student responses covered the whole
range of factors, but left the question unanswered.
Finally, a student suggested that the cause is a combination of all the factors that contributed to the accident. The class then formulated this tentative generalization: Traffic accidents are due to a combination of
closely interacting driver, vehicle, and roadway factors.
For homework the teacher assigned three other,
cases for the students to analyze as a means of
testing their tentative generalization. When the class
met again, the students agreed that their formulated
generalization appeared to apply to all accidents. The
inquiry proces,,% continued when the teacher raised
these follow-up questions:

'What does the generalization mean (implications)
for driving behavior and traffic safety programming?

Does the multiple cause concept apply to events
outside highWay traffic?

This example suggests the potential of the inquiry process
for use in Driver and Traffic Safety Education.

1

Kothing is particularly difficult or mysterious about the use
of an inquiry methód in teaching. The process simply exploits the young persons natural tendency to inquire. This
natural tendency may have been broken by making students follow the teacher's lead and come up with "right"
answers (the most common form of teaching), but wellplanned learning situations can revive their curiosity.
Bruner describes an experiMent that employed the game of

Twenty Questions. Learners were told that a car ran off
the road and hit a tree, and they were to ask questions that
could be answered "yes" or "no" to discover the cause of
the accident. Through this device (game) young people
learned how to acquire and relate information, test hypoth-

eses and solve problems. Other ideas for exploiting the
potential of .inquiry were described under the "method"
section of various episodes.

In the preceding example, students asked the probing questions, but a more common qnquiry techr:que finds the
teacher raising questions that lead to an insight. The key to
effectiveness in the inquiry process is to ask the right questiOs at the light time. on the right issue. To.develop young

n-Zs into thtnking-critically and rationally, techers must
control the natural tendency to provide answers. They
should ask more questions than they answer. Here we are
refeging to questions that require -synthesii, analysis"-or
evaluation, as opposed to recall type questions:
.

Many of the generalizations in this study could be re-stated
as questions. For example:

The desire for status and security within a preferred
group has a strong influence on risk acceptance.
Can easily be changed to this question:

To what extent and what ways does our desire for
status and security within a preferred group influence
risk'acceptance in driving?

In response to this question, and other probing questions,
students can be led to a discovery of inner feelings that
motivate .their behavior. How ineffective it Would be to
handle this segment of learning by the telling process.

Are we in Driver and Traffic Safety Education utilizing this
strategy of teaching to the degree warranted by its 'potential? For the most part our written and spoken wEirds

appear to be prescriptive in nature- "do this", don't do
that". Can our curriculum be free of admonishing, dogmatic, "talking-down" statements, and instead replaced by
"if then" statements so that the reason is implied? Furthermore, can we develop at least some ideas inductively so
that students see the need and "feel" the basis for the
desired behavior? Ideas that students develop are more
meaningful and remembered longer than the .ideas handed
down to them or imposed upon them. True, this method is
slower,..but if the learning results are more significant additional time represents a small price,to pay. Teaching a few
basic concepts profoundly is better than "covering" a large

body of content superfically. Our task is not to "cover"
material, but rather to "unmask" or analyze ideas that increase the Student's ability to direct his subsequent behavior

When inquiry is used effectively- in appropriate topical
areas, knoWledge of subject matter unfolds for the student
arid at the same time he is cultivating an attituie (inquiring

mind) toward learning of far reaching value. For these
reasons, the inquiry method furnishes the teacher with an
effective strategy for accomplishing the objectives of drilier
and traffic safety education.

In the "new math," students learn how to derive their own

mathematical rules, so they are equipped to handle the
more complicated mathematical problems they will encounter in the future. No one can predict what kinds of
mathematics Will be required of people twenty years from
now; similuly, who can say what kind of traffic conditions
will confrok drivers in the future. Therefore, in driver and
traffi.c safety education, as in mathematics, ye need to consider a teaching process that develops the student's ability

to think independently and to adapt to a changinraffie
world. The curriculum has to bie organized not sopuch tö

teach subject matter, as to make fundamental thelisroce,sses
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of conceptual thought that have permanent value. This suggests a "new" Driver and Traffic Safety Education.
Vain 6s A nd 'reaching*

the Drivz and Traffic Safety Education teacher laces, the

challenges of helping young people to develop a validated,
usable system of values about traffic related matters. As
previously suggested, a lialue results from activation of both
the cognitive and affective domains, the linking of thought
and knowledge with feelings and einotions. Teachers sometimes talk about changing attitudes and values as though
the process occurred in a vacuum apart from any subject
matter. Valuing goes along ikith content. The value must be
toward something, and, to understand somethin so that a.
value can be placed on it, the person uses-his intellectual
abilities to evaluate information about the object, person
or situation. In short, value issues act as coordinating con%
cepts ,for most subject matter and provide a kind of substructure in the curriculum.

Values develop out of our experiences and serve to guide
where we go and what we do with our lives. They are
beliefs and
reflected in Our aspirations, interests, feelings,
.
activities. Values are an integral part of o, ur thought
process involving more than simple right or wrong, good or
bad, true or false. Living ingeneral and driving in particular
involves a weighing. and balancing of conflicting demards,
and finally an action that reflects a multitude of choices.
Are we going to be a good "social citizen" and have another
drink or be a good "traffic citizen" and refuse? In this
situation two, persons with the same amount of information
'about alcohol and driving may respond differently because
of a value difference. Many critical choices of individuals as
highway useri and traffic citizens are choices of value.(time,
risk, 'status and bthers). There is strong support for the

noiion that values must be added to the list of posiible
explanations for people driving differently in similar cir

prescribe, exhort and codice the student to accept our
values instead of helping him to clarify his purposes, interests, beliefs and attitudes as a means to accuaring his own
value system freely and thoughtfully. Moralizing encourages
persons not to think for themselves, and to accept uncritically what the person with power or status happens to be
telling them at the moment. Feelings, if any are engendered
in this way, tend to lack the strength necessary to produce
action when other complicating factors occur. So it would
appear that in Driver and 'Traffic Safety Education, which
depends so much on the cultivation of values, that teachers
need to be Particularly adept in establishing an atmosphere
conducive to the value clarification process.

What kind of a teaching-learning climate will you find
where the value process flourishes? First, you would probably be impressed by how uninhibited the students were in
expressing their beliefs and attitudes in situations where
there are no "right" answers. You might hear remarks such
as "old drivers should be taken off the road;" "I don't see
where a few drinks will hUrt your driving;" or "I don't see

why we have to wait,. until we're sixteen before we can
drive ;" and other valueslatements. Studen ts would feel safe
to speak their minds without fear .of harsh judgments by
their peers or teachers. Related to this freedom y-ou would
find a teacher responding to things a student says or does in
a way that stimulates the student to clarify his thinking and
behavior. Instead of the teacher saying, "You shouldn't feel

that way;" "NO, that's wrong;" "that's stupid;" and other
judgmental remarks which fail to consider what the posi-

tion means to the student, you are more likely to* hear
statements like the following:

" Did you consider the alternatives?"
"Can you give me soMe examples of,that idea?"
"What are the consequences of that idea?"

"Is that a personal preference or do you think most
people should feel that way?"
"What are the assumptions behind your position?"

cumstances.

Of course, a system og values is partially developed when
the student enters Driver and Traffic Safety Education. He
or sho already possess some beliefs and attitudes about
speed, drinking and driving, the use of radar and other
topics related to traffic. Furthermore, many of the values
which influence driving behavior aie broad in scope and
influence and are a part of the student's total value system
(for example, values related to authority and social responsibility). Nevertheless, because of the interest students have
iri driving, and also because of the- nature of the traffic

environment, Driver and Traffic Safety Education has
an unique opportunity to influence the value system of the
a

student.

Traditional methods of .teaching for values, particularly
.

mOralizing, are open to question. Too. often we attempt to
*Many of the ideas . in the discussion on values are drawn from.
Valuerand Teaching by Louis E. gIiths and others: (81)
.

One can readily see that the seCond group of responses
avoids moralizing, criticizing or trying, to give values, but
rather puts the responsibility on the student to exaMine his
ideas and behavior and to decide for himself what he wants:
Furthermore, they tend to communicate basic and honest
respect for the student's thoughts and feelings.

The teacher in this kind of learning situation would use
methods for eliciting value statements and then spendmore
time listening than talking. Students would be requested-ta
write and/or discuss in class their reactions to quotations,
provocative stateMents, contrived incidents, visuals, alternative positions, a series .of prObing questions and other de;
vices which would tend to bring forth the attitudes' and
values of the students. .When using these techniqUes
teacher constantly looks and listens for value indicators to
respond to. In responding to the students, written or oral
comments, the teacher should use the same non-judgnintal

ing'the issue. In any case the teacher must make sure that
he does not interfere with the value process when he injects
his ideas and feelings. It takes a while for the prOper
atmosphere to develop, so the teacher should conceal hi;
Opinions during early trials of the process, or. they will
sityply be copied. When the teacher senses that the students
truly believe they can talk openly, about matters and adopt
their own position, then ie is. safe to present his views by
statements and questions, such as,."This is how .1 see the
issue," or "Have you considered this idea?" In this way. the
teacher makes certain that students have considered all of
the essential altanatives, .without making any obvious effort to impose his values on the group or even indicate

type of response previously 'described, in an effott to help
students become more skillful in clarifying issues and in verifying facts on which they believe their value judgment rests.
In this kind of climate the teacher gives up the somewhat
standardized adult role of telling young people what to do,
when, and where and how.

Verbalizing thoughts for commu::ications to others helps
students to clarify their beliefs, attitudes and values. A
person in jest remarked, "I don't know what I think until I
hear what I have to say." In the process of expressing attitudes and values for others to examine, one is compelled to
organize his thinking in a meaningful form which may in
itself affdrd him with a clear insight. He may then discover
that his views are less valid than supposed and, as a result,
he is more likely to consider alternative viewpoints. In addition, a therapeutic benefit results to the- person who itarbored a resentment about a cerfain issue. In a sense he will
feel that he has "gotten even" with the persons'or situa-.
tio s against whom hp harbors the resentment, permitting
hirji to view the matter with greater objectivity in the future.
The value process takes advantage of these potential benefits by asking the student to speak or write about his,views
on various referents.

Although group discussion can help students to clarify their

values, sometimes they should examine and write their
views privately and deliberately on alternative. positions,,
provocative statements, probing questions and other referents, before group discussion otcurs. Valuing is a personal
and private matter and cannot be accomPlished effectively
in a room full of talking, at least in the early stages of
thinking on a particular issue. Some degree ,of argumentation may occur in group discussion causing participants to
become defensive about positions which they were only
trying to clarify and not necessarily adopt. But after students respond privately in writing, small ghoup discussion
will allow them to see and consider other alternatives which
had not occured to them', but now they are less likely simply

to cdpy another person's values. At* some point 'in the
process the teacher will react to- their written work with
clarifying responses, and perhaps' read interesting alternatives in class. Then the process May be climaxed by a class
discussion based as solid structure of information and

a

which are superior.

The right to choose values does not 'mean that the student
has the right to choose how he will act in Driver and Traffic
Safety Education Class. A teacher is compelled to demand
that the student obey traffic laws during laboratory driving
periods, be honest in examinations and Other assignments,
consider the rights of others and other "ground rules" for
classroom and laboratory behavior. However, the student
decides for himself what value he places on,these controls
and the teacher,, although he can influence, cannot force or
control this process of valuing.
The value process represents one possible appl'oach in the

teacher's total repertory of methods, an approach to be
used for helping students to clarify thinking on matters
which have no "right" ansviers. When the objectiye is to
teach or review subject matter, the teacher will make judgments about the adequacy of answers and he will provide
standards of- rightness or wrongness. How -tidiculous it
would .be to raise clarifying responses about the validity df.
Newton's Laws Of Motion or the physiological and psychological effects of alcohol. These topics eMbody solid scientific evidence to be learned.by every. student. However, the
value each student places on the implications this subject
matter has for his behavior will depend upon previous and
sUbsequent 'learning. The main point here is that value clarification is not the method of teaching DTSE; not a panaCea, but one promising method which can be integrated
with' other methods for affecting traffic behavior of young
people.

ingredients for forming generalthought, the essential
.,

Some teachers would be reluctant to allow students to
"-adopt their own vaiues,. feeling that the students:, may
chodse "wrong" values.c.Keep in mind that st.Idents will
In the value process there is time and place for the teacher
adopt their own values whether the teacher uses the value
to make known his ideas, feelings and values. We cannot
clarification process or indoctrination techniques. In the
deny that _statements and behavior of certain teachers
.area 'of values, learning 'is a personal and private matter
strongly influence student thought and action. The stkength.
which can be influenced but not forced by anyone. Forêe
and direction of this influence depends on what they think
may win verbal acceptance and temporary compliance, but
of the teacher as a person. If they tespect him and enjoy
it will not produce the value necessary for changing bebeing in his classes; they will give serious consideration to
havior permanently. Underlining the value clarification
his ideas. A respected 'teacheror other model-identifying
process is the assumption that most young people who have
figure brought into the class in person or through tape,
acquired the facts on an issue will arrive at values best for
film or televisiongives visibility to a value and furnishes
them if given a free and open climate and a teacher skilled
additional evidence for the students to consider in analyz-

izations.
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managing the process. If they do not, what other approach acceptable in a country which prizes the democratic
process would be any more effective? Perhaps those who
prefer to .indktrinate students underestimate man's capacin

ity for intelligent, self-directed behavior, particularly if we
help him to clarify his values.
I N;IIII;Iti()n
1.

Ind (;ild in

Properly cOnducted assessment of the capabilities that have
been leh d provides an important source of feedback to
both learner nd instructor. This feedback can be .used to
diagnose difficulties. plan activities and. in general help the
learner to enhance his learning 'experience. Unfortunately,
.assessment data is frequently .used primarily for grading
purposes, rather than as a device for improving student and
teachcr performance.
The traditional letter grading sYstem tends to interfere with

sion Suggests that we emphasize the latter. Normreferenced
measures are interpreted only by reference to a distribution

of scores obtained from an'entire tested grdup. In other
words, scores express the extent of individual differences,
and students cohipete againsteach other for high scores.
(This kind of competition is of questionable value with
respect to. learning.). Furthermore, teachers tend to be

pleased when the scores arc .widely distributed in a soMewhat normal,. curve of distribution, because they arc supposed to be discriminating in grading students. A criterionreferenced measure is quite different. Interest here is not
how different one learner is from another, but rathcr on the
extent to which each learner has achieved the performance
objectives. Scores of this type of measure derive their meaning by reference to an external standard (criterion). It is the
latter type of measure that is needed for assessing the perfor:mance objectives in DTSE.
t,

When the criterion-referenced measures are used, teachers

find out if the student can meet the minimuk level of

the kind of teacher-student interaction conducive to attitude and behavior change. Value judgments in the form of
threatening grades act like static in broadcasting; they
produce extrancqus data which tend to distract the teacher
and learner from the importarit'objectiveS of the learning
process. Many students become more concerned with figuring out what the teacher wants and values, than with any
attempt .at independent and original thinking. This situation'
almost negates the effective pse of the clarification and
inquiry methods suggested earlier. Fortunately, there.seems

to be a trend toward modifying the present system

,

performance established for that particular concept, principle, topic ,or" skill. If not, "back to the drawing board"
for the student until he can meet the standard. In the case'
of written .test items, the re-learning process may require

only a brief explanation or reminder by the. teacher to

correct the deficiency: In other instances,,additional study,
practice or tutoring may be required-before the student
finally .achieves the standard. In.any case, failures are .not
rnply ignored (perhaps even-hoped for), as tends to-occur:
hen norm-referenced measures dominate the evaluation
and grading process. '

to

reduce the negative effect of letter grading on. meaningful
learning. Stating learning objectives in specific behavioral
terms is a significant step tol.Vard moreeffective evaluation.

stddents se expected to achieve a Minimum level of
performance on objectives with which instructional plan-ning began, what criteria can teachers use to be somewhat
objectives for each learning episode, clearly evident to'bOth..--- discriminating in assigning letter grades? No really satisfactory. answer is available with respect to this question, but
instructor and learners, serve to motiyath and guide:the
here are a few suggestions. Although-,each student must
learning process`of which evaluation is an integral part.

the beWhen this is done, and students are, informed of
,
lqnger
have
to
haviors expected of them, they will no
of
well
defined
"psych out" the teacher's values. A set

meet a"minimum performance standard relative to the basic
driving -tasks and functions (ability to identify, predict,
decide and act in a variety of traffic situations), some Students will exceed-that standard by a significant margin. This
high level of achievement can be recorded and credited to

.Beliavioral objectives not only describeexPected student
beitavior, bur .also demand a minirnunc level of perforrnance: As teachers, we have the,reSponsibility to see that.
each individual student caneither meet this level of performance, or that we, _haVe evidence to shOw that it is
impossible for him,.--tO

the student through a higher grade. Other critefia, not
directly related to driving task performance, available for

do so. Unless we consider the

grakling purposes are:

material trn{ial, irrelevant and worthless, how can we justify
diknissing a previous learning episode when some students
understand only 50% or 75% of the material? (Especially,
when safety is involved.) This, suggests that we would liave

promptness in turning in on time and
2.

to evaluate a given student two, three, fotr or more times
before the student finally mastered that.kriowledge. or skill.
But if wetonsider the task iMportant, how dare we move
on without making sure that the student (zap accomplish it?
If the task is not important, why are we evaluating it?

acceptable form, written 'or other assignments;.
initiative in finding and, using supplementary

material;
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

.There is a distinction betwe`en normreferenced measures
, 'and measute0-hat ate criterion-referenced, and this distus-,
151
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respect' for the ideas and values of fellow students;4
conformance to the "ground rules" set up for the
classroom and laboratory phases of the course;
ability; to ask pertinent questions;
use of accurate thinking habits;
originality in carrying dut special projects; and
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effort, improvement and achievement in view of
:
the learner's potential.

1.

ro avaviate objectively traits like promptness, initiative,
conformance and effort, the teacher-- needs to
maintain a systematic procedure for keeping anecdotal
records of student behavior.(38) This process will furnish
the teacher with evidence to support his value judgments.
Granted these traits are not essential for driving a motor
vehicle, but they do facilitate class management and the

2.

8.

A sincere effort is made to evaluate and measure
all the behavioral outcomes that driver and traffic
safety education strives to develop.
Students and parents are clearly informed of grading criteria.

Students are periodically informed of their pro-

3.

gress toward the course objectiVes.

luate the'h own
physical, intellectual and psycholo 'cal trait with

Students are encouraged 1

4.

learning process. In other words, they serve as a means for
the student to acquire, more effectively, the concepts, skills
and values that will help him to become a competent driver.
So the
motivating effect of grades can be an asset when
,.us'ed to encourage these traits.

7.

respect to driving and citizenship.
Examinations and tests are constructed to emphasize the understanding of concepts and principles,
not merely fattual knowledge.
Teachers use student ,progress forms, rating scales
and systematic recording of behavior to evaluate
the social and emotional traits of students.
Students are encouraged to participate in driver

8.

for the purpose of getting a grade.
Students and parents are given a detailed descrip-

5.

6.

Inforniint; Students and Parents

The final grade, although required by administrative regula..
tions and for other reasons, is absolutely meaningless to the
parent unless some opportunity exists for describing the
factors that were considered in arriving at the final evaluation. Therefore, this report strongly recommends that addi-

education learning experience for the inherent
driving and citizenship values rather than solely
tion of the student's status (strengths and we

k-

nesses) at the completion of the course.

tional information be supplied to the parents regarding

9.

their son's or daughter's readiness to drive.

Teachers, within the limitations of- time and resources, make an effort to follow the driving
'experience of students after they leave the course.

Two other steps are also recommended. First, both student
and parent should be notified early in the course about the
precise criteria that will be used fibr judging the student's
proficiency and achievement at the end. Secondly, a- few
contacts (letters; telephone or face-to-face) with parents,
and certainly with students, of the borderline or problem
cases, may be warranted during the course to relieve a learning difficult)i; or at least prepare the parent and the student
for eventual failure. Students and parents deserve counsel

The Changing Role Of The.Teacher

Recent devgjopments in education suggest that the primary
function of the teacher is to manage the learning process.
This concept implies that the teacher is more of a situation

provider than a mere conveyor of information. He must
arrange situations to induce student reactions that will lead
to learning. Moreover, the situations provided should be
those that hold promise for making a difference in the
behavior of students as they become Active participants in
the highway transPortation system. It appears doubtful that

before the finalreckoning so that the student has a chance
to rectify his ways. In anilvent, another letter should go
to the parents at the end of the' course describing the student's ability at that time.

a mere "pouring in" proCess will be effective in this rhard.

Evaluation is not an end in itself, but a means to an end.
The end is learning. Unfortunately, our present system of
evaluation, with considerable emphasis on "grades", appears to be used as an end. Furthermore, norm-referenced
measures breed student vs. student competition within a
.single class, an unhealthy intellectual and emotional climate. The trend toward stating curriculum objectives in
specific behavioral terms capable of measurement, and re-

Teaching Strategies

Driver and Traffic Safety Education teachers need a variety
of strategies (patterns of behavior, maneuVers, methods) at
their disposal to handle different kinds of learning and a

variety of students. Teaching strategies are more or less
useful depending upon the educational objective at the

quiring students to achieve a minimum standard, appears to
be a promising development. Nevertheless, most teachers
performance objectives or notstill face the grading prbblem _for which there appears to be no good solution. But
that is no excuse for not doing a thorough job of evaluating
student progress in meeting performance standards. Knowledge of progress is an effective motivator for the learner,
and a valuable indicator for the instructor.

moment

.For example:*

then we use

If we are trying to induce

In conclusion, the following principles are suggested to
guide the evaluation and grading process in Driver and

demonstrations, recita-

I. mastery of content and

I.

achievement of skills related
to the driving task.

don; programmed

techniques and strategies that
maximizoNmemory and skill
development;

*The ideas here are from The Structure of Teaching by Bruce R.
Joyce and Berj Harootimian, pages 110-111. (56)

Traffic Safety Education.
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or

2. productive thinking,, including the ability to interpret and evaluate )nformatiOn from generalizations;

2. questioning, interpreta-

tion of data excercises,
problem solving techniques,

case study analysis, games

application of facts and

which induce students to

principle§ in new situations;
formulating and testing of
hypotheses.

strategies;

3. self-direction and improvement.

think and other inquiry type

3, provocative statements,
questions and stituations to
elicit attitudinal statements,
written and oral teacher re-

vicarious experiences and for automatizing some learning
will not replace the teacher, but instead they may create a
demand for more and better teachers. If the more onerous
aspects of teaching can be relegated to automatizing devices
which convey information and increase the opportunities
for self-instruction, then the teacher can concentrate his
skills on helping students to form generalizations, to clarify
values, and to develop decision-making capabilities. These
higher and more difficult forms of learning, too often
neglected, depend upon the acquisition of prerequisite
knowledge which can be supplied by these newer media.
The task of selecting appropriate "packaged" material., and

planning situations which cause the student to interact
actively with the material, will become an increasinkly
important Coallenge to the teacher. Reconstructing the role

of the teacher does not require new and highly sophisticated facilities, equipment and materials. The emphasis is
not on what the teacher could do with better equipment
and facilities, but what is possible by way of improving the

sponses (non-ju dgmen tal) to

attitudinal statements, discussions, role playing, indi-

climate of learning. Every "teacher is in a position to introduce and encourage a commitment to thinking, to reasoned beliefs, to the pursuit of ideas. The process of finding
and testing meaning only requires a teacher knowledgeable
of the subject matter and the learning process, with a lively
imagination and interest in playing with ideas. A teacher
with these competencies will do better with modern learning devices, but the devices will not compensate for the
inadequate teacher.

vidual counseling, and other

tactics which induce students to reflect on themselves and take responsibility for their own behavior.

These examples, not intended to be all inclusive, summarize

three important types of student behavior that lead to
learning, and suggest appropriate strategies for stimulating

Developing Decision-Nlaking Capability

the behavior.

Since the decision-making process is so prominant in driving

Very few teachers can become highly competent in a large
number of strategies, but most teachers can and should
expand their range of maneuvers. As their range increases,
the opportunities for bringing about more kinds of learning
also increases. Each teacher must create the kinds of tactics
that he is comfortable with and can implement in accord

and other tasks related to the system, instruction in Driver
and Traffic S,afety Education must facilitate and regulate
the exploration of alternatives on the part of the learner. A
multitude of alternatives are involved in driving and preparing to drive. "Should I make the trip in this weather?"
"Should I pass that other car?". "Will another drink make a
difference?". Aside from driving, we decide on alternatives
related to support for traffic officials, traffic safety legisla-

with his personality, but this does not preclude an extension of his teaching styles. Teachers who gain great satisfaction from the customary role of giving informationrand
demonstrating skills, can ,experience even greater satisfac-

tion, car and insurance purchases, use of the family car, and
many others. If the teacher is successful, students will learn
to assess alternative arguments in a consistent and,intelligent way, by examining the consequences of the choices for
both the individual and society. The assumption underlying
this.method is that self-direction and self-discipline are not

tion from guiding studerts through an inquiry or clarification piocess. However; added skill and satisfaction in the
use of a new method may take some time. In most cases,
the new tactic should be tried in small segments, so that
skill and confidence are built gradually. Otherwise frustration and failure may result, causing the teacher to decide
that the tactic is worthless, when in fact, the manner of use
of the tactic was the real reason for failure. In any case,
teachers can extend their teaching repertoire dramatically if
they are acquainted with the essential conditions for using
the proposed method, and willing to try out new ideas.

acquired merely by carrying out the dictates of others, but
are cultivated by giving students the opportunity for facing
problems. exploring alternatives, making and implementing
decisions. Instruction is only a provisional state, designed to
make the learner more self-sufficient for meeting interpersonal and institutional type problems typical of what
they will confront in the future.

The Teacher and Technology

Certain actions on the part of the teacher will facilitate the
process of exploring alternalives.. Alternatives, first of all,

Ir. Driver and Traffic Safety Education, as well as in other
subjects, the development of simulation, educational television, programmed learning, and multi-media are causing a
change in the teacher's role. These devices for presenting.

should have meaning for the student and should be goal
oriented. In this regard the teacher at times may let the
student present the alternatives. This technique can help
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School Stiperintendcnt-, Look .\I Dm e(

establish a climate in which students feel frcc to reveal
perceptions and to explore ideas, beliefs and values in a
search for meaning. The student must feel free to choose,

The following excerpts from speeches of two school superintendents arc used to conclude this section on thc changing role of the teacher.
Dr. Robcrt P: Moser presently with the Wisconsin Improvement Program at the University of Wisconsin included these

because- a coerced choice is no choice at all. However, the

student must be reminded that in some areas there is no
choice available that an intelligent persOn would consider.
In summary, thc teacher helps to identify meaningful alternatives, acts as a counter to the ideas put forth demanding
only that they be supported, and ultimately leads the students through a process of thought which clearly reveals the
personal and societal consequences of thc choices.

rcmarks in a speech entitled, "What A Superintendent
Expects From Driver Education Instruction".

First of all, if we envision driver training to involve
only thc physical skills of handling a lethal weapon,
the automobile, we ought to forget the whole thing as
far. as schools are concerned, and let some othcr
agency of society employ a bunch of technicians or
para-profcssionals to handle the habit teaching, and let
it go at that.

In recent years, the practice of two or more teachers pooling their cfforts and taking responsibility together for

On the other hand, if we envision driver education
as a significant means of human conservation, as an

teaching groups of students has become increasingly prev-

alent. The nature of driver and traffic safety education,
with both classroom laboratory experience, lends itself
quite well to team tcaching. In fact, many situations demand that two or more teachers coordinate their efforts.

important phase of student attitudinal development
then, and only then we have every right to be engaged
in the activityas a matter of fact, society will require
that we be engaged in it and that we do an expert job

For example, in some schools different teachers handle the
classroom and laboratory instruction. A common example
of team teaching in Driver and Traffic Safety Education is
found in the use of the multiiilcar method. Thc team plan
takes a variety of othcr forms, but1/4in any'case, a basic requirement for success in this venturekikhe opportunity for
members of thc tcam to meet and plan tdgelh-fr.

with it, If we are really going to educate drivers as
opposed to just training them, we must have somc
pretty high level expectations for the men whom we
call our driver educators. So far as 1 dm concerned you
are not driver trainers; you arc driver educatorsand
there is a significant difference.

I don't want to be misunderstood, and I don't

Team teaching has a number of features that facilitate the

mean that all we have to do is just shrink heads and
develop attitudes and everything will come out fine.
We must realize that part of the process in education

teaching-learning process. (56)
1.

Two or more teachers can manage and control a

of drivers does involve skills development, but that thc

large number of students better than a single
\ teacher (reinforce each other emotionally and
2.

skills are means and not ends, and we ought to

intellectually).

remember that the skills come first along with the

Tcachers are in a better position to provide per-

attitudinal development. By no means is the end passing the driver's test, and passing the test ought not to

sonal assistance to a student having difficulty.

3.

4.

be held out as the objectivethe objective is safe and

A team of teachers cooperating with one another
sets a good example of a model adult society that
students could imitate.
Teachers are able to analyze one another's performance and provide feedback to each other that

sane behavior on the-highway. (68)

Dr. Dwight Teel, Assistant Superintendent a Curriculum
and Instruction, Milwaukee Public Schools, spoke on
"Ethics of Driver Education Instructors."

will help to improve the learning process.

5.

cin..1101,

The driver education teacher needs to demon-

Occasionally one teacher is able to reach a child
that other team members seemed unable to help.

6.

Teaching teams generate better ideas for lessons as
members become sources of ideas for one another.

7.

A team approach furnishes the opportunity to
exploit the spedial capabilities of individual

strate

the hallmarks of a teacher, not only with

respect to driving skills and knowledge, but the hallmarks for the teaching profession of which he is a member and which encompasses driver education. As teachers, we have the responsibility of using the tools of the

I am speaking to the importance of such
things as the driver education teacher using good
English and of having written materials prepared

teacher.

members. (Teachers complement each other.)

For many years the teacher's primary responsibility was his
own class, which he taught alone. The capabilities needed
for success in that setting are appropriate in team teaching,
but, in addition, some special attributes are required. Team

neatly, in standard format, and well-organized so that

they .communicate effectivelythe same standards
that apply for other subject areas.

We are teaching our students more thanahow to

teaching demands that every member learn to work and

drive. We are educating youth to be the kind of people

plan together in a responsible manner.
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we want them to become. We teach them to drive only
because we want them to become kinds of people who
behave in certain ways in our society. If we take our
charge as really being teachers of young people, using
driver education as the medium through which we
teach and look at what we want these persons to become and then develop our whole relationship with
them in this regard,..we should have a better product
of person, scholar and citizen. (103)
h"d tr,1 (

serving high school DTSE teachers in the classroom. Here
are four generalizations based on those observations.
I. Teachers were highly enthusiastic about their subject and eager to acquire new ideas that would

improve their instruction. However, many were
concerned because the students failed to share
their enthusiasm for the classroom instruction.

3.

4.

for all situations. In fact, there is a surprising variation in
the methods used even among the most successful teachers.
However, when an approach is effective you find that: (1)
the method was skillfully handled; (2) the teacher possessed
cOnficlence in the method; (3) the method was appropriate
to the end desired and the group taught. The following
discussion evaluates the potential of selected methods and
techniques for achieving specific learning goals.
I )rnmatiiallum

:\ lid Technique,:

Some years ago the project director spent a semester ob-

2.

not necessarily work in another, and no one method is best

The majority were doing conventional teaching
from the textbook (read;recite-test), rarely using a
panel, a demonstration, role playing or a discussion of some local or personal problem. When
teachers did relate textbook material to local and
personal problems increased interest was apparent
and the class was "alive".
Much class time was spent learning traffic laws
and other facts that students can acquire outside
the class. Perhaps this practice helps to explain
why some teachers complained about not having
enough time.
Compliance and unquestioning acceptance of the
teacher and textbook authority was promoted by
typical classroom procedures. A teacher seldom
responded to a student's question with "What do

The role playing idea suggests promise for cultivating attitudes as well as for knowledge acquisition. Two or more
students act out a situation relating to a problem which the
group is discussing. For the most part, conversation is
spontaneous, which tends to bring out feelings and attitudes which otherwise might not appear. If one of the students has previously displayed hostility toward policemen,
the teacW could arrange for him to play a policeman's
role, the trheory being that the student's hostility would be
reduced after viewing the policeman's role from a different
view. Under proper guidance, which insists that the group
attend to the subject under discussion, rather than the roleplaying itself, this technique can effectively dramatize different viewpoints in a way that promotes better individual
and group understanding of interpersonal problems. Here
are suggestions for role playing situations:
1. A man and woman driver at an accident scene
talking to a traffic accident investigator (or other
situations at an accident scene).
2. Policeman stopping a violator, with the ensuing

you think?" but instead presented a neat little
answer that usually closed the issue.

5.

Passenger and driver engaged in conversation to
show how the passanger can be a help or hin-

6.

A meeting of the community traffic safety council.

7.

We should think of the student as an active learner and not
as a passive receptacle into which we stuff required bits of.
knowledge. In fact, if intellectual activities remain passive
exercises, while the excitement of doing, exploring, creating and decision-making is left to the athletic field, year-

Insurance agent and driver discussing an automobile insurance plan.

Field Trips

Cost and time problems prohibit frequent field trips for an
entire class, therefore, teachers more commonly assign trips
to individuals and sMall groups. Whether ihe whole class or
a small group takes the trip, the teacher should help them

book office and dance committee, then interest in class-

1

3.
4.

conversation.
Mock traffic court trial.
Teenager and parent discussing the use of the family car.

drance to the driver.

Students enjoy and profit from methods that stress intelligent classroom participalion. They are no longer content to
sit and be taught; not content with a passive role.

I.

Role 11,1 ing

room activities will surely decline. In DTSE the important
concern is that students not only know, but also that they
believe and act on the acquired knowledge. This objective
will more likely be realized if they have as many real and
contrived purposeful experiences as the teacher can reasonably arrange. Learning is experiencing, doing and reacting.

prepare for the type of experience they can expect to

encounter. A mimeographed guide, which includes questions and problems developed jointly by teacher and students, helps insure a rich educational experience. Pooling
experiences and discussing ways to improve future trips
culuminates the activity. Suggested field trips relating to

Teaching methods vary according to the personality and

DTSE objectives:
Traffic Bureau of Police Department
1.
2. Traffic Court

previous experience of the teacher, facilities and equipment

available, student needs and maturity level, purpose and
other factors. A successful approach in one situation will
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11..

Insurance office
Accident scene
Traffic violators school
Legislative session
Traffic engineer's -o ffice

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Games

As a change of pace, games cah be devised in whfch the
students face traffic related decisions they will .face in later
life. For example, the format from one of the currently
popular television quiz shows could be adapted to classroom use Students will quite likely derive the greatest
benefit from the thinking and study necessary to formulate
good questions. The interest and motivation stithulated by
the competition involved in this technique may be used to
good advantage by the imaginative teacher.

2.

and traffic safety. Therefore, each student needs a
different kind of DTSE.
Most teachers find that the time allotted to DTSE
within the total curriculum is insufficient for
accomplishing the objectives of the course.

The following discussion will not treat these problems
separately, but will present some ideas in Support of independent study as a means of meeting one or both of the
challenges. There is nothing new about independent study;
the teacher§ have been assigning "homework" since the
beginning of formal education. Undoubtedly, this mode of
instruction can perform a highly important role when used
properly. Homework assignments should be integrated with
preceding and subsequent learning experiences, and also be
within the capability of every student. Their purpose is not

to separate the bright and dull students, but rather to ensure that all students have acquired a set of prerequisite
When the homework assignment has been effective, teachers can then proceed to provide learning experiences in class that students cannot duplicate on their own.
knowledge.

Group DiScusSions

Our attention here.is on a process in which students actively take part in examing a problem in an organized way.

What is the potential of independent study for kichieving
the objectives of DTSE? Teachers commonly spend a large
amount of scheduled class time on traffic laws and other
factual material. Is it not possible to pre-package this kind
of information so that students acquire the knowledge via
self-instruction outside of class? Through a brief recitation*

The primary purpose is no; to acquire new information, but
rather to form generalizations and cultivate new insights
and values. The teacher makes certain that students have
acquired at least a certain minimum of prerequisite knowledge, defines the area of discussion, and poses relevant
questions. (Questions are not designed to elicit "facts", but
instead to help students generate hypotheses and clarify
values.) Otherwise, i'he teacher (or a student) plays the role

or written quiz, the teacher then checks toinake certain
that students have indeed learned the material. Given well
designed written m:terial and diagrams, students can also
learn the steps for various driving maneuvers as'homework
assignments: Many other examples coUld be presented to
illustrate the value of self-instruction in conserving sched-

of moderator, relating student comments to one another
and to the central problem, so that an orderly sequence of
discussion is maintained. The teacher refers student questions to the group for their consideration rather than rushing in which ready-made answers. Through this and other
techniques, the leacher maximizes student participation
and avoids making any obvious effort to impose his generalizations and values on the group. Ideally, the group forms
the geneplizations and arrives at 'a new position by analyz .
ing the tonsequences of alternative experiences and conflicting positions. The group under the direction of the
teacher tries to reach a consensus, but if this is not possible,
at least the differences are clarified. In summary, it can be

uled class and laboratory time for group discusssions,
demonstrations, panel presentations, resource people, role
playing, films and filmstrips, supervivd driving practice.and
other learning activities that cannot be duplicated elsewhere.

Higher forms of learning should also be built into homework assignMents. Learning referents such as questions,
provocative statements, magazine or newspaper artidles,
accident cases and traffic situations are particularly valuable
in this regard. Depending on the nature of the referent,
students are asked either to interpret, evaluate, summarize,
look for underlying causes (accident cases), or hypothesize.
In addition, homework assignments sometimes take the
form .of individual or group projects. Here students get
practice in designing projects or investigations that lead to a
product, like a report or a demonstration. Examples of this
type of assignment are found in Section III, ynit B. The
intention here is merely to emphasize that outside assignments lend themselves to both the clarification and inquiry

said that group discussion fur:tishcs teachers with a valuable

tool in helping students form generalizations and clarify
values that will lead to intelligent courses of action.

Independent Study.
Proper teacher planning for independent study assignments
can help to solve at least two challenges confronting driver
and traffic safety education (other subjects also).
I.

processes previously described.
*Recitation is a legitimate mode of instruction when.copfined to,
assessment and feedback of what the student has learned outside

Students enter DTSE with varying background,
experiences and capabilities, related to driving

the class.
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Outside assignments which promote self7instruction: (1)
furnish opportunities to tailor the course to meet individual
needs and interests: (2) allow class time to be used for
activities best suited to "group" learning; and (3) enrich
apd 'expand learning ,opportunities. Driver and Traffic
Safety Education involves a broad body of cognitive, affective and psychomotor learnings to be acquired and developed within a relatively short time. This reality demands
a high level of efficiency in the use of time which will be
facilitated by self-instruction well integrated with other
modes of teaching.

achieved in any other reasonable way. However, the film is
but
not a teacher substitutefunctioning in isolation
rather a supplementary teaching device that needs correla-

tion with the topic being studied and with other aids to
produce an integrated learning experience. Since students
are conditioned to the motion picture as an entertainment
medium, they need training in how to look upon a film as a

vital source of information. In short, they must learn to
learn through films. Although there is no fixed rule for
teacher and student preparation to use a film, the fcllowing
practices are in common usage among skilled teachers.
1.

Infonning, Explaining and "Showing How"
2.

Although use of the lecture method in high school is in
somewhat bad repute, the very nature of the teaching
process makes "telling" and "explaining" take up a fairly
large portion of the total classroom time (a smaller portion
in the.laboratory phase). For explaining a process, introducing a new topic, showing how something is done, or summarizing what has been learned, it is reasonable to expect
the teacher to do considerable talking. When the objective
is limited to acquisition-of knowledge possessed by the
teacher or other expert, a presentation can provide facts
and information to many people at the same time. How-

ever, the competent teacher explains only enough "to
explain" and does not compel the learners to absorb a lot
of information which may be irrelevant to the achievment
of the immediate task or question. He feels his way by
observing facial expressions, observing trials and listening to

questions. In this manner he determines the appropriate
time for clarification or repetition. Frequeraly, the results
are better if we err on the side of offering less rather than
overdoing the explanation. You may have heard of the
student who described his teacher by saying, "He tells us
more than we want to know". The real genius lies in just
offering enough to meet the situation.

Appropriate visual aids, used properly, increase the
teacher's power to inform and explain. A picture is not
necessarily worth 1,000 words, but it can be. Teachers

3.
4.

available from the producer.
Explain to the class what the film can contribute
to the topic being studied.
Discuss new words or terms used in the film.

Present a brief list of questions to direct the
attention of learners to key points that will be
discussed.

5.

Set up the best possible conditions of temperature,
illumination, sound and seating.
Telling the students they will be examined on the
film will step up learning considerably.
.

6.

teacher and student preparation for a
motion picture pays off in the post-showing discussion
period. At this time misconceptions are cleared up and
Well-conceived

follow-up activitei initiated. A suitable film, intelligently
presented, sometimes stimulates increased interest in a
topic leading to further study and reports by individuals or
committees, field trips, invitations to resource people, and
other activities. Other teaching materials may be made
available such as models,' charts, pictures and reference
books to follow up important points in the film. Occasionally, a second showing is profitable. Whatever follow-up
activity students engage in, the aim is to develop concepts,
desirable attitudes and improved ability to think. These
factors are Major goals of a classroom instruction, and the
motion picture provides a 'dynamic teaching device to aid
the teacher in achieving these outcomeS.*

should make certain that the material presented is clear and
well-illustrated, appealing to as many of the receptor senses
as possible. Use of the blackboard, various kinds of projectors, charts, models, demonstrations and other aids enrich explanations and facilitate learning. Not all students
learn in the same way, but all of thi..m need to see the
process clearly and understand the accoMpanying words.

Panels

If the primary purpose is to present informationoften
controversialfrom several points of view, thepanel technique is appropriate. Several students report facts and

information concerning a selectee topic, and tlien discuss
the issue, guided by a moderator. Following this, the moderator entertains questions and commentary from other
class members. The active panel members usually benefit
most by the experience, but the thinking of other students
can also be stimulated and clarified by the formal presenta-

Motion Pictures

In determining whether a motion picture, or another teaching method should be used, the teacher looks at the objectives for a particular segment, and then determines the na-

tion and the ensuing discussion.

ture of the learning situation that best promotes these

*The use of television will not be discussed separately sins.°
most of the guidelines presented here also applOo television.

objectives. A film isappropriate if it promises to contribute
certain experiences to the learning situation that cannot be

,/

Preview the film and prepare a brief outline or
guide to the film content. Guides are generally
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In another community, a committee of students from a

Project s

driier, education class developed a scale map of their town,
'and then plotted the accidents for a one-year period using
different colored pins to indicate fatal, injury and property
damage accidents. This project was espe'cially significant

Under proper direction a project type assignment can be a
stimulating and meaningful experience for the students,
especially if the teacher successfully challenges their ingenuity and originality. To help students select a subject
teachers sometimes suggest a list of projects from which
they may choose, but at the same time encourages original
ideas. In any case, projects selected should be those that
promise a significant learning experknce for the students

because the police had no spot map, and, therefore, used
the one developed by the students.

The above exampJes represent the type of projects for
driver education stu nts that are not "busy work", but are
practical experiences ineffective traffic citizenship.

involved.

As with any teaching technique certain limitations exist,
but the effective teacher works at overcoming them. Not
infrequently the project, whether it be a model, chart or
survey, becomes an end in itself; thus, the student learns

Psychophysical Tests

ln most driver and traffic safety education courses, teachers

use devices to test psychophysical factors that affect the
safety and quality of driving. The teacher must realize that

only to build a model, construct a chart, or conduct a
survey. To avoid this situation the wise teacher, encourages

in general the test scores do not give complete, professional
measurement of the physical characteristics tested. More-

students to focus attention on the implications which the
project and its underlying data have for improving driver

over, the teacher does not have the competence or au-

behavior or some other aspect of the system.

thority to diagnose physical defects. Nevertheless, the tests'

can furnish preliminary indications that more detailed,
Students need to understand and appreciate the purpose of
their activities. Motivation increases when they know something worthwhile will result from their effoits. Culminating
activities take many forms, but certainly each student or
group should at least report their project outcome.to the
class. Following these reports' the outstanding ones could
then be exhibited to other school and community grocrIps.

Information on driving habits and other data may interest
and aid official traffic agencies and public information

exact and professional measurements should be made, as,
,

for example, in cases of possible eye defects. The school has
a legal and moral responsibility to make a reasonable effort
to determine a student's physical fitnes's before placing him

behind the wheel of a car in traffic. In many, schools the
nurse already has health information on students that will
be valuable to the driver education teacher. However, even
&ugh she may have all the data needed to determine the
fitness of ind'viduals for driver education, the teacher will
probable stil want to use the tests for other reasons.

media. However, teachers should clear with official agencies

before releasing any information that might reflect on the
efficiency of the police, traffic engineer, driver license officials or safety council director. More than one teacher has
learned this the hard way, in spite of good intentions. If the
traffic agencies are consulted during the projea planning
stage, conflicts are avoided, ideas for the projects are obtained, students are impressed with the need for coordinated traffic safety efforts, and the school and community
are brought closer together.
In a mid-western city, the Police Department asked the high

school driver education class to tabulate the numbers and
types of violations, especially right and left turns, at an
intersection having numerqus minor accidents. The survey
was conducted during the hours when the accidents were
most frequent. Students worked in pairs, each armed with a
tabulation sheet. When the data was finally gathered and
summarized, the survey showed that the accidents were not
a result of persons making improper right and left turns,
but rather a result of congestion due to double parking.
After stepping up enforcement of the parking law, accidents in this area were reduced fifty percent. The driver
education class was awarded a citation from the Police
Department for the significant contribution tcL solving the
problem.

ln addition to their screening function, pscchophysical
testing devices can also serve an educational function. The
tests are especially effective in stimulating interest w..rich
can be used to emphasize how one,can learn to compensate

in his driving for limitations. Studies show that certain
physically handicapped groups have better driving records
than the "average driver" simply because they are aware of

their deficiences and have learned how to compensate.
These tests serve to.show beginners that the other highway

users they will meet on the road vary in physical ability.
Full appreciation 'of this fact encourages drivers to be prepared for unsafe behavior by others due to physical impairments.

A class Session or two preceding the administration of the

tests permits a study and demonstration of the physical
factors affecting the driver, the normal range of ability in
these traits, how they are tested and ways to compensate
for limitations. These sessions should come near the beginning of the course, particularly if the students are starting
laboratory driving lessons. If the_driver education teacher is
solely responsible for determining physical fitness through
these tests, they should be administered before the student
goes on the road.
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magazine articles, booklets and pamphlets on traffic -safety;

Investigations comparing accident-free and accident
repeater drivers reveal no significant difference between the

two groups in physical abilities. In spite of this, normal
physical traits are an obvious asset to drivers and psychophysical tests are still useful in driver education, but the

(2)requiring them to write a brief annotation and evalua-

\

tion4of the, reading increases \the value of the learning experience:In order to prevent the length of the article from

being the main determining factor, in the selection of
articles, a system of "weights" can. be established. Using a
three tokfive page article, as a -basic weight of one, and
-.4iTnes that long a weight of
counting articles twice `and
students
tend to use other critwo and' three respectively,
teria fox selection. The length of an annotation for a basic
one-weight article can be set at say 100 words. If a longer
article, booklet or pamphlet is read and is to be credited as
an equivalent of several articles, 100 words is used as the

teacher should explain their limitations "to prevent students

from associating good scores on the tests with superior
ability to drive safely. This thinking could lead to complacency and overconfidence.

b

Psycho 'physical tests can be purchased, loaned, constructed,
or improvised. Naturally, the most convenient plan is for
the- school** to own a set of the tests, so they are available
whenever needed, but this is not always economically feasible. In some localities schools have joined togetherto purchase a set cooperatively. In other instances, the teacher or

basic one-weight and multiplied times the number of
100-word units. For example, one booklet the equivalent of
five (5) small articles should receive a weight of 5.

students have built their own, through the cooperation of
the Industria! Arts Department. Teachers have also devised
ingenuous ways of simulating the testing devices with little
loss of educational value. Whichever plan is adopted de-.
pends on the budget, location of the school, availability of
tests on a loan basis and the inclination of the teacher.

The annotation should indicate the nature and scope of the
article's content, and in a separate paragraph the student
writes a few sentences appraising the reading. The title
information preceding the annotation follows a standard
form.
Sample Annotation

Resource Persons

Since the content of 'DTSE includes information from
many disciplines, the teacher of this subject cannot be an
expert on every area. So he frequently invites the police
officer, traffic engineer, .insurance representative and
others to visit his classes. However, the responsibility remains with the teacher to insure a profitable experience for
his class. Careful planning, which considers the following,
suggestions, tends to increase the effectiveness of these
visits.

Know the speaking capabilities-and philosophy of
the- specialia before issuing an invitation. You
can turn off a poor film, but not a guest speaker.
2. Schedule well in advance so everyone concernecr
has sufficient time to prepare.
3. Carefully delineate the items you desire included
in the presentation. MOst speakers will appreicate
this information.
4. Prepare the students for the visitor. Outline what

.1.

they can expect to learn, and also prepare questions for him to answer.
5.

6.

7.

Bauer, John, "The Teenage Rebel and His Weapon - The
Automobile", Traffic Safety, 5 (July, 1969) pp. 10-15,
32.wgt.l.
The automobile is described as a tool by which the
young driver is allowed to express himself. To make
matters worse the teenager is undergoing a period of
difficult mental and emotional adjustment. He or she
is too big to be treated as.a child and too young to,
take an adult's place in the world. When the pressure
of this situation gets too large, something has to give,
and too often. the teenagers rebel personality asserts
itself. in poor driving habits. Mr. Bauer calls for more

effective studies of the teenagers to weed out the
potentially unsafe driver and more effective
legislation pertaining to unsafe drivers who cannot be
rehabilitated.

The author has clearly explained the basic cabse of
reckless driving habits by some teenagers. However,
most young people are learning to be responsible
dtiVers.

Follow up the visit by reviewing, summarizing
and evaluating the session. The visit may stimulate
interest in a related topic or activity.
Promote correlated learning by having students
introduce the speaker and write the thank you

note.
Realize the public relations value of this technique
' by notifying the public information media.
Supplementary Reading Assigmnents'

This technique is suggested on the basis of two assump-

tions: (1) students can profit by selecting and reading

Traffic Accident Analysis

One of the most important objectives in Driver and Traffic
Safety Education is to develop the ability to sense a hazardous situation. Possibilities for increasing this ability exist in
having _students analyze case studies of traffic accidents.
Cases should involve drivers whose ages match those of the
students, so they can identify with the (characters in the
accident. Here is an example of an accident described by
1 7-year old Bruce Coble, that could be used for analysis.

"After school on Friday, Lance, a friend of mine, came

home to help me with the chores and stayed to eat
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Le

b.

dinner with IA. Mother wasn't too happy about this
beCause she thinks Lance has some bad habits, especially

c.

in driving, that I will follow. After dinner, we went to
the high school.foatball game in my car.

d.

were involved as passengers.

"Following the game, two carloads of us decided to
drive to a school dance in another town to meet some
girls. The other car started out ahead of us, but 1 paS'sed
them and was still well ahead, driving about 55-60 mph,

2.

when the trouble started. It was a rainy night and the

When to Use
a.

road surface was wet.
b.

"The accident happened real fast. My left front wheel
caught in the center mound of wet gravel pushed there
that day by the grader and my car pulled sharply to-the
left. I tried to correct the situation by stecring and brak-

3.

How to Present the Cases
a.

top.

b.

Imagine a teacher skillfully prompting his ...udents to think,

study and discuss the following questions about the case

The essen tial driver, vehicle and environmental
,factors should be in printed, tape or recoid form.
The diagram of the accident can be printed'along
with the other information; otherwise chalk, mag-

netic or flannel board, opaque or overhead projector, or slides can project the diagram.
4.

Different Approaches to Case Analysis
a.

you just read:

What factors contributed to the accident?
Why did Bruce act the way he did?
Have you observed behavior like his in an acquaintance
of yours?
If yOu get into a similar situation as a driver or passenger, what cdn you do to avoid trouble?

To stimulate interest in a new topic, or to illustrate an important concept under the topic..
Near the end of the course to help students relate,
review and reinforce the content of the course.

ing, but we skidded across the highway and off the road,
where we hit a boulder. that toppled the car over on its

"One of my passengers suffered a badly bruised ankle and
shoulder. The car was a total loss. The result could have
been much worse because we barely missed a tree when
we left the roadway."

Teacher-prepared cases based on interviews with
drivers involved in accidents.
Student-prepared cases based on interviews with
drivers involved in accidents.
Direct accident experiences in which -the students

b.

Present the case to the 'entire class and ask them
to identify the factors causing the accident along
with preventative measures.
Divide the class. into groups of 3-6 members and
give each group a different case. After they have

time to study the. factors, involved, permit the
groups to report their findings to the class.

Assign students to play the role of the driver or
drivers involved in the case. After they present
their story, allow the class to ask questions of the
drivers.

Certainly, a classroom discussion of questions like these

d.

would tend to wisle.n_and enrich the students' store of infor-

mation about the what, why and how of traffic accidents.
Through the discussion, concepts might be developed that
would relate to such things as: the effect of emotions on
driver behavior; the danger of a competitive urge when driving; passenger responsibility in preventing automobile accidents; misperc:.ption of road 'conditions; how to cope with
a skidding car; the coefficient of friction on wet gravel; and

responsibility of. road departments in preventing traffic
accidents. All of these are topics usually taught in driver

Students and teachers involved in field testing the accident
analsis technique, emphasized that these general benefits
can result. (13)
1.

education courses, but here they would be related meaningfully around a single focal point the accident.

The following guidelines are suggested to the teacher who
desira to explore the possibilities of this type cf learning -

1 .

Sources of Accident Cases
a.

,/

3.
.1

Police a-ccident reports or interviews with traffic
investigators.

Studying actual accident cases focuses' student
attention on the "crucial learnings" needed by
drivers to operate safely and efficiently on the
highWay.

2.

experience'.

After the students know how to proceed in ana-lyzing the cases, assign 'cases to be completed
independently as an outside written assignment.

An accident case may involve important concepts
from all the traditional units of driver education
insruction. Integrating and relating the concepts
around a focal point, the accideht, tends to establish a meaningful learning experience.
Students learn that most accidents involve more
than a single cause, and that none of the factors
are trivial if they were needed to create the
accident.

Teachers discovered that accident cases "triggered" a lively group discussion, which helped
students to clarify 'their beliefs, attitudes and,
understandinas of concepts involved iir the
aOident.
5. Students felt that the accident *analysis experience

Conclusion

4:

6.

helped them develop_the ability and desire to recognize accident-producing situations and adjust
accordingly.
Based bn styrdent reactions, one .of the greatest
values in using accident case studies for analysis
appears to be in' preparing drivers to react correctly in emergency driving situations.

Like any other technique, effectiveness of the case study
-technique depends largely on how the process is handled.
Teachers should try diffeient ways of using the technique
in an effort to squeeze out 'every bit of learning, which may
be a surprisingly large amount. Further experimentation,
with built-in evaluation,ls needed to evaluate this and other
devices for achieving the objective of DTSE.
-fraffic..Situation Analysis

Analyzing pictures (still or moving) or drawings of traffic
situations will help student§ develop perceptual, predictive
and decision-making capabilities. These can be presented
through slides, filmstrips, short films or graphic illustrations
developed by the teacher or students, or obtained from an
outside source. The class as a group, or students working
independently, view the situation in a problem solving attitude, looking for cues that require the driver to adjust his
speed or position.

Traffic situation analysis tends to stimulate interest, discussion and further study. In addition to improving the
ability to identify, -predict and select appropriate courses
of action, many opportunities arise for teaching traffic laws
and other segments of content in a meaningful setting. The
ingenious teacher capitalizes on the initial interest created
by the situation, using it as a means to &veloping or discovering important generalizations.

Lahoratory Methods

Methods under this category are Well described in college
textbooks in DTSE and in other publications. The reader's
attention is directed to the .following publications related to
the three major laboratory 'methods.
Anderson, William G., In-Car Instruction: Methods and
.Content, Addison-Wesley Publishing Corn pany,
Menlo Park, California, 1968.

AutomotiveSafety Foundation, Washington D.C.
The Multiple Car Method, 1967
The Driving Simulator Method, l 970

Attefnpts to evaluate *the relative Merits of teaching
methods is complicated by twO major factors. First, no one

has yet formulated a learning theory satisfactory in all

respects. Theoristi differ' in basic viewpoint and accepted
premises. Secondly, the complexity of the teaching-learning
process has handicapped' attempts to measure the relative
merits of various 'methods, so evidence to suppOrt "best"
methods is somewhaiiiiconclusive.
In the following paragraph, Bruner suggests that we are still
in a very early stage of development with respect to pedagogy, and thus need. to experiment, evaluate and refine.
Someday we will be ready, to compare the effectiveness of
one method against another, he adds:
"In conclusion, let me take a .very pragmatic position.
Develop the best pedagogy you can. See how well you' can do. Then analyze the nature of what you did that
work'ed. We do not y.et. have enough good principles at
this point to design an adequate experiment in Which
this group gets this 'treatment' and that group

another 'tretmentt.' The experiments of this type

have been grossly disappointing. The best things thai

you can do at any given point; rwould urge, is to

design a pedagogical 'treatment' that works extremely
well, and then work your way back. Later on, design

hypotheses to determine what you did. But for the
-moment, .can we not declare a mOratorium on little
experiments that produce miniscule effects? Instead,
use contrast, use different kinds of representations,
use such formalisms as you can, develop selfconsciousness. With a mixture of psychology, common
sense and luck you may produce an effect on learning
that is worth studying. Then purify and experiment.
But first invent and observe. That seems to me to be
the pragmatic strategy: It is not in the grand experimental tradition of physics. But is experimental pedagogy 'in the grand tradition of physics at this point in
history? It may very well be that it is more like economics, a mixture. of models and pragmatics. It is in
this spirit that I have suggested six ways of possibly
aiding a child to discover something for himself; The
formal experiments can wait until We have shown that
some 'treatment' is worth the trouble." (71)

In spite of Bruner's statement, many facts about learning
theory are known' and accepted, but wide differences appear between theroists and practices by the average teacher!
That condition does not mean that the theorists are wrong;
it may mean that teachers have not acquired the essential
skills for implementing the theory. This section is designed

to help curriculum builders and teachers bridge the gap
between theory and practice.
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Following are the major ideas which either guided or
resulted from this curriculm study.

ry (ti

Instructional objectives are stated in terms of expected

student outcomes and imply both content ..and method.
They exhibit constfuctive changes to be produced in the
behavior of students. This approach tends to motivate and

anci

Fornia! instruction is essential to help young people
enter the highway transportation.system as vehicle operators- and as responsible participants in system improvements. InstrUction should not be confined to developing
entry level psychomotor skills, but should also emphasize
cognitive and affective learnings that promote continuing
improvement. Secondary schools are uniquely qualified to
furnish that kind of instruction. They have the caPability to
provide qualified instructors, adequate facilities and equip-

direct the learning prOcess.' Objectives related to operatortasks portray real. world behavior (turns, entering freeways,
passing, etc.) In other. cases, thebehavior that can be taught
and" measured during the course only enables students to
perform effectively in real world situations. In every ease,
however, objectives "emphasize student-environment interaction as opposed to student7teacher interaction.

ment,.and an atmosphere conducive to learning where large

Emphasis is placed on ideas that repeatedly help opera-

numberrorfearnemare found.

tors to move from origin to destination safely and efficiently. During a driver education course students can be

A Svqems Approach

exposed to relatively few of the specific situations they will

Motivation of students can be increased if theY first see
the overall picture of the operation within which their task
falls. Therefore, the initial learning episode deals with the
purpose, components and management forcei of the highway- transportation system. In addition, students consider
the varying roles they will play in relating to the system, so,

they are upon a group of fragmented facts and rules.

encounter in their driving career. Therefore, they need
"tools," in the form of concepts, for coping with varying
and sometimes novel conditions.' For example, "separate
the hazards" is a valid and practical idea that is applicable
numerous times per minute of driving: Students are more
likely to remember and act upon meaningful ,ideas than
Besides,' if learning focuses on the fundamental ideas,.details,,if they are needed, tend to fall-into place.

they Can anticipate and understand the purpose of subsequent learning experiences.

.

1:asks.;ts Focal l'oints

A(

!

re:1

ts

The famainder of the curriculum is grouped around
tasks performed by individuals as they participate in the
highway transportation system. Three large sections are
titled "On Highway Tasks," "Readiness Tasks" and "Im-

modify the behavior of young people, teachers must

.provement Tasks." These tasks serve as criteria for selecting
objectives, content and methods. Sections,are broken down
into unit? which are .divided further into learning episodes.
The latter represents a homogenous body of learnings that

produce proficient drivers. Learning needs to have personal
meaning if students are to behave differently: To facilitate
meaningful learning, teaching demands competency in pro-

Before Driver and-Traffic Safety. Education can hope to
become more than dispensers of information* and trainers of.

skills. Information and manipulative skills alone do not

I

viding situations that encourage students to (1).examine

can be taught in one to four classroom or laboratory periods. This kind of structure emphasizes the interaction of

and clarify their feelings and values, (2) explore alternative
forms of behavior and related consequences, (3) make and
try out decisions in new situations and (4) formulate generalizations. For best results, students need ,to participate
actively in these higher forms of learning. In short,informa-

man-machine-roadway factors.
fmnan Functions

tion and skills must be taught in such a climate that stu-

Human functionsidentify, predict, decide and

dents see and accept the respOnsibilities associated with the

executeinvolved in performing traffic related tasks, serve
as reference points throughout the curriculum. These functions are identified early and referred to constantly. They
act as criteria for judging the validity of both content and

!earnings:

Discovery Versus Telling

method. Each curriculm item is designed to improve learner
capability in one or more of these functions. In short, they

Concepts that students discover are more meaningful
and remembered longer than those handed down to them
or imposed upon them. Quite often the process iinplied by

act as a boundary and a background for the learning
experiences.
162
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bor.

the preceding statement would be too slow and inefficient.
On the other hand, there are many opportunities for driver
education teachers to guide students through an inquiry
process that Will result in student derived generalizations.
- Some examples of the process are presented in Section, III,
Unit A, "Self-Improvement." Teachers should experiment

with the method in "small doses" until the);\ build up a
repertoire of questions and other techniques that are effective foi them.

(Poor readers and the mentally retarded will need special
materials.) Some class time will be needed to determine if
students have acquired the information and to Clarify the
more difficult parts of the assignment. But then the teacher
is free to use panel discussions, role playing, demonstrations, debates, resource people, audiovisual aids, practice
driving and other methods that students can experience
only in the classroom or laboratory.
Plant ing Seeds for a Continuing Learning Process

I

I

t

lic

.111d

t1)ifl:11u y lime

Scheduled classroom, and laboratory time should be
designed to achieve:objectives that students cannot accomp-

lish on their own initiative outside of class. Too often
teachers spend class time trying to "pour .in" factual
information that students, properly motivated, could acquire .through homework assignments. For example, most
students c\an learn about the dynamics of vehicle control,
procedures for skills and maneuvers, traffic. laws, facts
about alcohol and drugs, and other cdgnitive learning by
studying well-designed textbook and lab manual material.

A semester course (or less) in driver and traffic safety
education will rarely change a student's "style of life" but
it can change his "style of driving." Following this educa-

tional offering students should be able to identify the

competencies required to operate a motor vehicle, realis-tically appraise their present level of competency, and
instigate a course of action that will lead toward excellence.
Perhaps this is the most important goal of driver education,
i.e., to help students acquire the insights and motivation
that will enable them to become the best they can become
as a member of the highway transportation system.
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